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8th, 9th Potential 1-Ways?

By LOWELL ATCHLEY
lane highway with a median," Stewart
study committee. Other members of
Staff Reporter
the council's public safety committee
said.
A special Murray Planning DIMThe DOT planning engineer said
are Martha Sammons, Steve Yarmission-city council joint committee is
drawbacks to one-ways include driver
brough, Dick George and Hardiinan
expected in the coming weeks to look
Nix.
confusion and "if the streets are too far
closely at the feasibility of one-way
separated, they'll create adverse travel_
Balentine told The Murray Ledger &
streets in Murray and some recomconditions." He said one-ways could
Times he's in favor of making 8th and
mendations may be in the offing.
have in impact on public transit
9th streets one-way, coupling those
At least one member of the joint
systems and planners need to look
streets with Sycamore to the south and
committee, Billy Balentine, who heads
closely at how they're laid out in
Main to the north.
up the city council's public safety
relation to medical facilities, fire and
It would be up to Murray City Council
committee, said he's ready to
ambulance routes.
to create those one-way thoroughfares,
recommend at least two one-way
Murray City Planner Steve Zea said
Ballentine said.
streets in the city now — 8th and 9th
completion of the Murray-Calloway
In other action coming out of the
streets.
County medical complex (between 8th
planning commission meeting Tuesday
A planning engineer with Kentucky
and 9th streets and fronting Poplar)
night:
Department of Transportation,Bureau
"will create a tremendous amount of
Commission members learned
of Highways(DOT)in Reidland, Bryan
DOT plans a Jan. 23 public meeting on
traffic...approximately 700 cars per
Stewart, told commission members
the potential Main four-laning project.
day associated with the old clinic when
Tuesday night the city."definitely" has
it %its downtown."
That meeting will be in the special
education building on the Murray State
a traffic problem compared to other
Zea cited studies done over 10 years
cities in the Purchase Area and oneago, indicating the city has the traffic
University campus.
way throughfares could be one answer.
on some streets now originally
— Planning commission members
Commission members also laarned---ProJecterl for the 1990s.
conducted a public hearing on a
DOThas revived planning for a fourproposed amendment to the zoning
Murray Fire Department Chief
!lining project on Main Street and has
ordinance allowing for privately owned
Jackie cooper said firefighters "are
outdoor recreation facilities like goset a public meeting in January to get
going to have a serious problem up
cart tracks, miniature golf courses,
comments on the idea.
there (at the hospital) if we have a
batting ranges and water slides.
The joint committee emerged from a
arc,'
One -man attending the public
city Planning Commission .meeting
hearing, Charles Richardson, said a
Tuesday night that also saw a public
Phil Owens, who works as a city fire
section of the ordinance putting lot size
inspector and who conducted a study on
hearing on a revised section of the
for such facilities at 15,000 square feet
city's zoning ordinance and the
ambulance and fire routes,said making
was aimed at him. Richardson brought
Poplar a one-way street running east as
establishment of another public
the original proposal to the city board of
some have suggested would "create a
hearing date on proposed inspection fee
zoning adjustments and he said Iais lot
serious problem" for emergency and
increases.
size falls just short of 15,000 square feet.
fire vehicles. He suggested making 8th
In a meeting billed as a fact finding
Planning commissioners deUyed
Street one-way running south and 9th
session on the potential of one way
action on the public hearing.
one-way going north
streets with city council public safety
— romnritsi-aners set a public
Planning commission thaWinan W.A.
committee members and the planning
hearing during the next re larl
.P.09.314
811ton.
9o..Etrap,.Franklin named Greg McKeel.
JákSbn
iAdams ani!---sbecrifferVrhekslirittg
plan to hike building inspectiorr-fees.
reduce accidents 10-15 percent.
Maurice Christopher to the special
Stewart said one-ways can increase a
road's capacity to allow for left turn
maneuvers, will equalize -traffic flow,
will enable coordination of traffic
signals, and will "create grouping"
between, vehicles, creating spaces for
cross traffic.
"One-way streets can reduce traffic
accidents by. 10-15 percent because
essentially you have a divided highway
effect, in other words, providing a four

CHRISTMAS SCENE — Many outdoor Christmas scenes are evident this time of the year. This one was spotted at
the Murray home of Hank and Edithilatcher on Johnson Blvd. The scene depicts Walt Disney's Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs.

A total of 399 students have filed
applications for degrees at Murray
State University at mid-year.
Among the candidates are 274 for
bachelor's degrees, 108 for master's,
three for specialist degrees, and 14 for
associate degrees. They represent 27
states and five foreign countries.

graduates will be determined when
school officials have completed a check
of each candidate's credentials to
certify that all graduate requirements
have been met.
No formal mid-year graduation
exercise is held at Murray State.
.Students who graduate at the con-

Robert Farrell, Mirriam Hendon
Ferguson, Ronald L. --Green, Randy
Curtis Grogan, Bobby Keith Henry,
Dorothy N. Higginbotham, Patti M.
Hosford, Danny O'Shea Hudspeth,
Karen Elizabeth Jones, Randy B. Linn,
Martha Sue McKinney, Jesse Reggie
.McNutt, Jennifer Lyan gihtlaod

registrar, said the exact number of

degrees by mail and have the option to
return in May to participate in cap-and
gown ceremonies.

Tony M. Wilson, Darlene •Haneline
Workman, and Janie Rose Zimmerman.
master's degrees, Billie Henson Burton, Sandra Tucker Cantrell, Deborah
Gayle Carroll, James Thomas Greer,
James Roderick Harmon, John Wilson
Htmter,,.3„anice Splllrier Kind, John C.
McNeely, Mary Ann Miller, Shis-en
Peng, Wilda Jean Perkins, Jahn Alan
Watson, and Randal D. Wilson.
Anthony V. Thompson of Calloway
County is an associate degree candidate.

Among the candidates for graduation
are these:
Calloway County,.. candidates for
bachelor's degrees, Randy L. Aulick,
Terri Lynn Barnett, Richard Barrow,
Margaret Sumner Battle, Danny Ray
Chadwick, June M. Cunningham,
Donald D. Danner, Alan Kurt Dietsch,
William Lee Dodson, Ronald Holmes
Dunn, Jeffrey Givens Ellison, Keith

Hospital Board Set
To Meet Thursday
-A review of the liOspital. building
program and discussion of an auction to
,sell surplus equipment from the old
convalescent building are two items on
the agenda for Murray-Calloway
County Orsp. al Board-members when
they meet Thursday.
Board members are also expected to
hear a proposal from hospital lab
personnel on buying a new piece of
automated equipment, according to a
spokesman.
The spokesman said the 7:15 p.m.
session in the hospital conference room
will be preceded by a board dinner.

Three Sections — 28 Pages
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6-B,7-B,8-B,9-B
Comics
6-B
Crossword
6-B
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Horoscope
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partly cloudy
Cloudy and warm today with
some light rain and a chance of
afternoon and evening thunderstorms. Rain ending after
midnight tonight. Slow clearing
and colder Thursday. Highs
tOday in the mid to upper 60s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy Friday and
Sunday and chance of showers on
Saturday. Above normal temperatures with highs in the 40s to
low 50s. Lows in the low to mid

4 MORE DAYS 'TIL
SANTA'S HERE"

thsttod felktor• SynthcOlt (Ar

AT PLANNING MEETING — Kentucky Department of Transportation planning engineer Bryan Stewart, left, is
shown here chatting with Murray City Streets Superintendent Ray Clark prior to a Murray Manning Commission-city
council public safety committee joint meeting dealing with one-way streets. Stewart recommended one-way
streets as a remedy for Murray's traffic congestion problems. A planning commission-public safety committee is expected to study the idea further and return with a recommendation in coming weeks.

NEW YORK (AP) — OPEC's
decision to raise crude oil prices 14.5
percent will not register at American
gas pumps for at least several weeks,
experts say, and the initial increase will
be only about a penny a gallon.
But the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries' decision Sunday
will lead to a total 1979 increase of at
least 3 cents per gallon, experts believe.
And possible lifting of federal restraints
on gasoline and oil prices could raise a
gallon's cost another three cents by the
end of next year.
Gulf Oil Corp. said Tuesday it expects

'From One City To Another,'Citizens Of
Johnstown, Pa.; Aid Flood Victims
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — 'Some
citizens in Johnstown, Pa., a town that
knows all about floods, have sent four
boxes of Christmas packages to floodstricken Frankfort.
The local American Red Cross
chapter said the packages were
donated by employees of Mercy
Hospital at Johnstown, which has
almost been washed away by floods
twice in this century.
"To the children of Frankfort,
Kentucky, Merry Christmas from one
flood city to another," one attached
note said.

Helen Greer, director of the Red
Cross chapter, said the Frankfort
Optimist Club has been asked to
distribute the gifts to children in flood
areas who might otherwise have had no
toys for the holiday-.
The gesture was one of several to try
to brighten the holiday in one of the
capital city's bleakest weeks.
The Seventh Day Adventist Church
sent a van filled with clothing and
blankets for flood victims.
And the state Department of
Education cancelled a Christmas party
scheduled for Friday and asked em-

ployees to donate canned goods and
clothing instead.
Meantime, the Red Cross reported it
had assisted 560 families in Franklin
County and the Salvation Army
reported it had served 26,000 mobile hot
meals in the past week.
Mrs. Greer has been both a victim
and relief worker. Her home was
covered by the flood which began 10
days ago.
The Red Cross disaster center is
operating out of a former Gateway

grocery store, now empty, in west
Frankfort. The space was donated by
Jim White, who had been the Gateway
manager.
The only dismal aspect was in the
first reports of apparent looting. City
police reported a diamond ring had
been stolen from one flooded apartmerit.
And a woman in the fashionable Paul
Sawyier section, one of the hardest hit,
said a washing machine and a bag of
wool material were taken from her
home last week.

Israelis Lash Out At U.S., Reject Demands
JERUSALEM (AP) -- The Israeli
Parliament accused the United States
of "one-Aided, unjust" support of
Egypt, and speakers from all parties
joined the government In rejecting
President Anwar Sadat's latest
demands. "
A resolution saying the American
position is "one-sided, unjust and 'does
not contribdte to peace" was adopted
66-6 with 27 abstentions Tuesday.
Opening a seven-hour debate in the
Knesset (parliament), Prime Minister
.Menachem Begin said he and

Cabinet rejected, the interpretive letters Egypt wanted attached to the
peace treaty because they would have
threatened Israel's security.
He reaffirmed that Israel would sign
the treaty draft proposed at the end of
summit talks Nov. 11 at Camp David,
Md., but added: "We are not ready to
sign a treaty that is devoid of meaning
because of interpretations."
Thc Egyptian amendments, which
President Carter termed major concessions and Seli-etary of State Cyrus
Vance urged Israel to accept, include a

timetable linking progress in IsraeliEgyptian relations with the establishment of Palestinian ,autonomy in the
Gaza Strp and the West Bank of the
Jordan River and removal of the treaty
proviston designed to prevent Egypt
from joining other Arab states in
another war against Israel.
"No one can demand of us that we, by
our own hand, endahger the security of
Israel, that we sign a document that is
not a peace treaty," Begin tole the
Knesset.
In Cairo, an Egyptian diplomat -saJti

he expects Vance to return to
Jerusalem and Cairo in January with a
new American proposal
"The United States knows our
maximum and minimum positions and
understands them," he said. "That is
why they will come up with a move
soon. This is what happened on
previous occasions when we reached
critical stages in the negotiations."
However, reports from Washington
said the White House wants Israel and
Egypt to try to reach agreement
without American intervention.

prices to start rising by late January,
but some other companies say consumers won't pay more until late
winter,
Gasoline prices now average about 69
cents a gallon in the United States but
vary widely in different parts of the
nation.
.
_
OPEC crude now sells for $12.70 a 42gallon barrel. By October,the price will
go to $14.54 a barrel, with one third of
the 14.5 percent boost due Jan. 1.
OPEC produces about 37 percent of
the oil consumed here, but since many
other producers follow its lead, the
increase will affect about 60 percent of
U.S. crude consumption.
"By late January you'd expect that
some amount of crude at the higher
price will reach the U.S., be processed
and make it down to the pump level at a
higher price," said Gulf spokesman
Kurt Vogley.
But Carl Meyerdirk, a spokesman for
Standard Oil of Indiana — producer of
Amoco gasoline — said, "It will take a
while for the higher-priced oil to get
worked into the supply. ... We don't
anticipate any increases until the
spring."I the spring."
Amoco estimates its prices will rise
about 3.6 cents a gallon by the end of
1919 because of OPEC's action.
Federal regulations permit the
wholesale price to rise only as much as
costs increase, said Meyerdirk. "We
won't make any money off of this."
Spokesmen for Shell, Texaco and
Mobil said company policy bars
speculation on gasoline price changes.
The Department of Energy is considering a plan to lift all federal controls on gasoline prices. The department agrees with oil companies that
current regulations are unworkable
and discourage expansion of the industry.
Experts believe motorists could have
to pay an additional 2.7 cent-a-gallon if
federal regulations are altered, making
the total price increase in 1979 more
than 6 cents a gallon.•
But many members of Congress and
several public-interest groups oppose
removal of such controls, claiming oil
companies will take advantage of the
changes.
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By Mrs. R. D. Key
Dec.4,078
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, left last
Tuesday to spend the week
with the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee of Roseville, Mich-.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young
and family of Covington,
Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Maburn Key recently. Other
visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Key and son, Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Hopkins and
children, and Mrs. Ovie
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Berthal
Grooms and Kim of Detr^it,
Mich., spent the weekend with
Mrs. Holice Grooms and Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Gallimore.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hopkins,
Karen, Kenny, Kim, and
Kurk, spent the weekend with
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam, Mr.
and Mrs Milford Orr and
Terry, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins on Thursday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Terry
Sills and son, Steve, of
Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Thursday.
Arlin
Paschall
was
dismissed from the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn., on Wednesday,
and was taken to the home of a
son, Othel Paschall and Mrs.
Paschall for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were supper guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Thursday.
The Rev. and Mrs. James
Phelps and daughter, Cindy,
visited Mrs. Katie Garrett_ nf_
Memphis,Tenn., recently.
Mr.and_Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
Tatef.OTE'Vtailo,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Hopkins and Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor Owen recently.

Mr. and Mrs. George
Whitford and baby of Nashville, Tenn., visited Mr. and
Mrs.. Charles Paschall
recently.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Rickie and Brian, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr on
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Hopkins. and children had
dinner together in Paris.
Tenn., on Sunday and visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson in the afternoon.
R. D. Key is still confined at
his home after having been in
the hospital. His condition is
improving slowly. Visitors in
to see him this week were Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sykes, Jessie
Paschall, Glynn Orr,and Mrs.
Otto Zuchwerdt.
Mr. and Mrs Tony Sykes and
son, Brian, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lanoice Harrington over
the weekend..
Visitors in to see Douglas
Vandyke the past week were
Glynn Orr, Mrs. Jessie
Paschall, Mrs. Nellie Jobe,
Mrs. Elwanda Tolley, and Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Gurvis
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Rickie
Orr and boys, and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Lankford and
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Paschall recently. .
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Edwards on Thursday.

NEVER TOO LATE
FOR STAGE CAREER
NEW YORK AP) — The
cast for a recent series of performances of ''My Fair Lady"
at the Bronx Kings-bridge Center, of the Jewish Home and
Hospital for Aged ranged from
75 to 92 years of age.
—momsWt4-48;157:080d'15ibl
frssor Higgins and Sidonia Carkin, 82, had the role of Eliza
Doolittle. -

Starts
Tonite

SUSPENSE THAT REACHES
TIE HIGIMEST RANK.

7:15,9:25

back to dieting again. Other
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I acids will eventually de- readers who want this LSSIle
Mr. and Mrs. Howard need to lose about 40 pounds velop poor health secondary can send 50 cents with a
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Morris but I have symptoms of to bad nutrition.
long, stamped, self-adSome investigators think dressed envelope for it. Send
Jenkins and son, Kenny, Mr. hypoglycemia. I need a suitcomplete
use
you
if
you request to rre in care of
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and able diet. Fasting is the that
proteins you can go on a
Mrs. Milford Orr, Terry Orr, nicest way for me to lose. A very low calorie diet. Frank- this newspape, P.O. Box
year ago I went on the preStation,
Miss Lesa Robertson, and digested protein diet and did ly, I think that's wrong. 1551, - Radio City
New York, NY 10019.
Mrs._ Jessie Paschall were well before a boat trip. Of We've known for several
I'm just not going to recdinner guests of Mrs. Bertie course, I gained some back. decades that diets severely ommend fasting for you beresult
calories
in
I am 55 and since the pre- restricted
Jenkins on Sunday.
cause it's not really somehealth.
thing you ought,to be doing
Mrs. Sadie Bucy had dinner digested protein scare, I feel in poor
They can cause your hair on your own. It's dangerous.
with the Rev. and Mrs. Halle uneasy about going on it
again. They say the products to fall out. They can cause Anyone who wants to use
Cook on Thursday.
weren't full protein. Can you personality changes, loss in fasting to lose weight should
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones fill me in on this?
sex drive, slow healing of do it under medical supervivisited Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
DEAR READER -- The any wounds or cuts that sion.
protein diet that you are might occur and an overall
Paschall on Sunday.
A person who really has
Mrs. Holice Grooms, Mrs. talking about used a lot of change in normal body func- hypoglycemia and I am not
sure that you do) can follow
Enloe Tarkington, and Mrs. gelatin as the basic protein. tions.
Gelatin can come from the
The only safe way to diet is a diet relatively low in carJessie Paschall visited Mr. juices
from boiled meats of
balanced bohydrates. Most weight
and Mrs. Bailey Grooms on all kinds. It can also come to follow a normal,adequate .control diets don't contain
diet with an
Monday.
from the feet, hide and other amount of all the vitamins, much concentrated sweet or
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited parts of an animal if they minerals and protein that concentrated starcb anyMr. and Mrs. Adolphus are boiled and the gelatin your body needs. To give you way. You can divide your
such a diet I am sending you diet into small portions that
Paschall and Arlin Paschall protein removed.
Gelatin is not a complete The Health Letter number 4- can be taken at more freon Tuesday.
,protein. A good quality cornintervals throughout
Diet. It will
Mrs: Mark Paschall visited Vete protein contains ade- 7, Weight Losing1200 to 1300 quent
the waking hours.
provide about
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van- quate amounts of all the calories.
Coffee is a no-no for anyessential amino acids. These
dyke on Wedne§day.
You shouldn't stay even on one who really has sympMr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes _are the amino acids in pro- this restriction too long. Af- toms of hypoglycemia. The
and grandson, Brian, Little tein that your own body ter four to six weeks of such caffeine in the coffee may
can't manufacture. There
Miss Grace Morris, and Glynn are only eight of these for a diet, a person should go cause nervousness, sweatdiet ing and contributes to sympOrr visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. adults and 10 for growing back to a maintenance
to stabilize before they go toms of hypoglycemia.
Key on Thursday.
children. The other amino
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris acids that make up the varivisited Miss Louise Holley and ous proteins can be manuMrs. Jessie Paschall on factured by your body from
still other amino acids.
Friday.
Since the gelatin is defiThe Rev. Warren Sykes cient in the essential amino
visited Douglas Vandyke on acids, it limits your body's
ability to form new protein
Monday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren to replace vital hormones or
Miss Cynthia Jade Tripp, multi-purpose room in the
Sykes and son, Mitch, were even the protein that needs daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ira basement of the church
to be replaced in muscles.
education annex. Serving the
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. That's
why a person on an Rudy Tripp, has completed
Larry Nicholas oil Sunday,
incomplete protein diet with- plans for her , wedding to guests will be Miss Peggy Ann
out all the essential amino Jimmy Don Lassiter, son of Tripp, Miss Martha Sue Tripp,
Mr. and Mrs. John T.-Lassiter. Mrs. Jenna Bucy, all cousins
of the bride-elect, Mrs. Patti
The double ring ceremony Hosford, and 'Mrs.• -Patricia
will be solemnized on Friday, Lassiter, sister-in-law of the
Dec. 22, at 6:30 p.m. at the groom-elect.
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Friends and relatives of the
Christ, Murray, with John bridal couple are invited to
Dale officiating.
attend the wedding and the
Miss Tripp has chosen Miss reception.
4carlettrAntirripp,. her gilder
as her maid of honor and Mrs.Tonya Morris as her matron of
honor. Miss Terri Stokes and
BRANDON BOY
Miss Pam Lassiter, sister of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
the groom-elect, will be her Brandon, 328 Ocala, Nash
Miss vile, Tenn., are the parents of
bridesmaids, and
Kimberly Aiggins will be a baby boy, Nathaniel
flower girl.
Harrison, weighing eight
Mr. Lassiter has chosen Ike pounds
seven' ounces,
Allbritten as best man and 'measuring 21 inches, born or
Donnie Boyd,..Buddy Mac Tuesday, Dec. 12, at thc
Boyd, and Billy Hendon as Baptist Hospital, Nashville
groomsmen. Ushers wilr be-- Tenn.
Jerry Lassiter, brother of the
The father is manager of
groom-elect, and Rudy Tripp, Levy's Store at the Green Hills
Jr., brother of the bride-elect. Shopping Center, Nashville
Jimmy Allen Tripp, brother of The mother is on leave fron
the bride-elect, will serve as the Third National Ban}
ring bearer. Jody Lassiter, there.
nephew of the groom-elect,
Grandparents are Mr. an
will roll out the aisle carpet. Mrs. Hobert Brandon and Mr
The music will be special and Mrs. Bobby Johnson, al
selections chosen by the bride- of Murray. Great grand
elect that are pre-recorded. parents are Mrs. Betty
TREE DECORATIONS — Mrs. Julian Carroll and daughter
Miss Vickie White will keep , Brandon and Mrs. Thelmi
illy put finishing touches on the Christmas tree in the
the guest register.
Ross, Murray, and Mr. am
governor's mansion. Crystal ornaments support this
Following the ceremony the Mrs. Festus Story, Murray
year's decorating theme,"Reflections."
reception will be held in the Route 1.
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Bazaar by Senior Citizens
e ill be at the Ellis Community
Center from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Thursday, December 21
Bazaar by Senior Citizens
will be held it Ellis Community Center from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Hours for Waterfield and
Pogue Libraries at Murray
State University will be from 8,
a.m. 1o4:30 p.m.
Extension Workers of First
Baptist Church will meet with
Mrs. Andrus at 12 noon.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Cindy Ragsdale
at 7 p.m.

.
"10.

Anniversary Event
Planned On Sunday

Suiter and Driver
Wedding Planned

'Dem.
By Abigail Van Buren

Sunday,Dec.U
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0.
Bondurant will be honored
with a reception in celebration
of their 50th wedding anniversary at the Murray
Woman's Club House. All
friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m. The family
requests that guests not bring
or send gifts.

They're Real
Hearing Aids
DEAR ABBY:This is for DEAF ALCOHOLIC who wrote
to you saying he got nothing out of A.A. meetings because of
deafness. You suggested he learn lip reading.
Lip reading is not always the answer; an interpreter who
can handle sign language is. Most metropolitan areas have
organizations that provide such services, including interpreters for the hard-of-hearing, at little or no cost.
If DEAF ALCOHOLIC lives where there is no such
organization, he or she can write to: Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, P.O. Box 1339, Washington, D.C. 20013,
for a listing of interpresees4e-the area. This office is located
at Gallaudet College-the only college in the U.S. entirely
for deaf people. Please inform your readers, Abby.
SHELIA T., BUTLER,PA.

A reception in honor of the
50th wedding anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie B. Parker,
formerly of Calloway County,
will be at the Egyptian Trail
Cafe, Highway 45, Metropolis,
Ill., from 2 to 4 p.m.

4\
os, •

DEAR SHELIA: Thank you for helping me help my deaf
and hard-of-hearing readers. Although deafness affect!! over
13 million Americans, it is probably the most misunderstood.of all handicaps because it is invisible.

'Year Of The Child
Proclaimed, 1979,
Thursday,December 21
Murray State Racers will By Gov. Carroll
play Nortliwt Louisiana

DEARABBY:I would like to have one of your booklets on
HOW TO BE POPULAR. Please send it to me right away
and if it's any good I will send you my check for a dollar.
Thank you.
RICK

•
•

r •
• .6

a

in a
Miss Lisa Jane Suiter
Mr. aitcl Mrs. Wylie B. Parker
basketball gaTee at Murray__
FRANKFORT, Ky. 7- Gov.
Mrs.
Melba
Sinter of 1506 Sycamore Street, Murray, anState Fieldhouse.
Julian Carroll has proclaimed
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie B. Parker of Metropolis, Ill., formerly
nounces the engagement and approaching marriage of her
1979 as "The Year of the
DEAR RICK: Please send me your check and if it's any
of Murray, will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on
daughter, Lisa Jane,to Donnie Joe Driver.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 511 Child" in Kentucky.
good I will send you the booklet. Be sure to include a long,
Sunday,Dec. 24.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Elroy Suiter. Her
Order of the Eastern Star is
stamped
128
centsl,
self-addressed
In his proclamation, the
envelope.
The children of the couple have planned a reception at the
grandparents are Mrs. Fred Suiter and the late Mr. Suiter of
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. Governor notes there are
Egyptian Trail Cafe on Highway 45 in Metropolis, Ill. on
DEAR ABBY:Is it normal for a 6-year-old to tell adults,"I
Murray,and the late Mr.and Mrs. Walter Starks of Marshall
at the lodge hall.
more than one million
call
Sunday, Dec. 24. All friends and relatives are invited to'
hate you, you stink, drop dead!"
County.
children under the age of 18 in
between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
This child is a neighbor. She curses like a mule skinner
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Women of the Moose will Kentucky. "All have special
The Parkers were nfarried Dec. 24, 1928, by the late E. H.
and will throw anything she gets her hands on.
Cox of Smithland. He is now employed with Smith's Meat
meet at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall needs, but in many cases,
Smith, Church of Christ minister, at his home in Murray.
Yesterday she called me the insulting name for a female
Processing Company in Sznithland.
with the officers to meet at 7 these needs are not being
Their attendants were Mrs. Herman Hill of Murray and the
dog, so I shook my finger in her face. Then she threw a hard
The vows will be exchanged on Friday, Dec. 29, at 6 p.m. at
p.m.
adequately met," said Gov.
late Mr. Hill.
rubber ball and hit me in the eye. Another time this little
the
University Church of Christ with Kenneth Hoover ofdaughter
the
of
the
Hill,
is
Carroll.
Mrs. Parker, the former Lula
demon stabbed me in the back with a rake!
ficiating.
A family wedding is planned with a reception to
Betty Sledd Baptist Young
late Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Hill of Hazel. Mr. Parker,son of the
Through the proclamation,
She stands in the yard and shouts dirty things at
follow-at the home of the bride-elect's mother.
Women of First Baptist the Governor urges "all
cerstrangers
retired
Murray,
a
who
Parker
is
pass
parents
by.
of
Newt
Her
her.
say, "Ignore
She's
late Mr. and Mrs.
just spoiled." Well, I have seen some spoiled child ren in my
Church will meet at the home Kentucky
tified welder from Electric Energy,Joppa, 111.
citizens
and
day, but I've never seen one like her.
of Rebecca Cunningham at 9 organizations to focus_ on _
They have one daughter, Mrs. Hubert (Joan) Barnes of
Whatis-zeur-tadviee?Clearwater, Fla., and two sons. Michael who-iiiiiithied to
chirdien
dpromote lasting
CAN'T COPE
married
the
is
Parks,
to
Carol
who
Patrick
former
and
the
action tb improve the lives of
Friday, December 22
former Sue Somer.
children in Kentucky."
DEAR CAN'T: It would be a kindness to suggest to the
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Parker have eight grandchildren who are
International Children's
child's parents that they take her to a mental health clinic to
will be honored at a reception Year is the 20th anniversary of
Randy Barnes, married to the former Karen Brayboy, RockMr.and Mrs. Clifford C. Frost of Old Greenwich, Conn., andetermine the cause of her anti-social behavior. A child who
in celebration of their 50th the
ford, Ill., Kern Barnes, Clearwater, Fla., Lisa, Lori, Shelia,
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Victoria Joan, to
United
Nations'
is as hostile and violent as this one appears to be without
wedding anniversary at the Declaration of the Rights of
Melanie, Mendi, and Matthew Parker, all of Metropolis, Ill.;
provocation could be emotionally disturbed. Early treatEdward G. McFarland,son of Mr. and Mrs.J. B. McFarland
s
•
and ene-PeatArawidaulibtorrasimolaassearliockiesds—a,--meTrt eactbi help
7- Of-GenesecktlettYarit:`
thel2bikt-7.
IlethodLst-Cturc
-I:All Triends
Miss Frost is a graduate of Greenwich High School, atand relatives are invited to
CONFIDENTAL TO "ME, TOO, IN LOS ANGELES":
tended Southern Connecticut State.College and is a recent
You are only one of hundreds who wrote, to say ihat the
call between the hours of 7 to 9
graduate of Murray State University in Kentucky with a
moment you open your newspaper your nose starts to run,
p.m.
Bachelor
of Science Degree in psychology and recreation.
)our eyes itch and you begin to sneeze like crazy.I repeat
Her fiance graduated from Paducah Tilghman High School
suggestion:
my
see
an
allergist.
are
apparently
You
allergic
Four-H Members will help
in Kentucky with All State Football honors and from Murray
to the ink in the newspaper. I, too, have that problem occawith the Christmas party at-Held
State University Summa Cum Laude having been the first
sionally when I read my morning paper. And the Los
the Nutrition Program for the
student to attend MSU on a full Presidential Scholarship.
Angeles Times is nothing to sneeze at.
Darnell, Jack Thompson, Mr.
Elderly at the Douglas Center.
The Murray-Calloway Randy Thornton, Freed
Voted most valuable Male Athlete two years and MSU_
and Mrs. Farley were guests
student of the year he was the recipient of the National
County Shrine Club held its Cotham. Cliff Finney, Roy
of Mr. and Mrs. Baker.
Hours at the Waterfield annual Christmas meeting on Folsom, Leroy Todd, Gene
Collegiate Athletic Association postgraduate scholarship.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your chest.
Library and Pogue Library, Saturday, Dec: 16,, at the
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Mr. McFarland is a student at the University of Louisville
Murray State University, will Kenlake Hotel. Following a
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
School of Medicine in Kentucky and a member of Phi Delta
be from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
envelope.
Epsilon medical fraternity.
buffet meal in the dining room
A May wedding is planned.
of the hotel, members of the
No shopping for Senior club and their guests retired to
Citizens will be held today.
the meeting room for the
Franc-et/take3,3e5e7iseoi11e4eseeot3.3esel installation of officers for the
coming year.
FOR THURSDAY,DECEMBER 21, 1978
Shrine Club officers inWhat kind of day will
Herbs and spices used with imagination nd
stalled are Roy Folsom,
as you talk things,over with
GREEN GIRL
BERBER GIRL _ _
flair can do a lot in adding to the appetite appeal
president; Morris Bilbrey, tomorrow be? To find out what , others. Let logic prevail..
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W.
Mr. and Mrs. Lecile Bebber,
of dui4 food without adding salt.
the stars say, read the
vice-president; Kenneth
Green, 110 North College, Murray Route 3, announce the
forecast given for your birth LIBRA
Try adding a dash of oregano to receipes with
Jackson, director. Norman Sign.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Paris, Tenn., announce the birth of a baby girl, La
tomatoes, parsley flakes to potatoes, or curry. to
tension
by
Relieve
secretary-treasure
inner
Klapp,
r of
According to the United
birth of a baby girl, Jennifer Michelle, weighing six pounds
chicken. Check the labels of seasoning salts to be
States Bureau of Economic the club for several years, was ARIES
buying a,gift for yourself. Marie, weighing six pounds 10% ounces,
sure they don't contain sodium—this is a common
measuring
191
4
Analysis, Americans spend absent and will be installed at
Before.making a_decision, talk e-W ounces, born on Wedoversight.
inches,
Dec.
Friday,
born
/on
about $60 billion on clothing a later date. Franklin Carroll (Mar. 21 to Apr. l91•14
Get in touch with agents, art things over with a friend. nesday, Dec.6, at the Murray- 15, at 6 p.m. at the MurrayUse liquid cdrained from canned fruits for
every year. Back in the
Listen.
cooking rice or vegetables to add flavor without
Calloway county Hospital.
1950's, we spent less than a and Jackie Jones are also galleries and publishers re SCORPIO
Calloway County Hospital.
directors of the club.
adding salt.
creative work. A confusing or
third of that.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) WIleV
They have one son, David,2.
Rizpah Clown officers in- difficult work sutiation is
*,*..%• I /
If cutting out those salty snacks creates a
Mrs.
Idus
Green,
Paris,
Tenn.,
Present money making
The father is employed by Dan
Ifs
stalled are Jack Thompson, solved in the p.m. problem, put your imagination to work to come
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Patideas to a superior for an
Boaz.
up with alternatives. Fresh vegetables, cold and
president; Gene Darnell, vice- TAURUS
terson, Route 2, Springville,
crisp, are an obvious substitute—but stay away
,tr president; Cliff Finney, ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Grandparents
are
and
Mr.
enthusiastic response. Tenn.
from salty dips.
Try a fresh approach to an Socialize, but don't
Mrs. Kyle Bebber, North Fifth
director and Jim Armbruster,
get enUnsalted popcorn, with unsalted butter, or
Street, Murray, and Mr. and
director. Norman Klapp, old problem re children or tangled in problems you can't
peanuts purchased in the shell are also low in
RAINS GIRL '
Mrs. Edward Smith, Benton.
secretary-treasurer of the loved ones and you'll obtain solve.
sodium.
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Rains
clown unit will be installed at speedy results. Go ahead with SAGITTARIUS
According to industry econthe
of
parents
girl,
are
a
baby
home
-improvement
plans.
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
omists, a new cotton dust a later date. Installing officer GEMINI
Communications with those - Heather Noel, born on Monstandard would require the was Jgrnes C. Williams. (
at a distance should be day, Dec. 11, in Mombasa,
cotton industry to purchase Retiring president is .James May 21 to June 20)
What seems to be an inuplifting. Don't let worry Kenya, where they are serup to $2.6 billion in new Armbruster.
soluble
problem in the a.m. obscure your judgement re a ving a two year term as
equipment and would drive
Following the installation
up consumer apparel and ceremony the large group can be surmounted by the
career matter. Seek advice. Baptist missionaries.
p.m. Make joyful plans with
home furnishings prices. In- enjoyed
Grandparents are Mr. and
CAPRICORN
dancing
and
dustry spokesmen say the
loved ones. Share thoughts. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la
Mrs. Virgil Rains of Clinton,
fellowship.
unneeded regulations are an
CANCER
Keep money negotiations Term., and Mn. and Mrs.
Several members of the (June 21
example of regulatory overto July 22) 03
private. Avoid pessimism and Padgett Cope of Birmingham,
Marshall County Shrine Club
kill
Cash in on profitable work
verify reservations and time Ala.
who are also Rizpah Clowns, ideas. Get some fresh
air and
schedules, if traveling. New
were in attendance. •
exercise as a tonic for mental
Those attending were cobwebs. Seek novel en- friends await you at a
For Information
MAJORS GIRL
distance.
Messrs and Mesdames Jack tertainments.
Regarding
AQUARIUS
Angela Marie is the name
A
M. Norwine, James Arm- LEO
•
(Jar). 20 to Feb. 18)
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Volinn
tElIEW
bruster, J. R. Kincannon, (July 23 to Aug. 22)s164
A muddled financial picture Majors, Mayfield Route 5, for
J
Ma
Woodrow Dunn, Fred WestThere is no escape from a
MM.
requires realistic thinking on their baby girl born on
serious
fall, Ethel Beale, Kenneth
financial dilemma.
your part. By the end of the Monday, Dec. 11, at the
(Permanent
«oak
Jackson, Paul Redden, Robert Face facts, and then come up
day, you'll see a light at the Western Baptist.* Hospital,
with
a
workable
H. (Bob) Farley, Charles
solution.
Removal of Hair)
end of the tunnel.
Paducah.
Mason Baker, Allen B. Jones, Communicate with loved ones.
PISCES
Grandparents are Mr. and
VIRGO
Dan Rodden, Leroy Algier,
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C, Mrs. James Majors and
Mr.
James C. Williams, Henry ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP
Today you'll get a glimpse and Mrs. Hiram Riley,, all of
If
you
feel
like
Scrooge
this
McKenzie, Philip A. Crihfield,
of both the best and the worst
Mayfield.
a.m., your dark moods will lift
in a partnership situation.
Listen tothe ideas of your boss
CLOSE-OUT
CLOSE-NT - CLOSE-SIT - CLOSE-SOT
CLOSE-KT - CLOSE-OCT
re a work project.

Fros-t.,MeRtriand
Vows Are Planned

Installation Of Officers
eld By Shriners Clowns
Your Individual
Horoscope

1 FACTS!
FIGURES fi
.,.11g4/47/001134447111210012.10

'Mr-Be/out

Substitute Spices For
Unneeded Salt, Foods

An

Santa Claus Is

11yi9

Coming to McDonald's,:
SEE HIM FROM
11:00 til 1:00 P.M.
-

Mose-Out Storewide

50% T.75%

'S

Stride-Rite
Shoes

OFF

Everything In The Store Must

20CY0 Off

ore

GO!
Children's
00•1111r201.11 IIVOMAY

CLOSE-OUT
_A

CLOSE-OUT

FREE SIFTS FOR ThE Kiivi

Santa Will Arrive In A Fire Truck!

Call 753-8856

k

SAT,DEC.23rd

,

Eledrolysis

CLOSE-OUT

idealistic, somewhat nervous,
and
very
imaginative.
Whether you choose art,
politics, or hbuslness, your
interest in the welfare of
others will pervade what you
do. A -true humanitarian with
artistic talents, you can
succeed as a writer, actor,
(lancer or artist. At times
suspicions get the best of you,
but this same quality could
make
a
you
good
psY
yO
chijoalalR
yN
st '1.(:)
or DmAyYstearrye
'
rltFr:educagOn al, Sttracts you, but your interest in
humanity invariably draws
you into the political arena

MAYFIELD PATIENT
Julia Outland of Murray
Route 7 was dismissed Dec 6
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
PATIE
Amend
Murray
1

R

2 II

Corn ITLU nay
Mayffett.

YFIELD
of
was
7 from the
Hospital.

The House of Ruinart Pere
Vtia,-ttie-rettenittrerdrevoted
-exclusively to champagne
making,• will be 250 years old
next year.

WHILE YOU'RE VISITING
WITH SANTA
HAVE MOM GET PLENTY

McDONALD'S
Gift Certificates
FOR ALL THOSE SPECIAL
PEOPLE ON YOUR LIST.
THEY'RE TERRIFIC GIFTS
50c

MOO

w

We do it all for you
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SANTA
//
Grape Jelly
HE
LP
ER
S
29

1iiifirlAN'

Welch

Save
48'

Tide

Philadelphia

Cream Cheese
Oz. Plig. — SIVE 2t

SAVE 30'
2
39

Scope

Kitchen Kraft

Mouthwash

Blackeyed Peas

Save

2941

Gargle

3 79c

$1

For

SCOPE

Brocco
li
Frosty Acres Fresh Grated
Cocon
ut
Frosty Acres Blackeye
Peas
Banquet Fried

2 Sex. pkg.

10 ez..

•

Chicken

mu
Bathroom
Tissue

4

39c
89c
49c

Save 26'19C
roll pkg.

Parkay

Yellow Quarters
1 Lb. Save 10

49c

V
I

i

'l

__um_ MOM 1110111/41I

4

Potatoes

$1 00

lbs.
Am+

Diamond Brand

,41.0

, $anest

English
Walnut
1 Lb.
Pkg.
Save
.

29

Sour Cream

99

Krey Sliced

Krey

trey need

Bacon

Wieners

Bohna
$109

1111.0,

590

Chuck Roast
Armour Test
Tender
Boneless

Armour Test
Tender
• Rowed Bone

Chuck$149 Shouldor$
Roast I b. Roast
Lean Meaty

Pork Chops

Boiled Custard
Egg Nog
and

32 Oz..lar
Save W

Foil
Wrap

29c

Save 64
with $10.00 order
or more

Sealtest

32
.
-Oz. Save 23

Reynolds

Lb. 99C

1 Gal. Jug

Savo S'

Sauerkraut 59c

•

Armour Test Tender Beef

f'D\ Purex
It\ Bleach

80z.

Vlasic

99. 79c

59

.Pretzels

Field's Fully Cooked Boneless

12 Si.Pkg.

-

Macho Cheese

(Baby)

Picnics Lb.

s.v._
151
/
2Oz.
Caws
Save 32'

San W

Fancy Sweet

FOR YOUR HOLIDAY MEATS MP_
PARKERS. BUTTERBALL TURKEYS,
COUNTRY HAMS, CANNED HAMS, TENDERIZED & FULLY COOKED HAMS.

MEAT

Nabisco Snacks
Pings

Celery

I Oz.

BUYSr

r:
t..04ak

Fresh Crisp —

-instant
Coffee
$289

Save609
16 Oz.
8 Bottle Carton
With Bottles or
Deposit

79

Apples

VV

i

doz.

Fancy Red Delicious

coore
mil,rowan/

Chili
Hot
Beans

PtArA(
194 at;

Oranges
sunrise

Bush

lb. Mc

Fla. Juicy

,11i 7 UpV

4
Cii°6314G(3136
JA4sh°

Grapes

And

. A,

,0•••••••'•

Red Emperor

PEPSI
COLA

'
111111r
a
.
PAR KAY

2 lb. box $219

PRODUCE

00w--

•

Margarine

•••••••...

Metry
Chtist
mas
,

late
(Repri
ci

White

BIGBUYS

•

•

•

•

300 Size
Sass 20'

*•:.. .11.,‘,„4
,
6
Auksth,

Frosty Acres Spears
$AI

EDI?

.'1
"
,11110it

180111.100PS

59C

0

\, .
: ..

••

41 Si.
Save 1W

BIGBUYS

Laundry
Detergent

11-

II

Hawiian
Punch
eit

3 Lb. Jar

"IL
Bag. S1.77

A i ?

ea
.

Noavy
Baty
Savo

79
Old Spice

89

Folgers
Coffee $229
1 Lb Can
Save 56

After Shave
Cologne
i
Sift $498
and

11

Try Our Delicious
Store Baked

Hams
'Chickens
and

Centeaut
$1.19 Lb.
Lb..
First Cut

COUPON

46 50
Flavor-Kist

Saltine Crackers

109
5

i

Sava 25'

2
7 oz.

C 211'
1 Lb. Box59Sa
III

Bugles
Snacks

Urn $1 52

29
Boxes
wtni run COUPON
Expires 12-27-71
••••or. Arlen

"If You Matc sur •ua y... 'ou ant :eat I ur rice
Home Ownea
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker •
and.
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stan. s

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7.. m.-9 p. m. Mon. Sat.
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Jesus, The
Perfect Man

PFC Eddie Evans,son of Mrs. Calist4
Evans of Murray Route 5, is now serving with the United States Army near
Frankfurt, Germany.
Deaths reported include Seldon F
Kilgore and the Rev. R. A. Wood.
The Calloway County Chapter of the
AmeOcan Red Cross handles a wide
range 6( situations each day, according
to the records of Jean Blankenship,
executive secretary of the local
chapter.
Russell Terhune, associate professor
of music at Murray State University,
has presented three in a series of piano
recitals for the current school year.
They were at Paducah, Owensboro, and
Poplar Bluff, Mo. Others are scheduled
at Madisonville, DeSoto, Mo., and
Paris, Tenn.
Carlisle County lost to Mayfield and
Benton lost to Calloway County High in
the second night games of the Calloway
County High School Christmas
Basketball tournament. High team
scorers were Duncan with 14 for
Carlisle, Sandess with 19 for Mayfield,
Griffey with 23 for Benton, and Cleaver
with 17 for Calloway.

(Reprinted, as written by the property, can find a false prinlate C. P. J. Mooney for The ciple in Jesus' theory of
properCommercial Appeal of Dec. 22, ty.
1912).
In the duty of a man to his
There is no other character in fellow no sociologist has ever
history like that of Jesus.
approximated ths,perfection of
As a preacher, as a doer of the doctrine laid down by Jesus
things, and as a philosopher, no in His Sermon on the Mount.
man ever had the sweep and
Not all the investigation of
the vision of Jesus.
chemists, not
all
the
A human analysis of the discoveries of explorers, not all
f human actions of Jesus brings the experience of rulers, not all
to view a rule of life that is the historical facts that go to
amazing in its perfect detail.
20 Years Ago
make up the sum of human
t. The system of ethics Jesus knowledge on this day in 1912
Dr.
Hugh M. McElrath spoke on brick
•
homes in the city that existed at the
Sitting At The Mayor's Desk
taught during His earthly are in contradiction to one word
turn of the century at the meeting of the
sojourn 2,000 years ago was uttered or one principle laid
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murree/
true then, has been true in down by Jesus.
Woman's Club House.
every century since and will be
The human experiences of
Undefeated Murray Douglass beat
true forever.
Hickman 39 to 37 for the sixth win of the
2,000 years show that Jesus
171Valto*
a
season. Douglas players were D.
Plato was a great thinker and never made a mistake. Jesus
Jackson, Cooper, J. Jackson, McGhee,
•
learned in his age, but his uttered a doctrine that was true
and Duffey.
teachings did not stand the test at that time and then became
lit
Officers elected by the Hazel
air
It"
1141
used or supplied and thereafter an
.., of time. In big things and in lit- obsolete.
By Mayor Melvin B. Healey
Woodmen of the World Camp 138 were
additional charge equivilant to fifty
,t1i47,4
We need to clear up some misun.' tie things times and human exCarmon Parks, James Harmon, Parvin
Jesus spokb the truth; He
percent of the schedule of rates and
derstandings
about
points
of
fact,
Craig, Lat Waldrop, Henry West, Artis
perience have shown that he lived the truth, and truth is
charges established for water supplied
evidenced in Mr. James Williams letter
Cooper Thomas, and Thomas
Byars,
erred.
eternal.
by the municipal waterworks of said
to the Editor in the December 14 issue
Scruggs.
Marcus Aurelius touched the
City." This language seems perfectly
History has no record of any •
of this paper.
Janice Phillips led the program on
clear, and I can find no misinreflective mind of the world but -other man leading a perfect life
The first misunderstanding concerns
"The Most Wonderful Gift I Ever
evidenced
in
terpretation
in
the
way
the City Ordinance setting sewer
he was as cold and austere as or doing everything in logical
Fteceived" at the annual Christmas
which the water system is presently
charges. The ordinance reads, in part,
brown marble.
luncheon held by the Murray Training
order. Jesus is the only person
computing
bills.
Anyone
customer
who
"...and in all such cases the amount of
School Chapter of the Future
The doctrine of Confucius whose every action and whose
desires to read this ordinance is
such charges shall be a minimum of
Homemakers of America in the home
gave a great nation moral and every utterance strike a true
welcome
to
do
so-just
call
for
$2.50 for the first 2,000 gallons of water
economics department of the school.
,
Ordinance Number 662 at the office of
mental dry rot.
_
note in the heart and mind of
Showing at the Murray Drive In
the City Clerk.
r The teachings of Buddha every man born of woman. He
Theatre is Elvis Presley inihree shows
The other "effrontry to the city
nightly. They are "Love Me Tender,"
4%resulted in. mental and moral - .never said a foolish thing,
taxpayers" which concerned the tax
ch4os._._ that,. make
,F4,41t,
India----__Ale
YAW. NY1 "Jall13.011?
`3-AY1116_
4id:-10,7fooliak act and_taviecV-- T insurance
_
F- e--be.--T
derelict.
,
never dissembled.
cleared up by quoting foom Ordinance
30 Years Ago
Number 505 passed in 1969. This
No poet, no dreamer, no
-t. Mohammed offered a system
The funeral and burial services for
Ordinance reads, in part, ..."Every
of ethics which was adopted by philosopher loved humanity
/
'
-‘1411411111
Pvt.
John Brent Bedwood; 23, killed in
insurance
company
engaged
in
any
and
ft:millions of people. Now their with the love that Jesus bore
action in Millmont, Belgium, on Jan. 7,
all kinds of insurance business in the
children live in deserts where toward all men.
make sure this qualification is met. If
1943, will be- held Dec. 22 at the Old
City of Murray, Kentucky...shall pay a
Heartline is a service for senior
..-, once there were cities, along
Who,then, was Jesus?
you are nearing age 62 and wanted this
Salem Church near Murray.
license tax to the City of Murray,
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
dry rivers where once there
information for application purposes,
The Murray City Council reelected
Kentucky, in an amount equal to seven
He could not have been
questions and solve problems — fast. If
the police force to serve in 1949.
you should go ahead and make ap"was moisture, and in the merely a man, for there never
percent of the net insurance
you have a question or a problem not
plication for wife's benefits on your exMembers of the force are W. B. Parker,
premiums..."
:- shadows of gray, barren hills was a man who had two con- answered in these columns, write
husbarill's account. Take all inchief, Norman Lovins, Ohs Warren,
see,
seven
the
city
As
levied
you
can
a
Heardlne,
114
East
Dayton
Street,
West
where once there was green- secutive thoughts absolutely in
formation and documents having to do
Novel McReynolds, A. H. Webb, and M.
per cent tax in 1969 and did not, as Mr,-Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
ness.
truthful perfection.
with the marriages and divorces with
0. Page.
Williams supposes, establish any
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Thomas Aquinas was a
you to the Social Security office.
Glin Jeffrey was elected captain of
Jesus must have been what include a stamped, self-addressed
collection fee of any kind. This fee is
HEARTLINE: I live in Arizona and
the 1949 Murray High School football
profound philosopher, but parts Christendom proclaims Him to envelope. The most useful replies will
established under the auspices of state
team at the banquet held Dec. 1%.
am retired. I am trying to budget my
law passed by the Legislature in Frank, of his sytem have been abana divine being — or He be printed in this column.
William Smith was named as alternate
money the best way possible, and also
fort. The Kentucky Municipal League
doned.
could not have been what He
captain.
trying to conserve as much energy and
had legislation introduced in the last
Francis of Assisi was was. No mind but an infinite
REARTLINE: In view of the recent
electricity as possible, due to my fixed
Max B. Hurt, Murray, national
legislature attempting to reduce the
'`.Christlike in saintliness, but in mind could haye left behind Social Security change concerning
treasurer of the Woodmen of the World,
income. Do you have any suggestions
collection fee to a more reasonable
length
of marriage and eligibility of
_
—some-things he was childish.
will present flags to four Fulton schools
on how I can save on my water bills?
amount, but the -insurance lobby" in
those-things which Jesus gave _ previous
wives to. draw against. a.
part
of
in
tomorrow.
this
outlandish
are
very
They
prevailed,
Frankfort
and
the
._: Thomas
A.
Kempis' to the world as a heritage.
previous husband's Social Security
the country? — S.M.
The Murray State College Thoroughoutrageous fee still remains in effect. I
- F. Imitation of Christ is a thing of
credits, providing that marriage was of
Most households Waste hundreds - of
breds beat Delta State for its seventh
might add that the insurance comi' rare beauty and sympathy, but Bible Thought
at least 10 years duration, will I still be
gallons of water a day without even
win of the season. Murray Coach
panies and not local agents receive this
eligible for Social Security based on my
•,
:.,it is, as its name indicates, only
Harlan Hodges gave fourteen Murray
knowing it. Leaks in your toilet tank
fee.
first marriage? ,- an imitation.
men an opportunity to play as the
can mean anywhere from $6 to $10 down
It is thus to the advantage of the large
I was married to the same man on_
Return ye now every man from his
Racers beat Delta by the score of 65 to
the drain each month. We suggest that
Sir Thomas More's Utopia is
insurance companies to prevent any
two different occasions. The first time
33you add a small amount of food coloring
changes in this collection fee from
:- yet a dream that cannot be evil way, and amend your doings. —
for a period of approximately six years
Jeremiah 35:15.
or ink to your toilet tank when you
being passed in Frankfort.
;realized.
and the second time, after being
'Clean up your life. This is the age-old
To-day In History
expect it to be idle for several hours. If
I wonder if the Ryan Milk Company
Lord Bacon writing on word from God. You could start today.
divorced for one year, for a period of
ink shows up in your bowl, this means
Union is really aware of what Mr.
approximately nine years. Can these
z-chemistry and medicine under
you probably need a new flush ball,
Williams is saying? He is indicating
By The Associated Press
two periods be added together?
!.:.the glasses of the man working
which only costs around $2.00. Make
that the Mayor and Council should get
Today
is Wednesday, Dec. 20, the
After the second period of marriage, I
sure you have no dripping or leaking
up enough nerve to quit patchworking
.;in a twentieth century
354th day of 1978. There are 11 days left
remarried
divorced
and
subsuquently
faucets (remember the outdoor ones
Thoughts
the tax structure and pass a payroll tax.
in the year.
laboratory is puerile.
for one year (not the same man) and
too). You can also lose as much as 20
The last letter from the union seemed to
Today's highlight in history:
1 The world's.N. most learned
then that marriage was terminated. I
fallons per day from drips and leaks.
agree with Mr. Williams position,
On this date.T. 1922, 14 republics of
• In Season
do not expect to remarry.
. doctors until a hundred and fifYou can receive an eight-page
which to my knowledge is the first
Russia formed the, Union (.4 Soviet
I have read that a present and
-ty years ago gave dragon's
publication including 34 tips, on coninstance of a union endorsement for a
Socialist Republica.
against a
previous
wife
may
both
draw
serving water by writing Building
local payroll tax. If this is true, this will
blood and they ground dried
On this date:
- husband's previous husband's Social
*
By KEN WOLF
Research Council, University of
certainly 1dd impetus to council
In 1790, the first successful cotton
tvtails of lizards and shells of
Sar4Fity •a.c,
nt when he starts
Judging from much that we read in
Illinois, 1 St. Mary's Rd., Champaign,
discussions on the possibility of a
mill • in the United States began
- !„eggs for certain ailments. The the papers these days, education at all
drawing o•tr, but does my
Ill. 61820.
payroll tax.
operating at Pawtucket, R.I.
!great surgeons a hundred years levels has become a matter of apsecond short marriage, and the fact
In 1803, a flag-raising ceremony at
'ago bled a man if he were woun- propriations; positions, budgets, that mr mneriage to my first husband
New Orleans marked the official
To
The
Editor
me
make
strikes.
grants
and
'Letters
was
not
a
equipment,
years,
continuous
10
ded.
transfer of the Louisiana Purchase
ineligible? — A.N.
A half-century ago, the author: Napoleon had the world at his
from France to the United States.
historian Henry Adams chose a difThe law states that if a marriage is
1.feet for four years,and when he ferent focus in writing about his first
In 1813, the U.S. Congress established
interrupted
and if remarriage occurs
a system of internal revenue to raise
;died the world was going on its
year at college (1871):
within the calendar year immediately
government funds.
.! way as if he had never lived.
A parent gives life, but as parent,
following the calendar year of the
In 1860, South Carolina became the
murderer
takes
more.
A
gives
no
!, Jesus taught little as to
divorce,
then
considered
it
to
state to secede from the Union
may
be
first
Life, but his deed stops there. A
Dear Editor:
t property because He knew
have been consecutive years for the
With their teamwork they did an
before the Civil War.
teacher affects eternity; he can
As we are frequent visitors to Murray
purpose of qualifying for Social
excellent job within such a few hours
In 1954, France sent 20,000 troops to
.there were things of more imnever tell where his influence
we
wish to express our gratefulness to
Security
benefits.
case,
if
you
In
your
and recovered most of our parapherAlgeria to resist Algerian attempts to
portance than property. He
stops.
Dale Spann, Police Dept., Calloway Co.
remarried during the calendar year
gain independence by force.
nalia.
(Henry 6rns' autobiography, The
`peasured property and life, the
Sheriff's
Dept., Murray Uhiversity
immediately
calendar
following
In 1976, Israeli Prime Minister Yitthe
This kind of action assures us of
was
Adams,
Henry
of
Education
**body and soul, at their exact
,
Security
Dept.,
and
the
year
juvenile
office
in
which
was
the
first
divorce
zhak
protection.
Rabin resigned after losing his
better
published in 1918 in Boston by
gelative value. He taught much
for their speedy effort to locate the
granted, it would appear that you
government's slim margin of
Sincerely,
Houghton-Mifflin Publishers).
suspect that approached us in the
qualify • for Social Security - divorced
- a to character, because
parliamentary seats.
Mrs. Miller Davidson
wife's- benefits. Social Security will
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Mrs. Wesley Smith
Ten years ago: President-elect
-character is of more imcheck marriage records very closely to
parking lot and demanded our
Richard Nixon announced that hit
Paris, Tenn.
portance than dollars.
Murray Ledger & Times
pockepooks at gunpoint."
choice for U.S. ambassador to thoi
•', Other men taught us to
United Nations was the career
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
velop systems of _ governH Gene McCutcheon
Editor
diplomat. Charles Yost.
' WRITE A LEITER
The Murray Ledger & Tunes is published
nt. Jesus taught so as to perFive years ago: Spain's Premier Luis
Letters to the editor are welcomed
every afternoon except Sundays. JiAly 4. Christ
max Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
and encouraged.eAll letters must be
Carrero Blanco was killed in the
ect the minds of men. Jesus
Murray 'Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th Si.,
bombing of his car in Madrid.
signed by the writer and the writer's
the taxpayer can pay in higher taxes
ooked to the soul while other
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Editor:
Murray,Ky 42071
address
One year ago: It was disclosed that
and
phone
number
and
must
insurance
be
premiums.
I
think
the
I'm not surprised at the yahoo
Men dwelled on material
SrR1PTION RATES lo
served by
former U.S. budget director Bert Lance
included for verification. The phone
lawbreaker
should
pay.
earners, $2.75 per month, payable in advance
politicians
for
trying
to
get traffic fines
trigs. .
By mail in talioway County and to Benton, liarnumber will not be published.
had agreed to sell his stock in the
•K.E. Loyd
reduced but I can't understand why
din, Mayfield. Sedalta and Famungton,Ky,and
er the experience of 2,000
National Bank of Georgia to a Saudi
Letters
should
be, typewritten and
3228
Schenidman
Road
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $111.011 per
more
reaponsible people haven't
year By mad to other destinations, $3600 per
rs no man cardind a flaw in
Arabian
businessman.
double-spaced whenever possible
Paducah,
Ky.
registered their protest.
year
and should.be on topics of general
Today's birthdays: Sen. Harry Byrd
e government system as
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Trafficdeaths are down almost 100
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
interest.
of Virginia, an independent, is 64
Funny World
Outlined by Jesus.
from this date last year. The higher
Association
Editors
Democratic Sen. John Sparkman of
to
reserve
the
right
entitled
to
esclusively
Associated
Press
is
Trip
fines
deserve most if not all the credit.
Czar and kaiser, Qresident,
republish local news originated by The Murrai
condense or reject any letter and
Alabama is 79. Former football and
A lady who had never flown before
This decrease in human destruction is
Ledger & Ttrnes an well as all other AP news
/And socialist, give to its cornlinfit frequent writers.
track
star Bob Hayes is 36. Actress
TELEPHONE NUMBERS •
sat
nervously
at
_O'Hare Airport.
w(
!nde..r.ft4 twit and .it domit,even
ete merit their admiration.
Business Oftc.
-712-ftle'
address correspnrifentrittir
• • -• 'Pt Dyes/els
-Irene
'
Finally, a passenger service agent
tak%: into account the added decrease in
. 715-ISIS
tlassified Advertising
Editor, The Murray Ledger Si
Thought
for
today:
No man today,.no matter
The-only
thing
we
• 7211910
Retail D1s91gy1 Advertising
came
up
to
her.
"Look at it tpis way,
human grief, etain, and suffering.
Circulation
Times, Acni 32, Mtfrray, Ky. 41971
have to fear on this planet is man --,
hether he follows the doctrine
Ma'am. If it-wirsn't safe, woutd we let
Traffic safety must be paid for. The
News and Sports Dept
753-1911
Carl Jung, Swiss psychologist,'1,75,you use your credit card."
Mills, Marx or George as to
lawbreaker can pay in higher fines fr

GRAFFITI

MayorSays City Tax
Programs 'Misunderstood'

t

4413t4"

4

Police Appreciated

f

Lawbreakers Should _.13 y

1961.
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Tennessee Gov. Blanton Says
He'll Defend His Activities
By BILL RAWLINS
Associated Press Writer
- NASHVILLE Tenn.(AP)—
lGov. Ray Blanton has
responded to a suggestion that
resign because of a Tenparole-selling scandal
promising to defend
vigorously
as
mself
vernor and a citizen.
He appears before a federal
jury Friday and has
Watergate prosecutor
s Neal of Nashville to
..
represent him.
Others expected to appear
before the grand jury include

t

Child Support
:Collections Up
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
10
0
director of the federal
1ild Support Enforcement
..Program said Tuesday he
.
•jnuld see the results of the
?Mate human Resources
Aepartment's reorganization
*the child support program.
; Lou Hays, who was in
Arentucky to inspect the state
said the departent's collections of child
40pport from the absent
)ikrents of welfare children
As: ve increased by 350 percent
the 1978 federal fiscal year,
:liyhich began Oct. 1, 1977.
Hays said the leading cause
Ai having children on welfare
!ilk the failure of absent parents
;lb make child support
)poyments.

3
)
-ogram,

Correction Commissioner C.
Murray Henderson; Charles
Traughber, Pardons and
Parole Board chairman;
Nashville attorney Dale
Quillen; Highway Patrol Capt.
Hargis Lee, Blanton's security
chief, and Ken Lavender,
Blanton's appointments
secretary.
Tuesday, Blanton was accused in a state court of abdicating his responsibility by
allowing an assistant to sign
-Ray Blanton" to papers
releasing prisoners. Chancellor Robert S. Brandt
promised to decide today
whether to prevent releasing
any more prisoners for the
time being.
John J. Hooker Jr., former
Democratic gubernatorial
nominee, instigated the
hearing and later called on
Blanton, also a Democrat, to
resign in the interest of the
people of Tennessee."
Blanton, whose term ends
Jan. 20, has been dogged by
controversy since he took
office in 1975.
Blanton's
staff
legal
counsel, T. Edward Sisk,
resigned Monday along with
his extradition assistant,
Charles Benson. The FBI on
Friday arrested them and
Highway Patrol Lt. Charles
Frederick Taylor. All were
charged with extortion and
conspiracy to sell pardons,
commutations and paroles.
Blanton's
statement,
released Tuesday by press

secretary Jim Gilchrist, said,
It appears that m recent
publicity my conduct has been
called to question both as
governor and as a citizen. I
propose to defend vigorously
my activities in both
capacities. I have this day
asked James F. Neal of the
law firm of Neal and Harwell
to represent me."
Memphis, . another
In
federal grand jury convened
in the case. Among those
testifying Tuesday were J. P.
"Speedy" Murrell, a Memphis
liquor store owner and
Blanton adviser; and Ernest
Withers, father of state Rep.
Dedrick Withers of Memphis,
and Sam Houston Johnson, a
Memphis real ecthie man_
Officials said Gladys Crain of
of
Ripley, exchairman
Blanton's Iluderdale County
patronage committee, was
subpoenaed but did not testify.
During Tuesday's hearing
before Brandt, David Raybin,
assistant district attorney
general, said Lavender is
authorized to sign Blanton's
name to official documents.
Lavender is quoted in an FBI
'affida-vit as saying - he
routinely signed pardons and
other paper§ presented by
Sisk.
Raybin called this "an
abdication of the governor's
responbility under the constitution."
Hooker joined" District
Attorney General Tom
Shriver in asking Brandt to

Storey s
FOOD
GIAN

prevent Henderson from
prisoners
on
releasing
Blanton's signature until the
court is satisfied Blanton
reviewed them.
In an emotional court
speech, Hooker said, "I don't
believe Ray Blanton ever even
sal one pardon in the four
years he was governor.
Please, in the name of God
and the citizens of this state,
stop it, this moment."
Sisk and Benson are free on
$50,000 bond each. Taylor is in
federal custody Memphis in
lieu of $100,000 bond.

•

•Bel-Air Shopping Center
*Limit Rights Reserved

Fayette Schools
_Give Out'Snow
Packets' To Pupils

These Items On Display
Only Throughout The Store

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Fayette County school officials apparently have fresh
memories of last winter's
heavy snows and the school
days that subsequently were
lost.
School pupils this year have
been given "snow packets" so
they can continue their qtudies
at home if schools again are
snowed out.
include
packets
The
materials for mathematics,
science, English, social
studies and other activities for
pupils in grades 1-6. A list of
Kentucky Educational
Television programs also is
enclosed.

Plus Deposit
(Limit 2 Please)

Baker's Chocolate Flavored

Chips

12 oz

$109

15 oz

79'

140ct

59'

120z

89'

18 oz

59'

32 oz

89'

20 oz

79'

Dinty Moore

Beef Stew
Gala Decor Family

COOKIES

Napkins
Scot Lad

Kraftey Pe
•

Hunts

Pats40 Kosher

Gherkins

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. Prices God Thru Sat.,Dec. 23

Bush Kidney

3/99'

Beans
Pot

Open 9-10
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Ws Will Close
At S pa.Christmas En

Pringhts

•

oz.

88

t_
Crackers
Juice

F.F.V. Snack

Del Monte Tomato

Hilton Clam

Chowder

.0. 1/89

Coronet Paper

Towels

25%

NOME OWNED & OPERATED

WALLS
SAF-T-BACK
ADD-IN
LOOM TOGS

3 Lb Bag

36s. 3/slc")
Celery
it, 14'
Cabbage
69'
-Basket Tomatoes
29'
Dole Bananas

ALL CLOTHING
DOWN JACKETS
VESTS
COVERALLS
WARM-UPS
SHIRTS

single roll 58C

APPLES
Red Delicious
Golden
Jonathon
Roams

lb

uso

125 Juice Oranges
125 Tangelos ill /OA
150 Tangerines

2OLb

Potatqes
COUPON

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Chiffon

Spin Blend

l.qtrs.

594

• Good Only At Storey's
• Expires Dire26.

Sic

Who

Po
Forn,
Po
Buff
Tu

$1 49

Limit 1 Per Family

Soft Stick

USD

COUPON

Good Only Al Stotty's
Exj:; ge.c, 20

Limit I Per Family

Wesson

Sated Dressing

0 994

COUPON

Limot I Per Family

Fabric Softener

$159

fon Osly It %refs
•' Exp. MK% 26

Bre

Final Touch

Oil
3$

COU
Limit 1 Pe

Deter

64 es.

•

n
Goa Only
b(f
—i-15

.6eed Oily Al Stern's
Exp.21W
-726-%

•

— 44
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Merry Christmas
< Compare Our Low SheffPrices

?In Our Frozen Food Sttl>i

Save 89°

*Prices Dec. 20 thru Dec. 26th
*We will be open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Christmas Eve
*We Will Be Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Christmas Dot

Dixie Fresh
Grade A Large

Totinos

Pizzas

EGGS
-

Safe 30
Cooked

U)

99v
Iiiietmpkin or Mince Pies 59'

HAMS

Pet

Limit 2 With S7.50 Add.
Purchase Excluding Tobacco
and Dairy Products

Purnell Pride
Grade A
Self Basted

Fully
Whole

Pecan Pies

1139

PPie Shells

2/99'

2 shells in pkg.

TURKEYS

16 Lbs. & Up
(water added)

500
co4

(with pop-up timer)
12 to 14 Lbs.

aI410
1110

139

Lb.

Lb. Save 30°Lb.
Save 30°
Cooked
Fully
Shank Portion

In Rain.S'

Boneless

HAM
....•

On

-.7•t.6,
Wonder
Brown & Serve

ROLLS

Place Your Order By Dee: 20th

Lb.

Dinners feed 6-8 Recite

Turkey Dinner
12-14 Lb. Turkey
3 Lb. Dressing
2 Lb. Cranberry Sauce
1 Qt. Gravy
1 Doz. Rolls

Baked Ham Dinner
4-5 Lb. Boneless Ham
3_Lb Yams
3 Lb. Green Beans
2 Lb..Potato Salad
1 Doz. Rolls

12"

Your Choice

Call Ahead For

240z.

Dressing ,b,69'
Gravy 69'

119c
Per

We Accept U.S Gov't. Food Stamps
USDA Choice

Rib Steak

lb

89

USDA Choice

Rib Roast

lb

Whole Boston Butt

Pork Roast

lb

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Breeze.
Detorgoet
$149
ei el.
Good Oeh Al Storey's
xp
C.- 26

2 Veg Bread

lb

5119 Franks
Ham
store
99' Sausage

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Clorox
II

9'

49
teed Ooly Al Skim's
Exp. Dec. 26

•

16 Oz.

I

Campfire
12 oz

79'

Made

lb

Ocean Spray
Cranberry

Turkey & Dressing
$119

lb

lb $129

But
-t-erb- WO 2 to 14 Lbs

Turkeys

Bacon
Bryan
Sausage

79'
129
16 89`

loaf

c?,

Dec 23 24

Butt Portion

Family Pock

Pork Steak

French Bread
Coffee Cake
Potato Salad

Hyde Pork 1 Lb Pkg
$1

t•

Orange Juice,,Av

2/6

Save 10°Lb,1

I

Bright 8 Early Imitation

We Have

GIFT CERTIFICATES

>

lb

994

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Kool-Aid

Whipped
Imperial

Coneestor

33 01

Margarine

$1 79

Gbod Onty Al Storey's
Exp Dec 26

14 oz. tvb

594

CAS
H
We k
This

roirsalocL
Last Weeks
Winner:

Good Only At Storey's

•

Bobby Brandon
Not Punched
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TRANSMITTERS
Ashisina
WKAS 25 Moreneitpt
Bovideng Green
WKGB 5,3 Murrai Mvyfieid
Covington
WC Vt'4' 6-* -0...erton
Elizabethtown •
WKZT 23 Piker die
Hazard
--.--WKHA 35 Somerset
Lexington Richmond
WKLE 46
Louisville
VVK1AJ 68 •
MadisOn.die
/WKMA 35

THURSDAY, DEC. 21
All Times Given Are In
Eastern/Central Times

wKOAR 38
WKMu 21
WKON 52
wicPi 22
WKS° 29

SATURDAY, DEC. 23

12:30 p.mJ11:30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GED -Grammar
12 noon/11:00 a.m. HOLIDAY
VIII Punctuation'. (R)
SPECIALS
1:30112:30 GED -Grammar IX
130/2:30 OVER EASY
Spelling.'(14)
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
CHRISTMAS
5.00/4:00 MR. ROGERS' 2:0011:00
SNOWS,
CHRISTMAS
NEIGHBORHOOD
WINDS iR)
5:3014:30 THE ELECTRIC
2:30/1:30
MARSHALL
COMPANY
EFRONS
CHRISTMAS
6.0015:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
3:001210
LILIAS,
YOGA AND
6:30/5:30 GED Grammar IX
YOU
Spelling
3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VIC7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
TORY GARDEN (R)
LEHRER REPORT
4.00/3:00 JULIA CHILD 8
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
COMPANY "Informal Dinner.
SHOW
4 30/3:30 . MEDIX When
8.00/7:00 KENTUCKY NOW
Minutes Count"(A)
8:30/730 LEGISLATIVE IN-5:00b1:00 ALL-STAR SOCCER
TERIM REPORT
6:00/500
CHRISTMAS EVE
9:00/8:00 CHRISTMAS HERIRimsky-Korsakov s fantasy
TAGE Six writers and
opera
historians share their personal views of Christmas 8:00/7:00 FIRING LINE
customs in the United States. 8.00/8:00 SIMPLE GIFTS: SIX
EPISODES FOR CHRISTMAS
10:00/9:00 SNEAK PREVIEWS
IR)
10:30/9:30 CHRISTMAS IN
10:00/9:00 THE PRISONER
THE COUNTRY
'The Schizoid Man '
11:00/10:00 MONTY PYFRIDAY, DEC. 22
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS
12 noon/11:00 a.m. HOLIDAY
SPECIALS
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
SUNDAY, DEC. 24
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS' 8:0017:00 a.m.
SESAME
NEIGHBORHOOD
STREET
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
9:00/8:00 MR. ROGERS'
COMPANY_..
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:0015:00 ZOOM
9:30/8:30 THE ELECTRIC
6:30/5:30 CHRISTMAS OF, COMPANY
HARPS
10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
11:00/10:00 REBOP
LEHRER REPORT
11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON
12:00/11:00 FREESTYLE
KENTUCKY
12:30111:30 BIG BLUE MAR8:0017:00 WASHIJAGTON
BLE
WEEK IN REVIEW
1:00/12:00 WASHINGTON
8:3017:30 WALL STREET
WEEK IN REVIEW (Fli
WEEK
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
9:00/8:00 FARM DIGEST
WEEK (1,)
9:3018:31) MEDIX "When
2:00/1:00 COMMENT ON
Minutes Count' Learn hoW to' KENTUCKY (R)
'ecognize the warning signs
2:3011:30 KENTUCKY NOW
of a heart attack.
3:00/2:00 SING WE, NOEL The
10:0019:00 THE PALLLSERS

TRANSLATORS
Augusta
Barbour woe.
Boston ELItiet
Cowan Creek Uwe
Falmouth
Louisa
P.nevale
Whitesburg

), H.R. Haldeman Walks Free
From Prison On Parole Today

TUESDAY,DEC. 26,
Mormon Youth— Symphony
and Chorus present both new
and familiar Christmas music
3:30/2:30 SNEAK PREVIEWS
4:0013:00 THE PRISONER
The Schizoid Man' (Ri
5:00/4:00 MASS TO SAINT
CECELIA
6:0015.00 CROCKETT'S VIC•
TORY GARDEN Jim shows
how to care for holiday house
plants
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC Secret Garden"
7:0016:00 THE PALLISERS(R)
8:00/7:00 CHRISTMAS EVE
ON SESAME STREET Music,
action and fun are the order
when Big Bird and his friends
try to find out how San,a
Claus gets down the
chimney
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE The Duchess of
Duke Street
10:00/9:00 EVENING AT SYMPHONY • The Messiah.' Cohn
Davis conducts the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.

DECEMBER 25 1978
3:30/2.30 p.m. OVER EASY
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:0014:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:3015:30 STUDIO SEE
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL)
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYMPHONY (90 minutes)
9:3018:30 HESTER STREET
The 'story of Jewish immigrants in the late 19th century is told.

3:3012:30 OVER EASY
--*
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5.0014:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
530/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:00/5:00 FEELING FREE
6:30/5.30 STUDIO SEE
7.0016.00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 CINEMA SHOWCASE "Hedda" Glenda
Jackson stars in the title role
of Ibsen's play (Two hours)

WEDNESDAY, DEe. 27
3:3012:30 OVER EASY
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE
7:00/6:00 - THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00
THE
MARK
RUSSELL COMEDY SPECIAL
8:30/7:30 THE WAGES OF
CONGRESS This program
presents the elements of
debate involved with the
passage of the new Ethics
Code in the House and
Senate
9:00/8:00 GREAT PEREOR,_.
MANCES
'Mourning
Becomes Electra
10:0019:00 GENEALOGY: A
SEARCH FOR HERITAGE
This Western Kentucky
University production examines the techniques of
gathering genealogical information

If you have reception problems, write: Reception.'
AE 1, 600 Cooper Drive. Lexington, KY 4.2502..(0.06
)
233-0666..

By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
LOMPOC, Calif. (API —
Former White House aide H.
R. Haldeman walked out of
prison shortly after dawn
today, a parolee with a bit
smile but nothing to say about
the Watergate scandal or his
onetime
boss,
former
President Richard Nixon.
-This is generally considered a special time of the
year to rejoice," Haldeman
said. "It sure is to me."
Haldeman, greeted by a
group of shivering reporters
and cameramen in the early
dawn, left the federal
correctional institution with
his wife, Jo, at his side..
"I'm on my way home to
rejoin my family and I wish
you all a very Merry
Christmas. So long," he said
as he rushed to his waiting
car.
He was clad in blue jeans
and a khaki jacket and carried
all his belongings in a paper
bag. He looked tan and fit and
ignored a series of questions
shouted by reporters.
Haldeman took the driver's
seat of the family car and sped
out of the prison grounds.
The 52-year-old Haldeman,
remembered as the crew-cut,
tough-minded aide whose
power was second only to
Nixon's, -was convicted of
obstruction of justice and
perjury.
When he sought release oil
parole last June,- the first time
he was eligible, he said his
incarceration was a futile

exercise that made him
"useless to the world, a
burden on society...living a
totally wasted life."
But the federal parole board
extended his sentence for six
months beyond the minimum
without explanation.
Haldeman, who screened all
of Nixon's callers and was
said to be responsible for
much of the isolation that
surrounded Nixon in his final

department is seeking a total
McGuffe57 said Tuesday that
He specifically denied one
McGuffey said his agency
$2_00,000...,from two state ,$100,000 has been requested
• report that the Agency weuld also_facia—a finaniesd
fun& to help Pay legal costs of from Gov.- Julian CarroIrs
have to cut back on salary because
Of unexpected
defending -Bever.ly Hills contingency fund and another
increments to make up for the legislation affecting the
Supper Club fire suits.
$100,000 from the fire and
expenditures for lawyers.
current biennium.
,,tornado fund.
"I'm pinching pennies, but
"If I can get money from We're still providing the. One 1978 law requires 40
hours of schooling for every
both, I can live within my
services we're supposed to," new
insurance agent.
budget," the commissioner
McGuffey said. "We have not
Another
changed the
said.
held off salary increments." • 'method
of computing the
The department is corn- insurance
tax by • various
mitted to a potential
municipalities in Kentucky'.
maximum expenditure so far
of $100,000 to five attorneys
The third did away with
and law firms under personal mandatory annual vehicle
service contracts.
inspection and substituted a
McGtiffey said that action sticker statute to show proof
had to be taker when the state
attorney general declined to
handle the defense of officials
and former employees on
technical grounds.
• The commissioner said he
By AtAftfASRADEN
personally
chose
the
Associated Press Writer
Louisville law firm of Tarrant,
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Bullitt and Combs, of which A massive slide from
WILL BE IN WHO'S WHO
a conSTUDENT HONORED —
former Gov. Bert Combs is a struction site into the
— Norita Cassity of Murray,
RockKaren Jones of Murray, a
partner because "I'd rather castle River is threatenin
g the
a senior vocational home
have Combs for me than environment, state
senior political science and
officials
economics major at Murray
against me" in a court case.
French major at Murray
say, and the developer has
State University, has been
The Way 1977 fire at the been ordered to clean
State University, has been SELECTED — Laurie
it up or
Jean
selected for the 1978-79
Southgate club killed 165 face substantial fines. •
selected for the 1978-79 Beatty of Murray,
a senior persons.
edition of "Who's Who in
Nearly 83 billion in
edition of 'Who's Who in journalism major
Recent heavy rains washed
at Murray damages
American Universities and
is sought in state and earth, trees and other debris
American Universities and State University, has
been federal suits by victims
Colleges" on the bases of
and off the site into the Rockca'stle
Colleges" on the bases of selected for the
1978-79 next of kin.
academic excellence and
academic excellence and edition of Who's
about 10 miles upstream from
Who in
campus leadership. She is
campus leadership. She is American Universiti
a portion protected by the
es and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Colleges on the
state's Wild Rivers Act.
bases of
Albert Cassity jr. She is a
Robert W. Jones. She is a academic excellenc
The project has been a
e and
member of Kappa Delta Pi
continuing source of conmember of Gamma Beta Phi campus leadership
. She is
education honor society,
troversy since the state
honor society, president of the daughter of DT. and
Mrs.
Kappa Omicron Phi home
Natural Resources and
Pi Sigma Alpha political Durwood Beatty.
She is a
economics honor society,
Environmental Protection
science honor society, and member of Omicron
Delta
Kentucky Home Economics
Department
granted
vice-president of Pi Delta Kappa national leadershi
p
Association, and American Phi
developer
Peyton Smith an
French honor society.
honor
society, Alpha Delta
Home
exemption from state strip
Economics
Pi social sorority, and editor
Association.
mining laws last August.
of the Murray State News.
Smith, president of Black
_ of

19. Later, Haldeman alluded
to Nixon's guilt.
Nixon was behind the
Witergate coverup "from
Day One," Haldeman said in
his book. Nixon ignored the
charges in his own memoirs,
RN: Memoirs of Richard
Nixon."
Haldeman has expressed
remorse for his part in the
Watergate scandal.

at The Government Is Doing
To Beef These Days is Shocking
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
government is doing some
shocking things to beef to
make it more tender.
Of course it's all very
scientific,
says
the
Agriculture Department,
which helps finance research
aimed at improving farm
production and the farm
products consumers buy.
Dr. H. RossPll Cross, who
works at the department's
research center in Beltsville,
Md., says giving electric
shock treatments to beef
carcasses produces moretender meat than the
traditional
practice
of
- "A two-to three-minute
shock applied shortly after
slaughter accelerates the

Insurance Department Seeks $200,000 For Fees
By SY RAMSEY
AtillecilltedrMVYriter
PRANKYORt-KY:
Insurarrce
Commissioner
Harold McGuffey says that his

days in office, war °neat three
top Nixon aides convicted of
Watergate crimes in a joint
trial in Washington.
Co-defendant John Ehrlichman, Nixon's top domestic
adviser, was released from a
federal prison camp at Safford, Ariz., last April after
serving 18 months.
The third co-defendant,
former Attorney General John
Mitchell, is due for parole Jan.

the motorist has liability inMcGuffey said all require
changes in computerized
records plus much additional
time and expense,
He said the Insurance
Department still has 68 employees, although the fire
marshal' Mice has been
removed from the agency and
placed elsewhere.
Payments to lawyers this
fiscal year total $10,000 to
date, McGuffey said, and
there is no accurate projection
of the ultimate legal costs.

onset of muscle stiffening and
each cow." fi
prevents the excessive
Maybe it will even put an
shortening of muscle fibers
end to the way some people
that results in tougher meat,"
sarcastically compare a
the agency said in a report.
seemingly faceless crowd of
In his research, Cross appeople to cattle. A cow's
plies the shock by passing
personality will have a chance
electricity between probes in
to show itself.
each end of the carcass, acOr as the USDA agency puts
cording to the department's
it, -Each cow, which may
Science and Education
have her own norm, can be
Administration.
treated as an individual under
But don't get too eager with
the computer monitoring
those shock treatments. The
system."
report also warns that "if
cattle are frightened or
GOP To N.Y 1n1980?
stressed in some other way
before slaughter, electric NEW YORK (AP) -- Mayor
shock has no effect on meat Edward Koch and other oftenderness."
ficials of this overwhelmingly
In other research linking Democratic city are urging
cattle
and
electricity, Republicans to stage their
scientists at the University of 1980 national convention here.
Illinois' experiment station
Koch laid Tuesday the
might want to keep the convention could generate as
report's warning in mind and much as $40 million for the
use care when fitting elec-. city. The GOP site selection
trenic "transponders" — committee is scheduled to
small radio units carried in recommend a city Jan. 23.
collars worn by cattle.
Other bids come from Miami,
The department recently Detroit, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
announced a $100,000 research New. Orleans,_ Dallas and
for•O faun yerii study of Manses City, which was- host
the equipment,_ _which
tran- - for the _1976 Republican
snits the identity of each cow national convention.
to a computer and gives inKCET Being Sued
formation that may indicate
when a cow is ready for LOS ANGELES (AP)
— The
breeding or is suffering from Los Angeles Council
on
disease.
Deafness is suing public _
The agency said that may television station KCET
to
help dairy farmers with huge force it to provide captions
for
herds since "missed breeding more of its programs.
periods, high incidences of
The station, which already
mastitis or other diseases and provides captions for some
poor milk production may shows, has not commented
on
result from overloading of the class-action
suit filed in
dairy farmers' memories of U.S. District Court
last week.

Officials Order Cleanup Of Slide
and White Land Develofiment
prevent
fUrther
en- to remove or repair a diesel
Co. of Morristown, Tenn.,
vironmental. damage at the fuel tank leaking disel fuel into
convinced state officials that
site.
the river, and to repair a road
his mining of coal on the site
Leathers ordered Smith to across his property so that
was incidental to construction
cease all coal removal adjacent landowners can get
of a 300-unit housing
operations at the site im- in and out of their property.
development. But federal
mediately, and to remove
Leathers said the order was
mining officials charged
earthen spoil from the river being hand-delivered to Smith
Smith with violating federal
where it adjoins the con- on Tuesday, but that it was
strip-Mine laws.
struction site.
legally binding Monday.
After receiving numerous
Smith- must also remove "I expect when I nextesee
complaints
material from the top of the them Jan. 8, all will be done,"
from
area
residents who said Smith was slide and stabalize it to Leathers said in a telephone
fouling the Rockcastle and prevent it from going into the interview. "The basis for
my
'threatening the unspoiled Wild river.
holding is the Conclusion -of an
Rivers portion of the river, the
Leathers said Brandenburg expert witness that there
was
department scheduled a testified that if the slide an imminent danger
to the
formal administrative continued, it would deposit a environment."
hearing Jan. 810 determine if tremendous amount of silt into
Leathers said his order was
it acted properly in exempting the stream. If it went sud- necessary to ensure
an efSmith from state strip mine denly, it would form a dam fective hearing next
month,
laws.
which would impound water to but was not a finding
that the
But last week's slide 65 feet, which the river would state's allegations are
true.
prompted quicker action by breach or cut a new channel, Smith could be
fined a
the state. Surface Mining he said.
maximum of $5,000 for the
Commissioner Gene BranSmith was ordered to first day of violating the
order,
denburg asked hearing officer remove trees and other with a miiximum of
$1,000 for
John Leathers at a pre- organic spoil from the river every
day
thereafter,
hearing conference Monday to where it adjoins his property; Leathers said.

ITITOUIDAY CHEER

WHO'S WHO AT MSU —
William J. Pitman of Murray,
a senior pre-med major at
Murray State University, has
been selected for the 197879 edition of "Who's Who in
American Universities and
Colleges" on the bases of
academic excellence and
campus leadership. He is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. W. J, Pitman. He is a member of
. Chi national bonus
society, and Beta Beta Beta
biologkal honor society.

NAMED TO WHO'S WHO
— Johnny Cann** of
IN WHO'S WHO — Ed
Murray, a senior speech and
theatre and political science Garrett of Murray, a senior
major at Murray State speech And hearing major at
University, has been selec- Murray State University, has
ted for the 1978-79 edition been selected for the 1978of 'Who's Who in American 79 edition of "Who's Who in
Universities and Colleges" American Universities and
on the bases of academic Colleges" on the bases of
excellence and campus academic excellence and
leadership. He is the son of campus leadership. He is
Mr. and Mrs. John Cannon. the son of Rev. and Mrs. Coy
He is president of Alpha Psi Garrett. He is a member of
Omega theatre .honor Alpha Chi national honor
society, and vice-president society, and president of.the
of Pi Sigma Alpha political Student Speech and Hearing
Association.
science fraternity.

McKINNEY IN WHO'S
WHO — Martha McKinney
of Murray, a senior involved
in interdisciplinary studies
concentrating
on
accounting French, and home
economics at Murray_State
University, has been selected for the 1978-79 edition
of 'Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges"
on the bases of academic
excellence and campus
leadership. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John D. McKinney. She is a
thember of Alpha Omicron
Pi social sorority, Beta Alpha
Psi • accounting
honor
society, Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership and scholarship homy society, Pi Della
Phi French honor society,
Alpha Chi scholarship honor
society, and- MOWS LAMM'
Delta honorary scholarship
fraternity for freshman.

WHO'S WHO — Randy
Linn of Murray, a senior
engineering physics major at
Murray State University, has
been selected for the 197879 edition of "Who's Who in
American Universities and
Colleges" on the bases of
"academic excellence and
campus leadership. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd W.
Linn. He is the president of
sgrnk Pi Sigma physics
honor society, 4nd the
Physics and C mputer
Science Club.

Please accept the sincere thanks of the Murray Rotary Club
for the outstanding support and cooperation of so-. many
which made the Rotary Christmas parade .a recess: Our
Best
wishesfor a most pleasant -Holiday Season.

-Murray Rotary Club.
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South Marshall
Drops CallOway
Freshmen 49-35
A cold, cold second half of
shooting doomed the Calloway
County freshman basketball
team last night.
Battling South Marshall in
the finals of the Calloway
County Christmas Tournament in Jeffrey -Gymnasium, the Lakers led 30-29 at
halftime and looked to have a
good chance of keeping its
perfect record intact.
But Calloway managed only
five second-half points on nine
(that's right, NINE) percent
field-goal shooting, and the
Rebels ran away with the
game 49-35.
The loss dropped the Lakers
to 6-1 on the season. In the
consolation game, North
Marshall topped the Murray
High frosh 39-31.
Calloway hit just 2-of-21
shots in the final two periods.
It had advanced to the finals
by stopping North Marshall
48-41 Monday night.
Ricky Houston scored 14
points and grabbed 10
rebounds to lead the Laters,.
and Day Key added 12 points
and nine rebounds.
David Schmaltz led Murray,
which lost to North Marshall
on Monday, with seven points,
and three Tigers added six
each.
"This was our first year for
the tournament, and the at-

Fordham's Forfeit
Is Holy Cross Win

South Marshall 49
Harrison, 11; Hudson, 8
Anderson, 14; Bohannon, 4;
Harper,6; Morton, 2; Henson,
2; Dowdy,1; Morgan,1.
Calloway 35
Dan Key, 12; Brad Miller,4;
Ricky Houston, 14; , Don
Hargrove, 1; Tommy I-Workman,4; Kyle Cardinal,0.
North Marshall 39
Barrett, 5; Hall, 3; Eaton,
14; Lyles, 1; Jessup, 2; Kemp,

8.
Murray 31
Payne, 6; McMillen, 6; Schmaltz, 7; Alexander, 4; Pace,
6;
Hooper,2; -Boggess,
Rutherford.
SOCCER
LIVERPOOL, England Anderlecht of Belgium won
the European Sutter Cup
soccer competition despite
losing 2-1 to Liverpool.
The Belgian club won 4-3 on
aggregate score, having won
the first leg in the tourney 3-1
The Super Cup is played
annually between the winners
of the European Cup and the
winners of the European
Winners Cup.

They're All From Murray
Murray State elem.:(bithei, him left) Lisa LaMar, Tommy Boone and Jackie Mounts fight UT.
Martin's Anita ferry for a reboond isi the championship game of the UT-Martin Invitational Tourney lost weekend. UTM won 77-69. Terry, a sophomore center, is the daughter of Mr. end Mrs.
Johnny Wayne Terry of Murray.
UT-Martin Photo

Wait, More Honon
banks, who taught the New
England Patriots how to play
the game right - but didn't
take his own advice.
The Norris Weese (Who
Does He Think He Is, Sending
In A Play Like That?) Award:
To New York Giants quarterback Joe Pisarcik, who
thought for a moment about
ignoring the messenger,
decided against it and lit a
fuse that blew up in his team's
face.
The Joe Pisarcik (Who
...etc.) Award: 'To Denver.
Broncos quarterback Norris
Weese, who... etc.
_
The Leo Durocher (VOti

Minor League
In Western Ky.
Is A Possibility
The odds are that there will
never be a major-league
baseball team in the western
Kentucky area, but diamond
fans may see the next-best
thing soon - the minor
leagues. -Hillman Lyons, a fotimer
minor-league baseball player,
and several Paducah men are
working on developing 'a Class
A minor league with teams in
Paducah, Mayfield, Fulton,
Owensboro, Madisonville,
Hopkinsville and Bowling
Green.
Lyons said that he would
meet with Paducahans Coy
eStacey, Shorty Ford, Frank
Hideg and J. Polk Brooks
after the holidays to work on
plans for the franchise in
Paducah.
Each of the minor-league
teams would be affiliated with
a major-league team. Lyons
attended the recent winter
meetings in Florida and stated
that he had received a fine
reception from several major
league teams about locating
farm clubs in Kentucky.
Lyons pointed out that the
operation would not be like the

old Kitty League - a Class D
league in Kentucky and west
Tennessee in the 1940s and 50s.
The big league parent teams
would plaji, player salaries,
furnish two uniforms for each
player and finance spring
training for the players.
Lyons feels it will probably
take two to three years to
make the league operational.
"We'll wait until all the teams
are ready before we begin,"
he said. "I think with the help
of Paducah we can get this
thing going."
Class A Paintsville, the only
professional baseball team in
Kentucky, realized a $6),000
profit in its first year of
operation in a town with a
population of 4,500. The team
member of the
is a
Appalachian League.
Though Lyons has agreed to
help the teams get their major
league working., agreements
arid help in choosing general
managers, he isn't interestai
in being president.
"I'm getting old to be
traveling around," he said. "I
want to own one of the franchises."
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(Watch What We Can Do With
The Ball) Award: To Ken
Stabler, Pete Banaszak and
Dave Casper, whose dribbling
was every bit as laughable as
the Harlem Globetrotters but
who left , the, San Diego
Chargers with 'tears in their
eyes.
The Primo Carriers (Sting
Like A Butterfly, Float Like A
Bee) Award: To Joe Thomas,
who took a poke at San
Francisco sports writer Frank
Blackman and did about as
much damage in the disco as
his 99ers did on the field.

•

•IM ON MI

(alleges
EAST
Hofstra 68. Florida 67
Holy Cross 81. Fordham 54
Penn St. 82, Colgate 310
SOUTH
Arkansas 67, Mississippi 98
Austin Peay 68, Old Dominion 85, OT
Furman 90, Wofford 71
Jacksonville 80, Georgia St 57
Mkreheed St 98. Bellarmlne 87
'MIDWEST
Bowling Green 65. Defiance 63
DePaul 90, Northwestern 83, OT
Hillsdale 72, Ball St 69
Michigan St 63, Cincinnati 52
Michigan Tech 103, Winona St 69
Oklahoma 100, Bakersfield 75
Washington St. 74, Ohio St 67
Wig -Milwaukee 78, Ark.-Little Rock 77
SOUTHWF.ST
Hardin-Simmons 6 Biota 55
FAR WEST
BYU-Hawan 77, E Montana 76
Cal-Riverside 83, Loyola, Calif. 58
Colorado 72, San Jose St 71
Fullerton M. M, Creighton 64
I. A St III, Seattle-Perth( 67
Montana 84, N Colorado 42
Nev -los Vegas 117, Athena 79 •
U rif Pacific BIZ Chico St 63
San Inego 70, Hayward St 56
TOURNAMENTS
Inellose Classic
Clausgieaside
Indiana 73, Washington 56
Hard Mee
Army 80, Davidson 78
PrrIN •
Boy, Gawks
Henry Co 13 Owen ('nil
Cumberland 63 Harlan 61 ot
Harrison Co 110 Bourbon Co 60
Madienn Cent 107 Powell Co 79
T$el Creek W Harrodsburg
Dirk ('8 68 Anderson llo
Lan Catholic $t Lincoln Co 7$
'Mercer Co al Pulaski Co 57
Carroll Ce10 Trimble Co 74
Porn revolt In
kafferion

Valley InvIt Tee
First Round
Iroquois 54 DeSoles 53 ot
Beth Haven 82 Butler 61
rasa 0 Tea
Semifinals
Faith Temple 82 Port Chris 51,
Ninth & 0 101 Evangel 69
Warren Central Classic
Met Reeled
Edmonson Co 50 Auburn 42

Berea lark Tra
Cressebtioe
Nancy 67 Cloverport SI
Cloaspiassidp
Berea 64 Shomille 48
Grua Co twat Tr.
Sealfloab
Pendleton Co SI Conner 63
Coy Holy Cross 81 Scott Co St
CAA, Games
Allen Co Si Clinton Co 41
Henderson Co 40 Owens Cath $88
Herres Ceara Cloak
First Rod
Edmonson Co 65 Aubirn 43
Other Regular Season
Cumberland 50 Harlan 27
Edmomion Co 65 Auburn 43
Apollo 53 Union Co M
Belfry 68 Johns Creek 44
I awrence Co 71 Faltriew 41
Madisonville 47 Caldwell Co 16
South Hoeildns 74 Ft Campbell 54
W Hopkins 74 Hopktnrville 4$
Asnamption 57 Holy Rosary 43
Manual 86 Feirdale 47
This,, Jefferson 54 Fern Creek 45
ream Mites Tra
leaghisla
* Aliens 40
Durrett 73 Male 49
lady Bock laytt Tra

aky or wcawocit•
Lew Orr M.C. Napier X
the NMI, Valley Cad Tea
Illamee
1100war 0.44 Math & 0 ae

Thursday
Murray State men (2-6) vs Northeast Louisiana (3-4)*
.?
7:30 p.m.,Sports Arena.
Murray High boys (4-1) vs Ballard Memorial (makeup.;
of Dec. 9); home; preliminary,junior varsity,6:30 p.m. 1,
Racer Club Meeting - noon, Holiday Inn; coaches Ron);
Greene, Lenny Fant (Northeast Louisiana) discuss.**
Thursday's game. Racer club members, public invited. k!,'
Saturday
.4
Murray State men vs Memphis State; Memphis, Tenn.
Sunday
Ron Greene Show - 2 p.m., WPSD-TV (Ch 6);
highlights of Murray State basketball.
..
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SNOW TIRE
•PAIR OFFER.
$
.
.
.a
I
.
for
IL
111

P155/80013 or A78-I3 blackwalls plus $1.43 or $1.82 E.E.T.
per tire and-old tires

-Hear No
--The-See-tfo
Evil, Speak No Evil (But
Everyone Will Find Out About
It, Anyway) Award: To Bart
Starr, who tried to stonewal
the press even more than
Duane Thomas used to.
The Harry Houdini (Believe
In Magic) Award: To quarterback Steve Bartkowski and
the Atlanta Falcons, who
staged one death-defying
escape after another and
wound up alive and well and in
the playoffs.
.....„The Santa Claus (Christmas
Comes But Twice A Year)
Award: To the PHiladelphia
Eagles, who got the gift they
really wanted one month
early, thanks to the Giants,
and used it as a ticket into the
_
playoffs*.

Sports Upcomingi
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.
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BetterHurry...Winterize Now!
Goodyear's Suburbanite Polyester snow tire gives you 4 plies
of polyester cord. Interlocking
tread lugs are self-cleaning dig down deep to pull you
through. Goodyear Suburbanite - a great choice for winter!

PAIR
PRICE

fats f.t.r
*ogre ma

E78-11

2 for $72.00

$2.30

witless

F78-14

2 for $78.00

12.40

G78-11

2 W514.00

$2.62

G78-15

2 for $14.00

$2.66

1178-15

2 for $68.00

$2.86

Double Glass Belted
Polyglas Whitewalls

Moe
t1
len4

Tiempo
Steel Belted Radial

Blackwell
Me

ileme

Not Import Car Sizes

t

Dada*

esr,
iew

Cushion Belt Polyglot gives you
two fiberglass cord belts right
under the tread They add strength
and stability for good wear, good
TrattiOn Polyester cord body soaks
up shock. Oelivers a smooth ride

wawa

It.

P155.10813
bleckwall, plus
51.68 F.E.T.
and old tire

Tuesday Basketball

:
limg

The Complete
• Stove Shop

Club
many
r Best

Know What He Used To Say)
Award: To former New York
Giants Coach John McVay,
whose players couldn't have
had more love and respect for
him - and who might have
finished better than last if
they'd had more talent, too.
The Horatio Nelson (Battle
of Trafalgar) Award: To the
Washington Redskinettes,
soundly defeated in the NFL's
greatest navel battle.
The Gen. George Patton
(Battle of the Bulge) Award:
To the Los Angeles Rams'
Embraceable Ewes, who
staged a cover-up every bit as
obvious as Washington's but somewhat further north.
The Monty Hall (I Can't
Give It Away Fast Enough)
Award: To Ken Stabler, who,
for virtually every touchdown
tossed, gave away two interceptions.
The Rip Van Winkle (Don't
Wake Me 'Til It's - Over)
Award: To Dallas running
back Tony Dorsett, who got a
few extra hours of rest on the
bench after getting a few
extra hours of sleep in bed.
The No-Fault (Except That
They'll Blame You Anyway)
Award: To Bert Jones, Ken
Anderson, O.J. Simpson and
the rest of the players whose
absence helped to turn
potential winners into losers.
Lemon
The MPSdowlark

Michigan Siite
ranked
downed Cincinnati 63-52 lind
No. 18 Nevada-Las Vetas
crushed Arizona 117-79. 4,
A crowd of 31,683,the seciond
largest ever to see a regularseason college basketball
game, packed' the Pontiac,
Mich., Silverdome to watch
Michigan State run its record
to 4-1 behind a balanced attack
led by Ron Charles and Greg
Keiser with 12 points egch
The Spartans had to cane
from behipd in the second Balf
to win.
"There are probably 3000
people trying to get tligir
money back after the way-We
played," said MSU Coach ud
Heathcote.

remaining on the clock.
Despite the forfeit, the score
and statistics counted.
Perry, the nation's leading
scorer with a 31.5 points per
game average, finished with a
game-high 23. Not only did he
not have the final 6:10 to play,
he wasn't allowed to shoot the
two free throws he was
awarded on White's foul.
Perry's father, Ron Perry
Sr., Holy Cross' athletic
director, said of Fordham's
Rose Hill Gym: "We may
never return."
Holy Cross pulled away
from a 15-11 lead and held a 4929 advantage at halftime.
In the only games involving
Top Twenty teams, fifth-

G001911"EAIR

Lest We Not Forget,Some Deserving Awards
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
The All-Pro, All-Conference.
and All-Everything Else
awards are being tendered
these days - but there's
always room for more.
Therefore, to honor those in
and out of the National
Football League whose feats
go
otherwise
Might
unrecognized (and perhaps
they'd prefer it that way),The
Associated press hereby
tenders the following:
The Lou Holtz(There's a big
difference between leaving
when you're 11-4 instead of 310) Award: To Chuck Fair-

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Fordham was way behind,
time was running out and
Coach Tom Penders was
dissatisfied with the officiating.
"The game was out of
control and the officials are to
said
blame,"
Penders
Tuesday night after Holy
Cross toppled Fordham 81-54
in a forfeited college
basketball game.
The final straw came when
Holy Cross' Rennie Perry
drove in for a layup and was
hacked on the arm by Kevin
White. Referee Mickey
Crowley called it an intentional foul.
"In my mind it wasn't an
intentional foul," the Fordham coach said. "He
(Crowley) yelled at White and
pointed his finger in White's
face. I didn't go out to argue
the foul. I went out to protect
my player because no player
should be yelled at by a
.
referee.
"I told him 'Don't chastise
my players in front of the
crowd."
Crowley then slapped a
technical foul on Fenders, his
third and Fordham's fifth of
the game, and told the coach
to leave_ the gym within one
minute. When Penders
refused to leave, Crowley
halted the game with 6:10

tendace was good," said
Calloway frosh coach Joe
Stonecipher. "We hope to
make it an annual event."

SIZES FOR IMPORT CARS
Tiempo's innoiallie design keeps you on the go
all winter long, through
slush or snow, wet road or
dry. And the smoothAuiet
ride lets you forget-about
springchange-over.10qmpo
- the one tire that does it
all! Only from Goodyear

Metric
Size
Blackwell

OUR
PRICE

$77.25
531.30.
$40.00
$42.05
$4100
$43.05
$47.15

E78-14
"F78-14
G78-I4
H78-14
078-15
H78-15
178-15

$1.68
$39.00
P155/ 130R 13
$1 64
$40.50
P165/75R13
$1.7t
$41.50
P165/8OR 14
$1.71
$42.00
P155/ BORIS
$2.09
$43.00
P165/ SORB
Also available in sizes to lit
American cars too!

Mkalr*Lk.
,

Oil filter
Sidra
• Up to 5 quarts 10/30 major
brand oil • Helot protect
moving parts • Chassis lubrication iftid oil change •
Check fluid levels•Includes
light trucks • Call for on Spaintwalat.

$1588

eons man
If mewed
(wirers trial

Pius
LE T. kit
old tire

Engine lune-t p

$3988
frcri,

$114

Ilich=we
Justikay
'
Charge '
It

andoia
.oars Amami

131843 whttewall plus
01121(7 and Old lire

PrIt• ..4.4114.1
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so irntion
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"
*
'
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aol ChOMMi

• Prot.-. ,,res and 'morose urh,ri. perfor
rotate 4 tires check
.
mance • Inspect and
sospenston and Worms system • See
camber, caster and tor-1n to manufacturers
specification/
- Most U.S. wads - seme impart ears

L

$31

$2.19
52.34
$2.47
$2.70
$2.55
$2.77
53.05 '

111

Front-End Alignment
and 4lire Rotation

Lube &Oil Change

5
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"
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Confidence Starts Here

GOODIVEAIR

SEE YOUR INDEPENDENT DEALER FOR HIS PRICE AND CREDIT TERMS PRICES AS SHOWN AT GOODYEAR SERVICE
STORES IN ALL COMMUNITIES SERVED BY MIS NEWSPAPER SERVICES NOT AVAILABLE AT STARRED LOCATIONS'

Store Manager Robert 11.1hidolph, Jr.
7=
-7

Goodyear Service Store
Store News: 7:311.a.m. until MN p.m. Bally - Open Friday Datil 1:1111 p.m.

721 S. 12th Street

Murray, Ky.

753-0595
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Monroe,Playing In 500th
Game,Helps Knicks Win

George Allen Is...
Out With Giants, Say Experts
By GARY MYERS
AP Sports.Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD,N.J.
— George Allen wants the
Giants, but the Giants don't
want George Allen. The
Giants want Joe Paterno, but
it looks like Joe Paterno
dluesn't want the Giants.
After Monday's house
cleaning that left the New
York Giants without a coach
and general manager, an
impressive list began lining up
to fill the jobs created by
Coach John McVay's firing
and Director of Operations
Andy Robustellfs resignation.
Allen,
late
of
the
Washington Redskins and Los
Angeles Rams, expressed
immediate interest in ,filling
both jobs. But Allen can forget:it. There's no way Wellington
Mara would hire him.
Allen has long been one of
Maras least favorite people.
The Redskins ran up the score
on the Giants quite a few
umes. Allen has often had a
shaky relationship with the
media, qualities hardly endearing to the imageconscious Mara family.
Despite his open campaigning for the job, Allen
doesn't have a shot for the
same
reasons
Carroll
Rosenbloom was willing to
swallow the coach's huge
contract with the Los Angeles
Rams. Allen wants full and
complete control, which is not
an easy thing for any NFL
owner to give.
--Sources on the team chuckle
when Allen's name is mentioned "That's nice," was the

reaction of one Giant official
when he was told of Allen's
interest. Another said it was
absurd that Allen would be
offered the job.
But Paterno is a different
story Although Mara indicated he would rather hire
two men for the two jobs, he
would make an exception for
Paterno. But the Penn State
coach is enamored with the
collegiate atmosphere and its
indicated he has no desire to
.
coach in the pros. .,
In any event, Mara will not
be making any overtures in
Paterno's direction until after
the Sugar Bowl.
Mara has set up his
priorities in the coaching
sweepstakes. He wants an
established, winning NFL
head coach; a lAghly regarded
assistant coach: or a college
coach, in that order. Again,
Paterno would jump to the top
despite Mara's ranking.
McVay's shoes will be tough
to fill despite the Giants 6-10

record. The popular coach lost
his job as much for past
Giants' failures as anything
else.
"He came into a situation
where people were already
tired of losing, and when John
wasn't the white knight they
were looking for, they had less
patience for him than they did
with his predecessors," Mara
said. -John is a class guy. The
players realized that. He just
didn't win enough games."
Others mentioned include,
—Dan Reeves, 34, offensive
coordinator of the Dallas
Cowboys.
—Bill Walsh, head coach of
Stanford, former offensive
assistant with Cincinnati and
San Diego.
,
—John .Maddep, head coach
of Oakland, 1though he
claims no interest.
—John Idzik, offensive
coordinator of the New York
Jets. Developed quarterbacks
Richard Todd and Matt
Robinson.

Fame Bowl Is Tonight
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
— Texas A&M Coach Tom
Wilson expects Jacob Green,a
standout defensive end, to
perform well against Iowa
State tonight in the 2nd annual
Hall of Fame Bowl.
"If you're looking for a 1979
Outland or Lombardi award
candidate, keep your eyes on
Green as he heads toward his
senior year," Wilson said.
In addition, barefooted

placekicker Tony Franklin
poses a major problem for
Iowa State. He holds 18 NCAA
records, including 291 points
in four years on 56 field goals
— one for 62 yards — and 123
conversions. He is the leading
scorer in A&M history by 67
points.
Maryland defeated, Minnesota 17-7 in the first Hail of
Fame Bowl last year with
47,000 fans watching.
11MI lay(Si) Mods waist s Swill Marshall shooter in last
Sob if Is Calloway Comfy freshman Christmas tour-aawsal. The Wan soared the game undefeated with•6-0,
hat het•4945 War sad runnerup in the event.
Photo by Jamie Gordon'.

Indiana To Face
Team It Drubbed
Again In Classic

The Soidthiroat Callovowy girls softball team worn the recent county toiramourt played at North
Calloway Elosmatary. la the font Southwest topped East 164. Frost row,trom loft, aro themes
lord, li.B7 Don.,/mar, Trees, Sondra Hensley, Kathy Butterworth, taloa& VaaWhieklor,
kends Nester, Tina Cooper sad Fran Wojalt. Bock row are Edwina Hialson, Melissa Paschall, Donna Coles, Jill Johnson, Lyme Cothran, Cindy Anderson, Lisa Gibsoa arid coach Gol Towner.
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Tomorrow,Dec.21st

By the Associated Press
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -Indiana's Hoosiers, who won
their own basketball tournament with a 73-56 decision
over Washington on Tuesday
night, open against the same
Huskies in next week's Far
West Classic at Portland, Ore.
"I would be less than truthfill if I didn't say they have
more talent than we do."
Washington coach Mary
Hershman said after the loss
to the Hoosiers. "We have to
be more patient and play team
defense."
For the second straight
game, Indiana jumped into a
big early lead and coasted to
victory. The Hoosiers, now 6-3,
built a 21-point advantage in
the first half, saw it whittled to
10 early in the second period,

then roared back down the
stretch behind junior Mike
Woodson and freshman
Landon Turner.
"The start we got off to was
as good as I've seen since I've
been at Indiana," said coach
Bobby Knight. It was a good
start against a good team. But
all of a sudden; we made some
bad plays. Washington really
came back strong and did a
good job. They actually cut
our lead in half. But we made
a couple of good plays at that
point and played pretty well
from then on."

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
He came to New York on
Nov. 10, 1971, in a trade that
sent Dave Stallworth and
Mike Riordan to Baltimore.
He helped the Knicks to a
championship in 1973, and
when the club fell on hard
times the past few years, his
magic show made watching
basketball at Madison Square
Garden an enjoyable experience.
•
Earl Monroe played his
500th game in a Knicks
uniform Tuesday 'night,
scoring 18 points in a reserve
role as New York clobbered
Indiana 130-102.
After the game he reflected
on his years with the Knicks.
"Certainly, winning the 1973
title is my No. 1 memory,"
said the Pearl, now 34. "Bill
Bradley, Walt Frazier, Dave
DeBusschere, Willis Reed —
playing with them was most
exhilirating."
Elsewhere in the National
Basketball Association, the
San Antonio Spurs beat the
Cleveland- Cavaliers 103-96,
the Milwaukee Bucks whipped
the Seattle SuperSonics 128-99,
the Chicago Bulls defeated the
Atlanta Hawks 101-95 and the
Philadelphia 76ers topped the
San Diego Clippers 124-113.
New York was never in
trouble against Indiana,
racing to a 30-18 lead on a
Monroe jumper late in the
first quarter. It was 59-48 at
halftime, 92-76 after three
periods and 110-82 after five
minutes of the fourth quarter.
The 130 points were a season
high for the Knicks.
Bob McAdoo led New York
with 25 points, his second
strong effort since returning
to action after being sidelined
for a month with a bruised toe..
Marvin Webster added 23
points, tying his !chick high,
and seabbed 15 rebounds.
James Edwards topped
Indiana with 25 points and
reserve Alex English scored
23.
Spurs 113, Cavaliers 10I
San Antonio won its fourth in
a row and climbed into first
place in the Central Division
as James Silas scored 28
points and George Gervin got
23.
The lead changed hands 19
times in the second half before
Mike Gale put the Spurs ahead
to stay 89-88 with 11:22 to go.
Coby Dietrick capped- a

threebasket spurt that opened
a 107-913 lead for the Spurs with
3:16 to play and the Cavaliers
didn't get close again.
Bucks 128,Sonic'99
Milwaukee, led by Marques
Johnson's 25 points, raced to a
71-50 halftime lead and easily
handed Seattle its third loss in
a row. Rookie center Lar
Hansen, signed Friday to a 10day contract because of the
injury to Tom LaGarde,
scored 19 points for Seattle.
Bulls 101, Hawks 95
Chicago, playing at home,
outscored Atlanta 35-17 from
the free throw line to post their

eighth victory in the last 10
games Artis Gilmore and
Mickey Johnson scored 25
points each for the Bulls.
?tiers 124,Clippers 113
Philadelphia won its fourth
in a row, building a 16-point
Lead in the second period and
easily defeating the Clippers
before a crowd of 13,822 in San
Diego, the largest since the
club moved from Buffalo this
summer. Doug Collins scored
25 points and Julius Erving
added 21 for Philadelphia,
while ex-Sixer Lloyd Free had
35 for San Diego.

By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer
DENVER — Like the
prettiest girl at the prom,
Chuck Fairbanks has become
the object of everyone's affection: the University of
Colorado, which seeks to
make him its new head coach,
and the New England
Patriots, who want Fairbanks
to stay and honor his contract.
According to comments
from both sides, the tug-ofwar doesn't seem likely to end
soon.
"Chuck Fairbanks is going
to be our coach," Colorado
Athletic Director Eddie

Crowder said emphatically at
a Tuesday press conference.
"He is our coach. He wants to
coach here, we want him here,
and he will coach here in
1979."
Crowder said he was convinced that Fairbanks, a
longtime friedd, would honor a
verbal commitment to take
the job.
But New England officials
weren't giving in so easily.
Fairbanks,
after
acknowledging to team owner
William.H. Sullivan Jr. that he
was leaving to accept the
Colorado job, was suspended
without pay.

Ideal Gifts
for
Christmas
From
r7:LHE
SMOKE •
SHOPPE

'

102N 5th
75-3174
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t,t,e collo
Blended Tobaccos
Norma Brand Pipes
Genuine Leather Pouches
Imported Cigars
HOmidor for Cigars 8 Tobacco
Pipe Racks
Colibri Pipe Lighters
Ceramic Tobacco Jars
Unique Ash Trays .-- Gift Certificates
Christmas Hours
930-8:00 Mon.-Sat,
1-5 Sun,

"We got a really good
performance from Turner in
the second half," Knight said.
'"He's played well the last
three games."

Sponsored by

Wishing
One and All

FIREPLACE
A NEW STYLE
Murray & Calloway Co.

This must really be Santa. His beard is
real and he has a real fat tummy. Mrs.
Claus will be with him.

School Jackets
Introductory Offer

Black & Gold

Red 8 White
Blue White

--011

- Santa will leave at approximately 4 p.m.
(weather permitting) in a huge hot air
balloon. There will be gifts and prizes.

19"

Sizes 8-18
OUR REGULAR SCNOOL JACKETS ARE STILL IN
STOCK
to

I

•

/

from the

Students, Faculty and Staff

LETTERING 8 TIGER HEADS AVAILABLE

Shop the fireplace Shop for unique gift
selections.
•

Merry
Christmas
and a
Happy
New Year
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Miksis In Hall Of Fame?
New Ruling Gives No-Name A Chance
Uppers 113
won its fourth
a 16-point
ond period and
the Clippers
of 13,822 in San
gest since the
Buffalo this
Collins scored
Julius Erving
Philadelphia,
Lloyd Free had
o.

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Some years ago, an
anonymous baseball writer,
determined to spice up the
annual election, cast a Hall of
Fame vote for infielder Eddie

Miksis, a nice man, whose
diamond exploits never would
be confused with those of
Cooperstown's other occupants.
.
It was a joke, to be sure, but
some members of the

Baseball Writers Association
of America weren't amused. It
was at that point that the
organization charged with
electing new members to the
Hall of Fame set up a
screening committee to

iflikacaeiaallec_elea

is an unqualified guarantee
that Stahl, Beauchamp and
Stephenson won't make it. The
key question in their candidacy is whether they'll
receive any votes at all.
Besides the appearance of
several players who lack
legitimate Hall of Fame
credentials, this year's ballot
is unique for other reasons. It
marks the first time BBWAA
members will have an opportunity to vote for two alltime greats, Mays and
Aparicio, both of whom seem
cinches for Cooperstown, and
the last chance to vote for
Slaughter, who belongs there,
too.

Unbeaten Lafayette
Still Rated As Best

mphatically at
as conference.
ch. He wants to
want him here,
coach here in
d he was conFairbanks, a
would honor a
lanent to take
gland officials
in so easily.
after
to team owner
van Jr. that he
to accept the
was suspended

Aparicio and his eight straight
evaluate the candidates.
To qualify for the election, a years as the American
player would first have to be League's best fielding shorapproved by the screening tstop is Jim Beauchamp and
committee that would see to it his .231 career batting
that the names on the ballot average. And if a writer wants
were limited to those whose to vote for Enos Slaughter in
performances on the field had his final year of eligibility, he
can also consider John
earned them consideration.
The system seemed to work Stephenson in his first
well until this year when goround on the ballot.
among the players screened
There is no doubt that Mays
out by the committee was Milt
Pappas, a pitcher who will be elected to Cooperstown
achieved some success during in his first shot, and Aparicio
the 1960s. His absence was stands a good chance of
greeted with dismay, most of achieving the same honor.
it expressed by Pappas-- Slaughter, who missed by a
himself. The pitcher im- mere 14 vales last year, could
mediately launched a cam- very well join them. And here
paign to be reinstated to the
ballot.
Now, this is no place to
consider Pappas' Hall of
Fame credentials. That will
be handled in the privacy of
the ballot. But in returning
him to eligibility, the BBWAA
decided that from now on the
By the Associated Press
qualifications for Hall of
LEXINGTON — Undefeated
Fame votes would no longer Lexington Lafayette ripped
include approval by any through the competition a
screening committee. third
straight
week,
Hereafter, all a player needs demolishing Pikeville 118-46
do is last for 10 years in the. and Knott County Central 97major leagues.
5'4to keep its No. I ranking in
So, the 1978 ballots mailed The Associated Press' boys
out this week included not only high school basketball poll.
Willie Mays and his 660 career
The Generals, 6-0, piled up
home runs, but Larry Stahl 16 first-place ballots from a
and his 36 lifetime homers. statewide panel of sportAnd right there alongside Luis swriters and broadcasters to

Pictured are Southwest Calloway students that were winners in the recent Murray Optomist TriStar basketball contest at Murray High School. The winners, their age and place were: Patrick
Gupton, 8, 2nd; Sherri Lamb, 10, 3rd; Connie Manning, 9, 2nd; Melinda Butterworth, 9, 1st;
Sherri Gallimore, 11, 3rd; and Alan Cothran, 10, 1st. Rack row are Melissa Butterworth, 10, 1st;
Roger Gollirnore, 12; 3rd; Christy Anderson, 9, 3rd; Donna Coles, 13, 1st; Eddie Travis, 12, 2nd;
Lee Ann Lockhart, 10, 2nd. Not shown is Scott Adorns, 10, 2nd.

NFL Assistant Coaches
Wanting More Security
By TOM SEPPY
assistants last week to find out head coach will be fired, such
AP Sports Writer
if there is enough interest in as McVay, and it is an acWASHINGTUN
When_a_fori
ce ted practice to fire all the
—ViiT-dosia-iti the -MUMal
s atittirtnriirst-new-Football League is fired; his received some signed cards staff: It just doein't make
staff usually gets 'the axe and many telephone inquiries, sense and is tough odi the
along with him. The assistants adding that at least 100 assistants."'
now are thinking about job coaches would have to insecurity.
dicate their interest in order to
He was referring to the
There soon may be formed make more formal plans.
firing Monday of New York
the NFL Coaches Association,
Two years ago, according to Giants Coach John McVay.
a union of assistants who will the
NFL
Management There was no official word on
seek a minimum wage and a Council, bargaining arm of the the status of his assistants.
better pension plan in addition league's owners, a similiar
to job security.
organizational move failed
Garvey_ said a corporation
However, the majority of when fewer than 30 percent of doesn't dismiss its entire staff
the 210 assistant coaches who the coaches approved a when the president is fired.
worked in the NFL this season petitnagement Council.
"You would end up with no one
first must indicate they want
Garvey said the NFLPA understanding what talent is
to form a union.
took its action because it was there," he said.
Ed Garvey, executive approached by assistants who
director of the NFL Players wanted the union's help.
carvey said each of the 28,
Association, said Tuesday his - "Just look at the situation NFL teams has about eight
organization wrote all NFL they are in," said Garvey. "A assistant coaches who earn,
according to what has been
told him, somewhere between
$30,000 and $40,000.

(OPIONEER

Your

Cr

Stereo Specialist

At the beginning of the
season, 14 of the 28 NFL teams
had
eight
assistants.
Philadelphia had the largest
staff of assistants with 10
while Baltimore, Minnesota,San Diego and Seattle tied for
the smallest staff with six.
During the season, assistant
coach Ray Malavasi was
elevated to the head post in
Los Angeles when George
Allen was fired, offensive
coordinator Bob Gibson was
fired by the New York Giants
Nov. 20 and Hank Bullough
and Ron Erhardt temporarily
took over the New England Patriots when head Coach
Chuck Fairbanks accepted a
job„with Colorado University
and was suspended Monday
prior to a game against
Miami.

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?

*2 pieces of Hilt filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hushpuppies.
*Regular Drink

Captain D's,
()tie' actod Thru Month of Dec.
Murray , Ky.
753-9383

InProject(
dependence is a
demonstration project
for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as
an alternative to eninstitutional
tering
facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
have
you
If
about
questions
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753,5362.

-

stave off Christian County.
Tuesday's results were not
included in the tabulations.
Christian County, 5-0,
grabbed the remaining four
thumping
votes
after
Hopkinsville 62-40 and Daviess
County 75-56.
Defending champion Shelby
County, 5-1, routed Scott
County 97-54 and remained in
third place.
Lexington Henry Clay, 5-0,
advanced from No. 5 to No. 4.

Two Murray High freshmen soar through the air as Darren
Hooper (12) watches. North Marshall defeated the rigors 39-31
for third place in the Calloway County freshmen Christmas tournament last night.
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Deaths and Funerals

...NEWS IN BRIEF...

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Carter

Mrs. Bryan Tolley
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Thursday
Mrs. Bryan (Mabel) Tolley,
1326 Itst Main Street,
MurraMied Tuesday at 3:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 77
years of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church where she
was active in the Friendship
Sunday School Class and
Bessie Tucker Circle, the
Golden 4ge Club, and the
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Tolley was married
July 20, 1928, to Bryan Tolley,
who survives. Born March 8,
1901, in Lentner. Mo., she was
the daughter of the late
Harmon Webdell and Lizzie
Schaffer Webdell.
Survivors include her
husband; two sons, Dr.
Charles Tolley, Murray Route
5, and Harold (Bud) Tolley,
Bel Air, Md.; one sister, Mrs.
Mildred Riley, Hannibal, Mo.;
one brother, George Webdell,
Aurora, Mo.: nine grandchildren—Wynn Tolley Dick,
Karl, Bill, Ray, and Karen
Tolley, all of Murray, and
Greg, Mike, John, and Jeffrey, all of Bel Air, Md. One
grandson, Bryan Tolley, died
in 1972.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Horne with the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
and the Rev. Robert Farless
officiating. Members of the
Murray Lions Club will sit in
an honorary group. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after_ 6 p.m.
tonight(Wednesday).

James E. Diuguid

The funeral for Mrs. Carrie
Boyd Carter was held this
morning at 11 o'clock at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Service, Mayfield, with John
Hoover officiating.
Burial was in the Antioch
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. Carter,89, a resident of
Flint. Mich., formerly of
Farmington, died Sunday at 10
p.m. in Flint. She was the
widow of Ben Carter.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Roland
(Rupaine) Kammer, Burton,
Mich., and one sister, Mrs.
Esther Jones, Mayfield.

J. William Hill is
Dead At Age Of 73

James Edward Diuguid,803
Sharpe Street, Murray, died
this morning about 10 o'clock
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 62
years of age.
Mr. Diuguid is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Eleanor Gatlin
• Diuguid; mother. Mrs. Ed
"Filbeck, 602 Main Street,
Murray; two daughters,:Miss
Nancy---Drugyad, Memphis,Tenn., and Mrs. David
(Jeanie) McKee, Lexington;
one sister, Mrs. B. D. Hall,
1210 Dogwood Drive, Murray;
two grandchildren, Matthew
and Amanda McKee.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge. of the
and
funeral
burial
arrangements which are now
incomplete.

State Personnel To Aid Repair
Work In Flood-Damaged School

Joseph William Hill of Almo
died this morning at 10:15
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 73
years of age and an Air Force
veteran of World War II.
Mr. Hill is Survived by his
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
wife, Mrs. Louise Eldridge
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Hill; five daughters, Mrs.
Five state governmen1
Howard (Mary) Reigle and
maintenance personnel are
Mrs. Bill ( Martha Jane
Rodenhouser, Baltimore,?dd., being dispatched to a flooddamaged
Mrs. Ozzie (Fayei McClure
Frankfort
and Mrs. Sue Crenshaw, elementary school to aid in
Almo, and Miss Jennie Hill, repair work in an effort to
avoid use of temporary
Murray; two sons, Harold
quarters for the displaced
Hill, Murray Route 2, and
Ronald E. Hill, Almo.
students.
State Finance Secretary
The Almo man is also
survived by six sisters, Mrs. Roy Stevenssaid Tuesday that
he made his decision after
Pearl O'Brien, Murray Route
physical plant director Stoney
2, Mrs. Odie Falwell,
Spicer inspected the Second
Paducah, Mrs. Emma Burchat, Metropolis, Ill., Mrs. Street Elementary School.
Stevens said the workers,
Eula Nanney, Almo; Mrs.
including plumbers, a heating
Elie McKinney, Murray, and
Mrs. Nora Jane Hale, Almo
expert and carpenters, will be
Route 1; seven grandchildren. _used for about five days.
In charge of the funeral and
The Frankfort school board
burial arrangements will be
Monday night requested state

LOMPOC, Calif. (AP) —
H.R. Haldeman, 53, the oncepowerful White House chief of
staff, walked but of prison
today, a parolee whoLe loyalty
to Richard Nixon turned to
bitterness in the aftermath of
Watergate. Haldeman, who
has served 18 months of his 1to4year sentence, planned to
return to his Los Angeles
home to spend Christmas with
his wife and four rhibiren.
Last Christmas, he was given
a six-day furlough to be with
his family.

School officials are still not He said the plumbers
will be
certain when they can reopen used for only
two days and the
school or whether they will heating expert
for three days.
make their Jan.2 target date.
Stevens said his general
The Frankfort High School counsel found
no legal
building and gymnasium were problems
With
the
also flooded, but the workers arrangement.
He said that if
will only be used at the any
reimbursement
is
elementary school.
necessary, he would initiate
The school board had also the proper
INTERNATIONAL
paperwork later.
requested plywood from the
JERUSALEM (AP) — The
We will not worry about
state, but Stevens said that red tape at
this time," Stevens Israeli Parliament has acrequest was turned down since said.
cused the United States of
the state had no surplus
And he noted that if there is "one-sided, unjust" support of
plywood.
any problem, Gov. Julian Egypt, and speakers from all
Stevens said the move will Carroll has
authorized leave parties joined the government
not hamper the state's repair time for
state employees in rejecting President Anwar
efforts on its own flood- helping with
flood recovery Sadat's latest demands. A
damaged property in Frank- efforts.
resolution
saying
the
fort.
position
is
"Our rationale is that state American
Spicer said the work needed government is a
neighbor in "onesided, unjust and does not
at the elementary school, Frankfort,"
Stevens said. contribute to peace" was
located on the banks of the "And this is an emergency adopted 66-6 with 27 ab-'
Kentucky River, includes
Stentions
Tuesda,y„,
_
_
hirr-7-euureunrift/119111—PINVenel-to-ketvieepalr-the - —*What-motors 1144he heating situation."
Home
elementary school a few hours units to allow them to dry,
after the Capital Plaza servicing furnaces, inspecting
Authority had approved the plumbing and putting down
use of the Sports and (on- flooring.
Stevens said the school
vention Center by the
system apparently has constudents.
Stevens said the offer of tracted with a private elecThe
Kirksey
space at the Sports and trician for repairs to the
Vieited
Methodist Church will PiPovide Convention Center will remain electrical system.
again this year a live Nativity open for a reasonable amount
He said only the carpenters
Scene,on its chureh yard.
will be used the full five clays.
of time.
Undiw the direction of Ron
Pace, persons from the
congregation will fill roles in
the traditional portrayal of the
first Christmas, from 7 p.m.
until 9 p.m., Thursday and
Friday, Dec. 21 and 22.
The public is invited to drive
GEORGETOWN, Guyana Jonestown jungle settlement.
by, stop and visit for a few (AP) — The Rev. Jim Jones'
Stephan Jones had testified
moments,
a
` Church 19-year-old- son Steptuln has. earlier that he was not sill:ie.
spokesman said.
been charged with murder on cult's Georgetown hostel at
the basis of a courtroom the time: But when the
he
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TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Opponents of Shah Mohiunmad Reza Pahlavi vow to fight
on until he abdicates, but the
embattled ruler believes an
agreement that will end the
turmoil arid keep him on the
throne will be reached soon, a
source close to the royal
palace reports. The source
said the shah was encouraged
by the increase in crude oil
production and the lessening
of violent confrontations
between anti-shah 'forces and
the army.

NEW DELHI,India ( AP) —
Indira Gandhi's supporters
went on strike, burned Prime
Minister Morarji Desai in
effigy, fought the police and
set fire to buses after Desai's
forces took away her seat in
the lower house and sent her to
jail. By a vote of 279-138, the
house found her guilty of
breach of privilege and
contempt of Parliament.
Members of Mrs. Gandhi's

party forced the upper house
of Parliament to adjourn by
shouting anti-government
slogans and then refused to
leave the chamber.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter, expressing
hope for a January sununit
with Soviet President Leonid
I. Brezhnev, says the Soviet.
leader has acknowledged in a
personal note that U.S.
recognition of China is proper.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
group of big-city, Democratic
mayors is protesting proposed
budget cuts directly to
President Carter out of fear
federal economies could push
some cities into sharp decline
Carter also arranged to
meet a bipartisan group of
governors to discuss their
views on budget cuts today
immediately after his afternoon meeting with the
mayors. The governors have
taken a slightly less hostile
attitude to reported cuts.
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Put A Bang Sparkle 8 W:zz
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A total of 14 state agencies
that were damaged by recent
flooding
were
without
federally -subsidized flood
insurance, although such
coverage was a ppifrently
available.
According to a copyrighted
story in today's editions of The
Courier-Journal, each of the
agencies was qualified for the
insurance, but none had the
federally subsidized coverage
in force. The state_ estimated
that it suffered losses of about
$4 million when the Kentucky
River inundated Frankfort
two weeks ago.
Officials of the agencies
damaged by flooding said that
they were unaware that the
insurance was available. but
Insurance
Commissioner
Harold McGuffey said that the
agencies were told twice that
such insurance was available
The latest advisory came in
the form of a Sept. 7, -1977,
memo to all state agencies).he
said.
4fter that advisory, Gov.
Julian 'Carroll • issued an
executive order requiring
each agency 'to acq101e the
• insurance. But Gary &oder,

the
governor's
press
secretary, said the order was
largely ignored.
But several agency heads —
including Department of
Human Resources Secretary
Peter Corm and Revenue
Commissioner
Maurice
Carpenter — said they
couldn't remember getting the
memo. But Carpenter said he
probably wouldn't have
purchased the insurance even
if he had seen the memo.
, "I'd have said it'll never
flood and we don't need it," he
admitted. I'd have probably
laughed if someone asked if I
wanted flood coverage"

Former Mayor Of
Stamping Ground Dies
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API —
Funeral
services • are
scheduled here Wednesday for
former Stamping Ground
Mayor Stewart S. Burch, who
died of cancer Monday in
King's Daughters Memorial
licispitakHe was 67. .
Burch was a retired
Schenley Distillery supervisor. His son, James liarch,
Is mayor of Frankfort.
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Give the Gift That Keeps on Giving Year After Year. G.E. and
•
ervice from Murray Appliance
.

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business' '
ROWAN! CO, and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.
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Service The Same
Day You Call No
Waiting, With 22 Yrs.
Experience Repairing
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Stock Market

Calloway County Sheriffs
Department has charged a
county man with theft by
unlawful taking of a value
over $100 in connection with
the theft of stereo equipment
from a van in Murray.
Texaco
---4
t
The departintnt charged WalAart
Weadys
30%3WA
Allan Burke, described as in
his 20s. in connection with the
theft of some $370 worth of
stereo and related equipment
from a van belonging to Barry Radoniiteit Starke News Service
Docemberik IWO
James, 272 South 12th Street,
ripsfiree Ate& Hog Market
Rapist
ImaorMaX Mitiaas
Murray.
Raelp10: Ad.MO
111111,11orrows &
Burke is currently out on CMOs dearly Is
.110 Wilmot Sows
bond, officials said.
1117.
111112211e.
US Milllas
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1111 Most Downtown Merchants will be
open Sun., Dec. 17th 1-5. Open
every night til 840 now until
Christmas.
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Rev. Jones' Son Charged
With MurdeE In Guyana

County Man Is
Charged In Theft
Of Stereo Gear

Ctp•ii

(TVA Photo by Steve Tay)

Kirksey Church
To Show Scene

Dies This Morning

Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 356.0
Below dam 326.8, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.0
Below dam 333.8, down 0.1.

Sarah Crosby, age 12, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Crosby of lorman, Miss., helps
decorate The Homeplace-1850 for Christmas in the authentic style of the 19th century.
The Homeplace-1850 is located in the southern section of Land Between The Lakes
(1..B1), TVA's 170,000-aLre demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.

• N4T1ONAL
NEW 'YORK (AP) —
OPEC's decision to raise
crude oil prices 14.5 percent
will not register at American
gas pumps for at least several
weeks, experts say, and the
initial increase will be only
about a penny a gallon. But
the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries' decision
Sunday will lead to a total 1979
increase of at least 3 cents per
gallon, experts believe. And
possible lifting of federal
restraints on gasoline and oil
prices could raise a gallon's
cost another three cents by the
end of next year.
.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5902

Santa deli es your way aith oile
sincere a ialies for a joy Ous holiday-.
Your trust and confidence are a
pri‘ilege--thanks to our patrons.

Stokes Tractor &

0 We're teaming up with Santa to bring
00
° you a host of happy holiday dreams
0

„ 0o 000'
c,c1°0
come true...
6 eo
6 000an.our thanks.

Roho Service Ctr.
Five Points
753-3571
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Letters To Santa Claus
It
EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following letters to Santa
Claus at the North Pole were
written by elementary school
students at schools in Murray
and Calloway County. After
Receiving the letters and
noting the students' request,
Santa sent some of them back
for publication in The Murray
Ledger & Times.

Dear Santa,
I love you Santa. I want a
big truck.
I love you,
Marc Cathey

bear Santa,

I want some playdore. And I
want a candy canes. And I
want a jump rop. Arid I want a
dalt. And I want a hichir. And
I want a some candy. And I
want you to have a may
Dear Santa,
I have ben a good girl. I crisrnas.
Your friend,
want a doll and I want a JurnP
rope. I love you Santa. I want
Melissa.
a playhouse.
Your friend,
Dear Santa,
Ginger
I liked the things you gave
me last time. I hope that I get
Dear Santa,
I love you. I have been a good thengs in my stockin. A I
good girl. I want a Doll a Baby wish you a merry Christmas
a tie and atvofmyoun. And I and that your elfs well mack
want a friend like you Santa. good toys for the good little
Do you love me? I want a play boys and girls and I want a
good toy from you and I hop
cat.
that you will fill my stockin of
Love Tammy,
Tammy Lynette Parker. good stof for little boys and
girls and that you will have a
merry Christmas.
Dear Santa,
Your frend,
I love you very very mush
Jon
and I have ben very good. And
I wan't a dog and I wan't a tv.
Love Mike
Dear Santa,
I am writeing to you
Dear Santa,
because I like you very very
I love you very much. I want
much. I think I have ben good,
a baby beth doll. And any kind
I think I Will leave you a glass
of game. I have been very
41_1ilk and PAO,.Weill.1_
ntair_77-- think r have to leave-kno
•
Your friend,
good-by.
Debbie Mott
Love,
Alan '
Dear Santa,
I want a crashup and drve.
Dear Santa,
And I want some candy. And I
I want a race car four
want a bike.
Christmas. And I want a for
Your frieds,
weel drive jeep four ChristSanta,
mas and I want Bigfoot four
"'Robert Lee Noel
Christmas and I want Wonderbug four Christmas and the
Dear Santa,
long rainger four Christmas.
I have ben good my sistr his
Your friend,
ben good too. I what som star
Michael Hopkins wars figurs my sistr wants
dolls she likes dolls very
Dear Santa,
much.
I want a race car track and I
Love, Ftodny
want a game. And I would like
and
gun
to have a
Dear Santa,
1 was a good boy me and firecrackers. And a wacth my brother have being good. I traintrack and a play a more.
wood like to have a big, big, Get my sister a baby doll.
Your friend,
vart,and I wood like to have a
Greg Hill
duck but I wood like to tell you
that I cave you a clleas of milk
and cam of cakes five of them Dear Santa,
I want a Big _Luck_
but you have bib eat them
please eat them thes yars. Skywodker. And a radio cuco
R-2.D-2 And a cowboy hot and a
Happy Chistmas
big Ford pick up truck.
Your fired
Your friend
Jamie Futrell
Jody Gibbs
Dear Santa,
I love you I have been good I
Dear Santa,
won't a doll please could I
I want a tamn and a Starwars
have a doll for Christmas you
wath.
are nice me and Penny is
Dear Santa,
wateing for you. Happy Merry
Jody Jones
Christmas.
Love Tina Radford
Dear Santa,
I love you. I won't a baby
Dear Santa,
sofskin and I won't a baby bed.
Please bring me the
and I won't a taIbe and chires
Spadlman and his Spadlecop
and I won't
tv for Christmas. Thake you.
Love,
Love, Kimberly
Angie Brown

Dear Santa
We wish you a mary Cirnass
We wish you rnary Cimass We
wish you a mary Cimass and a
happy new year. I what a race
car.
Your friend,
Ramie
Love Santa
Dear Santa,
I want a tech-it-Freddy and
a baby-this-and-that and a
beanbag that is blue and a
good pupy and a shaggydog.
Your friend,
Lee Ann Key
Dear Santa,
We wish you a Mary
Christmas. We wish you a
Mary Christmas. We wiah you
a Mary Christmas and a
happy new yery.
From Jodie Brooks
Dear.Santa,
I would like a babby that a
way and i would like a aprshan
game and i would like a wacth
with Mickey Mouse on it and a
gold coat with love
Your friend,
Heather
Dear Santa,
I want a You Drive It A
Baby Alive, and Ten Can
Alley.
Candy

A

Dear Santa
I wood like a dog but put him
In my back yard. There is a
dog house and I would like a
boat and I would like some ski
and I wouldlike a pet snake.
Love Brad
Foster room
Dear Santa,
You'd better watch out for
Viasen he may go straight
down the chimmey wiht you
and get stuck. I'm going to be
in Wisconsin for Chistmas.
How are the other reindeer?
May I please have some star
wars things.
From Brett Christensen
Mrs. Foster's room

s the sweet sounds
of Christmas echo round
the world, we Wish you all
the blessings of a
joyous holiday season.

Clued Free Ilimmellpor 26 rot* Jae. 2

Wa WiN

Hooks Wheel Alignment
7113-67711

466 II. 4th Strait

Dear Santa,
I hope you will make it. Here
in Kentucky it is cold. Why do
you live at the North Pole? I
love you santa, I hope Vissen
does not get stuck on the house
roof again. I'll no when you
are at our house because
Ruddolofs bright red nose.
Love Boog.
Mrs. Foster's room
Dear Santa,
My teacher has been
reading abuot your life and
how you became Santa Claus.
I will leave the front door open
so you can bring me some

Dear Santa,
Mrs. Foster room
I love you. All I want for
Christmas is you to be safe. Dear Santa,
Thank you for being so nice to
I hope you are not sick? I
the chilldren in town. I do not have been .good? Are you
know how to thank you. I live going to every town? I am
at 604 Elm I do not have a going to keep out some
chimney so go through my cookies. I now you are fat but I
door. Black and red is pretty still love you.
for you.
Love Robin R.
Love Karen Dale
Mrs. Foster's room
Mrs. Foster's room

as men walk.hand in hand Jet us
offer thanks for the promise of
Peach on Earth. Yqur patronage
is greatly appreciated.

White's
Electrical & Camper Sales

Sound the trumpet for a
holiday that's a merry round
of pleasures. We send,a full
measure ofr thank.kto our
loyal friends.

AMOR Is Bonn
A Blessed Spirit touches heaven
'-- and earth recalling a
miraculous story of Love and Birth.
In reverence we pray
for your happiness and say thanks
for the gift of your friendship.
Sound the trumpet for a
holiday that's a merry round
of pleasures. We send a full
measure of thanks to our
loyal friends.

Bobby Whitford Mgr. and All Employes At

Farmers Livestock Co.
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ADVERTISED
ITEM POLICY
• EACH OF THESE ADIFTIMSED
ITEMS IS REQUIRES TO OE READILY
AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN EACH
KROGER
STORE
EXCEPT AS
SPECIFICALLY NOTED IN THIS AD IF
WE DO RUM OUT OF AN ADVERTISED
ITEM, WE WILL OFFER YOU YOUR
CHOICE OF A COMPARABLE ITEM
WHEN AVAILABLE. REFLECTING THE
SAME SAVINGS; OR A RAIN CHECK.
WHICK WILL ENTITLE YOU TO
PURCHASE THE ADVERTISED ITEM
AT THE ADVERTISED PRICE, WITHIN
VO DAYS

Prices effective thru December 24th
Quantity right reserved. Copyright
1978 The Kroger Company

SWIFT'S MINIUM

BUTTERBALL
TURKEYSI

0 LEIS AND UP

FRESH
TURKEYS
MEATY
tRKEY
HINDQUARTERS

8OC
A,
49c

Limit 1 with
additional
purchase

18
Si Up

LI.

le.

GRUM GIANT

HOLIDAY POULTRY ITEM

Shenk Portion

Niblets C

FULLY-COOKED
HAMS

Fresh Frozen

U.S.D.A. OatsOW

ma

Pineappl
MACS CRACKERS

Kroger I

WATER
ADDED

BAKING
HENS
CHUCK

MORIN

Bryon Chriitness
:
_.„YfirePrAl

-

STEAK

HAMS

$119

Ih.

MItTS
Turkey
an Roast
a eyliv

U.S.D.A. Choice Deaf

Fresh Mod

BONELESS

BEEF

BRISKETS

LIVER

it. menu

Tender Ducklings

IL

99'

FIAT

9

PORK
ROAST

SHOULDER

$149

TURKEY

NUTT tuna
HAM
Turkey Drumsticks

$.19

I.. 494

U.S.D.A. ORADEA NOM EARNS
4: MIXED PARTS OF

FRESRMCNIC STfil

It.

al

FRYING
CHICKEN.FAMILY PAK. AIL

HEINZ
KETCH
,MlE.SMmEsNATV

GLENDALE BONELESS HAM
with this coupon. Expires December 24th.

Apple

IM1111111111111111111111111Pilamannientmnumumnd

GUARANTEED FRESH NEVER FROZEN
AVAILABLE THURS., FRI., & SAT ONLY!

ASSORTIO vAiewnts

heal

Pi

WILCO'S FRO101
'
Grape Ju

R

1401.
KG. %.

Fox Deluxe Pizza

GULF
OYSTERS
ST99

1202.
TVG

u
7
l Wieners -Beef
erili

CREAM STYLI F101

Green Gi

9_94

INGO itAttTEI

JONNMOSBIU

Orange C

Beef Wieners

Krocier

• TRICK,RICH

WORTH $2.00 OFF
toward the purchase of each Old Fashion Whole

FRESH FISH DEPT.

the

1 4- I 7
IBS

Wink lAr.Twiny

241$229 Fryer Backs

YOUNG

LAMB

7RMI.$
159

S.O.A. GRADE A MOUT FAIRS

Turkey Meat Loaf

U.S.D.A.UMW Chao

WATER
ADOED ".•

24g$299 Cu
o
trnish Game Hens

3:1: 994

11111111Mi mat

SERV' N SAYI

Pork Sausage

CookedShrimp

ROGER
Boiled CI

$41$ 1 s

row after row of freshness
Garden at down to earth prices
.LET YOUR KROGER DELI DO ITI

NAVEL
ORANGES

We'll give you quick, personal service! Come in and talk over your needs. It's so-simple and so inexpensive
to let us fix up tempting porty trays.. even cater entire meals complete with plates and napkins! You'll be
intrigued and delighted with the tremendous variety of food items to choose from. sensibly priced and
computer weighed ...for our satisfocti n!

FR
FANCYEsiii
,

8
:N
1 ic
al5
9c

iromr

39c

BEANS

LIPMISIUN
FRESH

kg.

150SIZEOC

TANGERINES

INCLUDES 9,10 LB TURKEY
1 LB 1402 GRAVY
1 LB CORNBREAD DRESSING
1 LB CRANBERRY SAUCE

kACII-

ALL MUNI

Wesson(
sun.ODOR VI
Renuzit

FAIKTINNII

NMI*SEIM%

JUMBO
Mart DUTY

PINEAPPLE,-.1Aa69C
mows woo

e• no

Yellow Onions

.?

$ 1 00
I
FOR

Grapefruit

FoirNv•
3 te 5 Olsen

INIOY
Moist Greve

Fortlys

RED
POINSETTIAS

FANCY
MUMS

C111
81"
AAS
CACTUS

e.!ani

5 NIOIROY

3 NMI ROY

$

99 $

99

2

Loom$ 1 00
Bunch Carrots

8 10.$100

$359

CHEESE BALLS 81
CHEESE LOGS
NOUNO

$1 39

SMOKED

kg

TURKEYS

399

Christmas Cakes

Nom$

ti

•

ONION
'
L
SI;
e
RAI
rID
Rolls
Ol

PANCABI SYSIU

Mrs. But
susmiNsT
Navy Be

FOR 89

PARTY TRAYS TO01

U.S.NO 1 Geneje

IDAHO
POTATOES
099C
1
,

Just take a look at our Color Brochure on
Party Trays and you'll make plans to be a
west at your own Party nest tome! W•
offer ode vanity for ever occasion!
0-w-

COST -CUTTER II

lolori Morrell

n

COST•CUTTIR

men

_ WORTH $1.00 _ WORTH $2.00it, . Whole, • oy Neff
9ecorrt
ir.sti?Pe
m
F:of any ==... IMPS.1111
;toward theOpurFcho
OFF
0110
••

I

Etpi:A:thithelliITPur:ITIR4:Ad

1.499
Expires DE. 24th
1.
$10

WiskLiqi
FABRIC KIRIN

Final Tou

STOCK UP POI TIN NOWAY'S

MARSH SIMMS WHITT OR PAK

CALNOINNA FANCY

HOLIDAY
FLOWERS & FRUIT
BASKETS

LET ME DILI DO ITI

=

LESSHAM1,
BONED.
with this c0400^ 10
'
0 One
FAsOes010 VI*

31

$
2
99

•

wises,

•
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OGER

i•

KIOGER
FilltE CANE5
SUGAR
11.

•
-es.•

HOLIDAY STORE
HOURS

p

p••
• •
AI •

•0

* 0

••

a
1 ••

ADP CHRISTMAS EVE TIE 700 P.M.

CLOSED
CHRISTMAS DAY

PRICES

OPENS 8-00 A M. TUES., DEC 26TH

••

co

`i
,
4.
41ri

IS-11r-

6•

vigotv

c0114.4BROWN

SOO

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
.
SAVE111

56*
&SERVE

ROLLS

4

to

Assorted

N.

FRESH
MILK-

Cojer

SAVE

38*

Kroger 2%

Kroger

.4

with this coupon and '10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by low and in
addition to the cost of coupon merchondise, subject to applicable taxes. limit
one. Expires Dec. 24th.

11811 •

SAVE
•4

1

CAKE MIXES

3
12 ct.
pkgs.

plastic
gallon

181
/
2oz.
box

MT'S PRIMO STYLI Of CUT

NUN GIANT

3

Niblets Corn

II OZ.
CAMS

$1 00

•

160Z
CANS

-

SOL
B11.

1

Green Beans

894
49'
994

KROGER LIQUID

DOGE IN MCI

594
794

2101

Pineapple
soma 1AcZEn

1201.
BOX.

Kroger Zips

Salad Dressings
COUNTRY OVEN

1302.
PSG.

Chipmate Cookies

KROGER

Sweet Peas

Sour Cream Dips

Holiday Mix
MGM

IMOGER

Saltines

Crescent Rolls

o

AS

49

•

CREAM
CHEESE

Pens,

Club

099

Quarters

PIE SHELLS

BUTTER

39

ct.
Pkg.

IED

79

k16c

•'()
•

oz.
Pkg.

OZ.
CAM

SAVE

flc

2-LITER
BOTTLE

14 17
IRS

2

SAVE
Matti-Pock

los

89106
994

14 02
TUB

Pimiento Spread

1101
SAG

444.

PEPSI COLA
7-TIP

2

GOLD CREST CANDY

SAVE

S.'
q
.
4

MEN GIANT

444141AW

KROGER
SANDWICH
BREAD
3

STAR WARS

THICK,RICH

HEINZ
_KETCHUP

24.1.

LAND SPEEDER

8C

GOLD CREST

Assorted Chocolates

OR.
•

MIS.SALIM NATIONAL Ma

$549
While Supply Last

MARTHA WHITE

Apple Pie

37 01.
PKG.

CORN
MEAL MIX

$1 79

WILMS ROHN

"Grape Juice

1201.
CAM
,

mum MU PROM

10 01.
SOX

Green Giant Corn
1RIGHT & MIT11REAKERST

9

KISSER STUMM

01
CANS

si
LB.
IA,.

Buttercrust Bread

9
C

Boiled Custard

cni

454 PRESERVES

$1
Fast Acting

884
$109

Polaroid

BAYER
ASPIRIN
50 count bottle

SX-70
FILM
$549

111•Z. ME.99c

3 4mi: 894

$100 Pie Pilling'
Mikes

894

2

2101.
LOAVES

Pound Cake
COUNTRY OVEN

Cinnamon Rolls

KROGER
QT

240Z. LOAVES

COUNTRY OVEN

•

UOGU

Orange Drink

"'A $249

(HOME & FAMILY)

2

IOCT.
PEGS.

$109

KROGER SANDWICH Of

Vac-Pac Coffee

LS.
CAN

1 09

II CT.
PKGS.

Hot Dog Buns ..

$229

EA.

•

BAYER
ASPIRIN

COST CUTTER

Kroger Frozen Green Pies or

MIXED

Pelted

99c

WAS

3

SLOWS SEST

10 ox.

MOWS INST

picip

Pinto Beans

WAS

Wesson Oil

411 01

'2"

Now,
$20

RUM 0001 KILLER

Renuzit

41, OZ

sal 494

HEAVY DUTY

Wisk Liquid
MIMIC SOMMER

Final Touch

39

394

64 01

5269

33 01
SYL

S

1l

'265
903

314

1502.
CAMja$1
•

Northern Boons.

z*s

$1

---11103
141, S 1 43
Mrs. Butterworth'4i.
13(ein

29c
33c

WAS

--1•111110At

SPollheth
UNMET IMP

Spanish Rice

$1

Pork L Beans
BUSN'S MIST

kidney Beans
166111 MST

Chopped Kraut

1402.
CAN

sa

23

25'

32

35C, _

1402.
CAN

25
'

1502.
(AN401

100z. 234

IIET

Quick Cocoa

vie 5161

STILIIWSIRRY
160Z.
CAM

1 21

$ 1 99
Borden Cremorc 2202.
JAR
I
Gum GIANTSUM os
Whole Mushrooms 'at 55'

48 oz
btl

274
WAS

SlidET
PICKLES

99c
NOW

NT
$52i
PRINT FILM....EACH

Golden Hominy

14iN 234

21 e

59'

554

NS%

IR/ RISING

Martha White FlouVai s.4,75
AMORSIKIT

Gala Towels

2L

93'

CONTAINNA

Tomato Paste

isowou,

%j4,1

Spaghetti Rings...14Ni 254

Muffin Mix

'411: 31 4

KROGER

Sweet Relish

-"fa 99'

USBY CHUNKY

Mix Fruit

1702.
N

'466
89c
324

24c

$189

*ACM

$13927,
N

SYLVANIA SUPER 10

51 Tampax Tampons.....
791
Lotion
"IL 994
Body On Tap
98
'
1
449i
Frost'N Tip
i :111
Clairol
FINAL NET
HAIR SPRAY •
"
i„,.$129
biL
••
coupon Limit
Flip Flash

294
894
634

.0itt

SUPER PIUS

SKIN CONDITIONING

-

SEER INIKNED SHAMPOO

HAWAIIAN

71°
TZL

CLAIROL

PUNCH

EAKCIN
T$

NOW

car, 6,5

46 oz.

2 $1

NOW

654
U

NOW

Assorted Flavors

989

eet
NESTLE'S
MORSELS

Kodak Film

MARTHA WRITE SELECTED RA VOSS

NOW

GLAD

Sandwich Bags

7.484
2.994
214
$159
$117

C-124 20011C 110 20

WAS

NOW

SHOWBOAT

Nestle's Quick

SUSS WROTE 01

Icor

294

Q)k,

$1 37

SNP

32 or

NOW

NON DAIRY

PAIKAIII SYRUP

Navy Bemis

15 02.

Red Beans

MIMI GMAT

All MEAN,

KI;j1

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items tnrougnout our wore • Plus eoeti week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for extra sayings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health
beauty aids, meats ond produce.

VEGETABLES
NOW

Pensive
be
ed and

Jr 4

K PH-JO

WAS

sorwAessosd

NOW

with this
one
Expires Dec 24th

HI KROGER MILD

$1
$149
Colby Longhorn
Cinnamon Rolls "". 6 1' 1894
Shredded Cheese 4
4 63' 2.$1
Margarine
42: 794
694
Crescent Rolls 7A% 67
554
Cheddar Stick

t°4/ s /

9

14
41

•

COUPON
../COST-CUTTIER

ummtod

KROGER SLAB CUT

1 73

leirol

KROGER

NICE'N
EASY

p.

KROGH" ASSORTED

VHIIPPID IMPERIAL

PILLSBURY

4

Ili9e`

967

ig
ot

only
with this coupon.

'NW-7M

II COUPON

itrIose
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Letters To Santa Claus
F:DITOR'S NOTE — The
folluviing ktters to Santa
Claus at the Nihrth Pole were
rittea by elementary school
students at schools in Murray
and Calloway County. Alter
Recd.lag the letters and
noting the students' request.
Santa sent some of them back
for publication Ii The Murray
Ledger & Times.

0.1vdomai

P

1

Il
.

less your house... may
it always he filled with an
iill11111111111114•4k of beautiful
things. Thanks.

The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Our business is helping peopleMade Mit5 9555drag CM" Maims %mat 751-171M Evenings:
mir Marie licks 754-11154
mnyerris ym.p.pf
Oceania 15345311 Lissit

.759-1701
•

Dear Santa,
Hi Santa! I have been good.
Tell Rudolph hi. How is it
down there? I hope you are not
sick. Do you still have youer
new slikh?.
Love Mickel
Miss Foster's roo.n
Dear Santa,
I dot't have a chimney. But
you can come to my house
anyway. My teacher is
reading us a story about you.
Is red your favorite color? Is
Vixsen giving you a hard time.
Love,
Borge
Jody
Mrs. Foster's room
Dear Santa,
We have a chimney for you
to come down. You better
watch out for Visen. He might
give you a lot of trouble. I live
at 1510 Glendale Road.
Love Damara
Mrs. Foster's Room

PEACEon MTH
May the radiance and gift of His
love light your way to everlasting
peace and contentment.
.Best wishes for a joyous Christmas.

Ithibillablftitstruction
153-10111

621 S.41%

Have a
Merry Christmas

reflects the beauty of our
patrons. Thanks for
letting us serve vou.

• Murray Beauty.
S

Chestnut St.

alon

753-3142

Dear Santa.
I like you. Your special to
me. My teacher read about
you. I liked it what are you
going to get me? Will you
come to my grandmothers
house in New York? L liked it
there. Are you going to get me
a gift? I hope you are.
Love Joann Kelly
Mis. Foster's room •

At this blessed Yuletide season
we rejoice and give thanks as we
welcome the Heavenly King.
In celebration of
Ills Birth we extend heartfelt
wishes lb all.
4:4

Dear Santa
Mrs. Foster is reading a
story about you and in the
story you are a orphan are
you? I am going to give you
some milk and cookies. I don't
have a chimney and I don't no
how you got in last year so get
in like you did last year.
Love Melissa Adams
Mrs. Fosters room
Dear Santa,
how are the reindeers from
the north pole? All I want for
Christmas is a Tobor and train
set and a play Santa Claus who
beats drums
Love Danny
Mrs. Foster
Dear Santa,
How are you doing? Is it real
that there is a real flying rain
deer? I only want one thing
this year because I gonig to
Florida.
From Scott
Mrs. Foster

Dear Santa,
Were do you live? You will
Dear Santa. . .
I will like to no about Vix- have to come in my door. Miss
sen. Is Vixsen still kicking out Copper want a 1000 dollers.
My name is-David. The class
of the barn like he use to'
piing to have a Christmas
is
Love
party soon. Can you come
Jamie Vaughn
Santa'
want
I
1000000000000000do
ers
Dear Santa,
Love,David
Did you like making wooden
toys? Do you like the north
Dear Santa Claus,
pole?
I live in Hazel, Ky. I want a
Did you like the last man
you lived with. I know all Hole Lot of douse. My moma
abiaaryou..Now-heres--iny- list. wants some em_rings, And my
I Want a kick-n-go. star wars siser Wants a tapreker-and my
figures. and a skatebord. and brother wants bebe gun.
Love, Pat Little
a x-wing-fighter, and a big binbag-chair. and a radio conDear Santa,
trold r2-d2.
I go to Southwest. I live in
Chris Hays
Lynn Grove. I want a TypMrs. Foster's room
writer and a Huging doll.
Have a Merry Christmas
Santa.
Love,
Dear Santa
Mary Ann Turner
My name is Kelly and I
would like some tapes of the—
-Dear Santa,
Bobbys Twins. I listened to
I live in Hazel, Ky. My
one at school and would like to
Brother want a smash up
have one for myself at home
derbe. And I want some bookor a. book about them, in
marker for me. My .mother
Braille. I have been wishing
wants her red car fix. And my
for a u-driue-it. and a mussle
dad want's some PJ's for
loader play gun. I want a plain
Christmas. My phone number
record player. So I can play
is 492-8126.
Ronnie Misap.
' Love,Kevin Ealey
I wish for Hungry, Hungry
Dear Santa,
Hippo, Mr. Mouth, and
I live in Canterbury. I want
Fighting Robuts.
a tv and a model and truck and
I really, really wish I could
tracktr and lectric blanket
see Rudolph. Is his nose really
and book.
red and shines?
-Love,
Kelly Prescott
Tripp Nix
Mrs._Faster Room
Dear Santa,
I want Hungry, Hungry
Hippo,
walkie-talkie,
Chrismtas record and record
player.
Say hi to Rudolph and to the
elves. I hope the elves get
throwth with all the toys.
Be careful Santa and don't
let all the presents fall out.
Kenny Myers
Mrs.Foster room

The beauty of Christmas

Dear Santa,
Why do you live in the north
pole? How do you no when
chrisunas is here? I no you are
fat but I still love you. My
karlie is Mis. Foster's
teacher
.
•
room
Love Stephanie

FRANCIS SHEA, Oerk of the Grcuit and
District Courts and her Deputies;
ANN WILSON
JANICE MiCIARD
RUTH BLACKWOOD
LEAH WORKMAN
CATHEUNE GARRETT
DEBBIE DODD
thank you for your cooperation during the
past year and look forward to wrvlitig you"
in the corning New Year.
MERRY CHRISTMAS

Dear Santa,
I am moving in a new house.
I want a records, taperecord
and I want Mandy doll.
Love,Stacy Parks
Dear Santa,
I live in L)fin Grove. We
don't have do not have -a
chimmney. My school is
Southwest. How is Rodolph
and Corru-net? My dad want a 5
dollar bill if you get lost my
numuber is 435-4119 Do you get
cold?
Love,Jamie Paschall

Dear Santa,
I have been good. I want a
doll and a dress. A poster and
some books. I want Some
candy. I want a fur animal. I
want a press. I want a
Christmas Tree. Merry
Christmas Santa.
Love,
Lisa Cleaver

Dear Santa,
I am 7, I am in 2 Grade
Have a good Christmas.
I want a Go Cart, an some
jaks. I have bene a good boy.
Merry Christmas to all!
Your Friend,
Jeff Call

Dear Santa,
I can not waite till ChristDear Santa,
mas. I wish I could see you
I want a doll. I want a horse. and your rain deers. I want a
I want some skates. I want a baby This in that and a new
skatebord. I want a cat. I wish game.
you a Merry Christmas! I
Your friend,
Kelly
want a monkey too.
Love from,
2nd
Rhoda Jones
Grade
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
I want a moldsicel game and I love you very much, I Want a
I want a van and. Sum mof bike and a baking stove.
merry christmas.
Love
Love,
Francis
Mark Flood
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
I want a BeBe giu and a
I want a Barbie. I have Been raclud player. I have been a
good. I am in second grade. partte good boy. and I want a
I'm seven in a Half years old Kiss rackrds and two are
too.
three posters
Love,
Love Santa
Jennifer Massey
Kevin Jo#431ack
Dear Santa
I want a Dath Star space
station.
I have been good.
How is Rudolf?
Love,
Scottie Rice
Dear Santa,
I have been good.
I want a dolls, and a swing set
and a tiperiter.
Are you fine at the Northpoal?
I am seven.
• Love Santa,
Tracey manning

Dear Santa,
I want a tiperider for
Christmas and clothers.
and a doll for Christmas, and
anything eles.
MERRY CHRISTMAS.
Love,
Thenia Young

filling the world with happiness and joy.
We hope your holiday is brimming
with all good things.

D & W Auto Supply

Your fortunes wide,
And those you love

To Santa from Sanara
Dear Santa,
-I have ben a good girl and I
love you. Santa how is your
raindeers doing? I want a doll
and crayons and a spryograft.
and a school box and Porn
poms. I wont a ring. Teal your
hi-fer me,--1 went asoing box.
Love,
Casandra Linn

Be at your Side.

MISS Y

Svbs-c-rib«
received th
copy of The

Times by 5
Friday or by
days ore arg

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue

MERRY CHRISTMAS

AlTiVin9

time wii

for the
Christm
Thc

Thanks good friends for your loyalty, and good
will. Hope your holidays will be filled to the
brim with old fashioned Christmas cheerl

Kentucky Lake Oil Co.

Dear Santa,
Dear Santa Claus,
I want a rackrd player for
I want some train track.
Christmas and a holda go 'And a transformer box. I like
carthe to
a white christmas.
Love,
Michael Simpson Grade 2
Charles Palmer Robertson

Bringing a pack full of warm
wishes for a jolly Christmas to
all the fine folk we count as
friends. It's a pleasure to ktiow you...thanks.
From the Staff of

New Concord it'd

•

The Clinic Pharmacy
104 N.5th

• .1 t:

,
•
Dear Santa Claus,
I am leaving a cookie for
you. And I wish your elves a
mary christmas-. What is your
phone number? Greg m. 7536318
Greg Moffitt
Grade 2 Robertson
_
Dear Santa Claus,
How is your reindeers. I
hope you feel good: What will
you bring me for christmas.
Why do you hafe to fly in the
air? Will you bring me any
thing you wane to. To St. Nick.
Scott Winchester
Grade 2 Robertson

Dear Santa Claus,
My name is Kevin Phillips I
live at Murry, Ky. I go to
Southwest School. My phone
number is 753-8494. I want the
hulk and I want the Batcave
and I want the Spider car and I
want robin and I want to see
Rudolph and I want to ride
with you.
Kevin Phillips

Dear Santa.
I want a pair of White Skates
size 3. I have been good Santa
I love you Santa. I love you
too, Mrs. San.
With Love,
Alison Leslie

753-1489.

between 5:3
Monday Frill
end 4 p,at. S
delivery oil
must be Mai

days or 4_.]
goirentee

Dear Santa,
-I live in Lyrm Grove Ky.!go
to Southwest school. I want a
motorcycle and a race car
track. The end.
Love Shane Sea vers

Dear Santa,
I have a chimney but it as a
pipe in it but my front door
will be open I live in Murry,
Ky. Rt. 7. Box 554. Heres want
I want for Christmas I want a
Love,Leslie Pritchard

753-4563

107 N.7th

Dear Santa,
I want Star wars Darth
Varth Luke sky walker sand
storm trooper chewboockuo
and Hansoto Death star awing fitghter an a star wars
game R2-D2-C3-P0 Ben sand
people.
Your freind
Charles Ray

Dear Santa,
I wish I had a pony.
„1,1141.424rade.1102E Cild
you?
And I wish- you a Merry
Christmas!
Love,
Sara Bucy Dear Santa,
super jack football, death
Dear Santa,
star, sorry game.
I what a baby This and that How do you feel at the Norfor christmas.
thpole? MERRY CHRISTI want to no how you are MAS. I am seven.
doing?
Love, Scott Lynn Bazzell
MERRy CHRISTMAS
Dear Santa -Santa
Love,
How are you feeling? I hope
Amy walls you don't get sick. How are
.eh/es! How is your mothr
Dear Santa,
maybe you might eat with us.
I want a doll and a watch for Maybe I will leave you a
Christmas.
present too and PS. I love you.
I have been good Santa.
Please call me 753-8218
Love,
Scott McDougal
Tammy Ddliks
Grade 2-Robertson
Dear Santa,
I want baseball equcihmut.
And a tipewriter, tape player
and star wars. Dar th Vanto,
Luke Sky walker, han so b,
death star, X-wingfigher,
chew boucku A storm troops.
R2-D2-C3 po ben, Sand people.
Your Friend,
Stephen Lovett

The spirit of Christmas is everywhere
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State Preparing For Winter Emergencies

r-
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753-4563

1

$1.ADE, Ky. — One 'State
qifirial at a Cold Weather
Preparedness Conference
here this week jokingly
suggested that "the best snow
removal is called spring."
Despite the truth of the jest
'made by Commissioner Ralph
Ed Graves of the Department
for Local Government, conference participants spent two
days at Natural Bridge State
Park discussing preparations
for cold weather emergencies.
Representatives front nine
state government agencies
which have varying degrees of
responsibility
during
emergencies briefed members of the State Regional
Council on what is being done
to meet the needs of Kentuckians - should another
winter of '77 or '78 occur.
The State Regional Council
consists of the people who run
six
regional
offices
established by the 1978
legislature under an Office of
Inter-Agency Relations. The
regional offices are designed
to make state government
more responsive to local
needs, according to Joe Elam,
deputy secretary for the office.
When the winter's first
snowfall hits, Elam wants the
regional office officials to be
ready to answer the inevitable
questions about which roads
will be cleared first; viho to
contact for emergency fuel
cost assistance; where to
secure the service of a fourwheel drive vehicle for
medical transportation and
dozens of other queries.
Here's what the regional
officials heard:
DEPARTMENT FOR
HUMAN RESOURCES
Rick
Newman,
administrative assistant in the
department, outlined the

4

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received theis home-delivered
copy of The Murray 1.14,10a &
Tones by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. on Satur•
days are urged to call 753-1916

Ibe
753-1489.

between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday Friday, or 330 p.m.
and 4 vai. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of Hs newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p.m. peek days or 4 p.m. klarslays to
georentee delivery

IAS

and good
to the
cheer!

departrnent's weatherization Kottak' In rural areas,
program, Energy
Cost especially, they provide
Assistance program and assistance in the health area,
Crisis Oriented Program for often transporting people to
Emergencies.
hospitals.
Newman said 2,500 homes in
State Police in Frankfort
the
state
been issue travel authorization
have
weatherized in preparation for permits when roads are
winter. Weatherization In- ,closed, and Kottak said an
cludes caulking windows, effort will be made to cominsulation, checking heating municate with local law enunits and other measures forcement officials about
intended to tighten houses and permits.
lower heating costs.
State Police have eight fourMost of the program's wheel drive vehicles which
resources are committed will be available for use,
through December, according - Kottak said.
to Newman. He said the future
DEPARTMENT
of the program is in doubt due
OF ENERGY
to congressional deliberation
Larry
energy
Cox,
authorizing funds for the specialist, described the
CETA
(Comprehensive Energy Department's role as
Employment Training Act) being One of dispensing inprogram. Most labor for the formation
and
making
program is hired with CETA referrals. He said the
funds.
department can help resolve
Community Action agencies individual supply problems by
usually
administer working with regional office
weatherization programs at personnel.
the local level.
However, he noted the
The Energy Cost Assistance department cannot force a
Program, approved by the supplier to deliver gas to a
1978 legislature, will provide. customer.
assistance
to
eligible
Cox said U.S. Department of
households (containing a Energy forecasts indicate
member who is 62 or over, energy supplies generally will
blind or totally disabled) to be good, but there may be
supplement the cost of energy problems with kerosene.
NATURAL,RESOURCES
during December, January,
February and March. The
Frank Harscheri. deputy
tentative application period is secretary of the Department
Dec. 1 through April 30, ac- for Natural Resources and
Protection,
Environmental
cording to Newman.
The legislature allocated $5 outlined plans for utilization of
million for each of the next the department's many fourtwo fiscal years. Newman said wheel drive vehicles.
The fleet numbers about 400,
the department hopes to serve
64,000 family units this winter. up some 200 over last year,
The
Crisis
Oriented according to Harscher. He
Program for Emergencies is noted the fleet is in much
directed at destitute in- better shape this year than
dividuals or couples and last winter. Some forestry
provides cash assistance for equipment that can be used to
necessities such as rent, a limited degree for clearing
_clothing or food once during a roads also is available,
_period of 12 consecutive Harscher said.
He anticipates a change in
months. • .
the
il_r,
thee
.4inc
mieets,
hodrif
,
otrinlispa
that
tchis
ngti
Newman said $750,000 was, .u
allocated for gay/ of two fiscal_
'years,' and $134,000 has been ioordlnation is Olinria.-- '
A spent since Sept. 1.
COMMERCE
•
-JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
deputy
Ray
Kottak,
Dave Williams, executive
secretary, said the role of the
assistant in the department,
Kentucky State Police is
said commerce sacts as a
-magnified" during winter
liaison between industry and
weather emergencies, but not
all of state government during
other
much different from any
emergency situations.
time.
The department lists six
State police do more in rural
major categories of industries
areas than in- metropolitan
considered to render essential
areas
during
snow
services 'during weather
emergencies, according to
emergencies. They are power
plants; transportation services for freight; telecommunications; food processing
industries (especially those
processing spoilable food U
steel mills and aluminum
plants and riverports.
As an example of the importance of keeping these in
operation, Williams noted that
Kentucky was the northernmost port open last
winter, so salt was shipped
this far and then distributed.
TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT
The department has about
$6.5 million in new equipment,
mostly replacing old equipment, according to Steve
Reeder, deputy secretary in

().

the department. And maintenance workers have been dangerous r'oada. The other is
the Public Service Comsent to winter maintenance
mission, primarily .a rateschool to prepare for weather
making body,that can act as a
emergencies, he said.
liaison between the public and
However, Reeder warned,
a utility in case problems
to
equipped
"We are not
arise.
handle a winter like we had
Rhody said the cabinet's
Last winter.. That's a 100-year
mines and minerals division
winter."
has 136 vehicles which could
The department is a -little
be used in cold weather
bit" more prepared with the
new equipment and because of emergencies, but all of them
the maintenance training, could not be dispatched at
once because deep mines
according to Reeder.
continue
operating and mines
Six salt domes have been
and mineral's work must
nearing
constructed and one is
completion, adding to salt continue.
supplies held in maintenance
Elam noted that coorgarages in all 120 counties, dination of cold weather
Reeder said. But he cautioned preparedness plans is imthat people shouldn't expect portant sa,state agencies will
bare pavements as has been not duplicate efforts. And
the policy in winters prior to coordination also cuts down on
1977. "PeOpfe are going to phone calls, he said. "If you
haye to realize that and going don't have that immediate
to have to live with it," said solution for them then they're
Reeder.
going to try another route."
Reeder pointed oat that the
The regional offices are
state can only remove snow located in:
from state-owned property,
— Frankfort at the Captiol
and when schools and—other Annex, Room 221;
.502-564public agencies request 2960.
parking lot clearance, they
-- Covington at the Citymust arrange to pay the state County Building, Rt. 2, Box 4;
for such services.
606-8784210.
Priorities for clearing roads
— Louisville at Kentucky
don't always correspond to Towers, Room 111, 5th &
road class, but usually in- Walnut streets; 502-588-4896.
terstates and parkways and
— Madisonville at 22-limited access highways are Hartland Drive; 502-821-5003.
the No. 1 priority with state
at
— Prestonsburg
primary roads and state Bluegrass Comprehensive
secondary roads being next in Care Center, 606 Center St.;
line.
606-886-9171.
Copies of maps showing
priority routes for clearance
to
are
being
mailed
newspapers and will be
printed, Reeder said.
DISASTER AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES
DES has devised a plan
called -Snowvac" to route
state government workers out
of Frankfort in snow
emergencies, explained Ron
of
Padgett,
director
operations.- The plan is im—
—
—•••••• .4go.
-.Plenienlfsrat the-dims/lion of
the Governor and covers
routes ,from the Department
for Human Resources complex, Capitol and Annex, State
Office Building and the
Capital Plaza Tower.
Padgett said DES has
placed more than 200 fourwheel drive vehicles in
counties in an effort to assist
local governments during
weather crisec'
The agency has contracts
development
with
area
districts and uses 14 area
coordinators to help cities and,.
counties Plan for emergencies, said Padgett.
Padgett told regional office
federal
personnel " that
disaster declaration
assistance is hard to '.get, and
the state was unsuccessful in
its efforts to obtain such a
declaration last winter.
And he said calling out the
National Guard to help in coldweather emergencies is a last
resort response, one taken
only when all other efforts
have been exhausted.
DEPARTMENT FOR
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Most of the department's
Mountain Grown Folger's brings you Christmas
'coffee The cool mountain air and gentle sunshine
weather-related efforts are in
warmth and cheer.
let coffie ripen slowly, so it builds up richeiri, vor
the area of energy conFolger's has a rich taste and delicious aroma that
Folger s Flaked Coffee is specially design,,e for
servation, according to a
makes every holiday meal complete, and every
automatic drip coffeemakers. It's the same delicious
spokesman. The department
holiday get-together festive.
Mountain Grown Folger's,but it's flaked to release
-is under contract to the energy
Folger's Coffee comes in 4 grinds—regular, elecmore rich flavor, so you use less and save money. If
.
tric perc, drip arid fine. Folger s is mountain
department to conduct energy
you normally use...5 measures per pot, you only
grown—that's the, richest, most aromatic kind of
audits for local government
need 4 of Folger's Flaked Coffee.
units requesting them.
Graves said counties with
1974 coal severance tax money
Stay warm with Folger's Jolly red and white knit ski cap and muffler.
and area development funds
It's a perfect gift, very specially priced. Send for several today!
could use them on snow
equipment, but the department has asked for an atFolger's Ski Cap and Muffler for $4 99 by mail when you buy one
Enclosed are the words "Eager's Coffee- or 'Eolger's Flaked
torney general's opinion
any SWI canal Folger's Coffee or Pokier's-Flaked Coffee
Coffee- cut-from the plastic overcap of oneany size can of folgerS
Offer
good
from
December
18.
1978
until
March
18.
1979
Coffee
or Folger's Flaked Coffee and $4 99(check or money order
1978
and
1976
regarding use of
BUY-1 can of Fokyer's Coffee or Folger's Flaked Coffee (any size)
payable to Folger's Ski Cap and Muffler Offer) for eac'h ski cap and
funds for that purpose.
for each ski cap and muffler set desired
muffler set desired Please send
Folger s Ski Capand
MAIL—The words -Folger's Coffee- or "Folger's Flaked Coffee- cut
Muffler Set(s)(shipping charges paid) by mail to.
Local Government's
from the plastic overcap of one can of Folger's Coffee or Folger's
training unit assisted the
Flaked Coffee(any size) plus $4 99 for each Ski Cap and Muffler
Name:
•
Set desired with this requff-ed certificate to theaddress on the right.
Bluegrass Area Development
C
RECEIVE— By mail. aced and white knifVolger's ski cap and
Address:
District and Northern Ken- •
muffler made of 100% Orlon* acrylic One size fits all Cap is red
(Print c learly -- proper delivery depends
with "Folger's" printed on crown with white porn porn Scarf is red
tucky Area Development'
on a ctimplete and correct address I
with "Edger's" printed on one end Fringe on scarf is white.
District in providing a
FOLGERS SKI CAP AND MUFFLER OFFER CERTIFICATE
City:
•
leash Redemption Value 1/20 of 10
on
program
training
PLEASE NOTE THESE ADDMONAL TERMS.
State:,
emergency procedures and
Zip Code
1 Offer good only in the U S A.
2 THIS CERTIFICATE MAY NOT BE MECHANICALLY
after-storm cleanup. The'
REPRODUCED AND MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR ORDER
Area Code:
Telephone:
spokesman said a slide
3, Limit three ski cap and muffler sets per name or address
(Used only if more delivtny information is needed I •
4
Your
offer
rights
may
not
beassigned
or
session
is
transferred
program from that
5 Offer good from December 18. 1978 until March 18, 1979
Place in-stamped nve)otx, and mail to Eolger's Stir Cap and Muffler
being produced and may be
6 rease allow 6-8 weeks few delivery
Offer P 0 Box 691. Dept M. Maple Plain. Minnesota 55348
area
15
to
the
diStributed
development districts.
The department also acts as
9554CF
TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE
a broker between DES and
some federal agencies for
regional disaster planning in
development district3, noted
the spokesman.
PUBLIC PROTECTION
100% _AND REGULATION
Pure
Coffee
deputy
Don
Rhody,
Regular
secretary for the Public
GROVI/N
Protection and Regulation
or Flaked
OM Ott COUPON PER PUIKKASE
TO rite (oNsough CAW/OW Do.,,l •••••••••
4W.. Irtr
asking hie• le ftoftwo coft•ft••••••• Wool Oft orofte• Pftdftft oft ft.
Cabinet, said two of that
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My eftw rftoomillelm Mel
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Symall oafAmmo OIMPr.
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Thursday Only

Steak Sandwich

SAVE 300
ON DELICIOUS FOLGERS.

And stay warm with thisgreat
holiday cap and muffler.

SPECIAL OFFER!

753-1323

The Bank of Murray
Cordially Invites You
To Visit

"The Holiday Room"
During Banking Hours, a•
the Main Bank Office
4th & Main

December 18 through December 22

ve 30t

on any size

gers
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PRICES GOOD DEC. 20
THROUGH DEC. 24

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

RED DEL OR 1

WHOLE

Wini Ma ADDITIONAL

PROM EXCLUDING
RAM I TOBACCO MO.

TENN-TUCKY

COUNTRY HAMS• •.....

GREEN GIANT

GREEN
PEAS

WHITE

BOUNTY

TOWELS
IGA WHOLE OR JELLIED
CRANBERRY—SAUCE I.

JUMBO
...16 OZ.

596
39c

MARTHA WHITE

GRAI

HA

FRESH

WHOLE

SQU

„nr.

PLACE Y
WITH OU
FOR

TURKEYS..
U.S. CHOICE
SHOULDER-ROAST ...
•

PLAIN OR SELF-RISING

5 LB

BUSH SHOWBOAT CUT

II 11-11-111-11-4-11.•1111711-1

FRI

FUYORITE

DEW

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

SWEET POTATOES. • •••••••• • • • 21
/
2SIZE
BUSH SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS
GOLDEN CORN

sin

'CHUCK ROAST

25c

300 SIZE

DEL MONTE WHOLE KERNEL

$1
17 0Z 3/

PEPSI
MT. DEW

GRADE
MEDIU.

1

EGI

BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE

180Z.

IGA

MACARONI & CHEESE
MORTON RISE

CHILI w/BEANS

11
/2 OZ.

4/$1
59°

150Z.

LIPTON

TEA BAGS

1 LB

EASY DAY

ROYAL NO BAKE

99

SCOTT FAMILI

21 39

REHM

BRIGHT

tee

tllAT
iraioICE
CRE
hi N

100 CT.

GRAVY TRAIN

DOG
• PLATI
CHEESE CAKE
111APKI
PIE SHELLS
AIR Fl
vol.
$199
BISCI
PIE
16 OZ. 7
SINGI
igAWBERRIES
man
REUFFED OLIVES...... 1oz. $109 SPRE
.
BOWER
SALA
REG. QUARTERS

ASSORTED MIXES

BAC

OR

8 PAK/16 OZ. WITH DEPOSIT

DUNCAN
HINES

120Z.

PILLSBURY SI

3601.

KRAFT AMERII

f

DEL MONTE.

PARKAY

PEACHES
HALVES OR
SLICES _

EMGE
SMOKED

BUTTERBALL

FLOUR

CAKE
MIX

BANi
APPI
LB.S169 ORE

BIEF
IG
SMOOTH

2/
1
2SIZE.

MIRCLE WNIF

$199

A MS

Cli ISTMAS
PY NEW YEAR
AIM TO YOURS

PLB.
69

BANANAS
APPLES
ORANGES

SOUTIISIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sunday

TIDE
9
T
RGEN
DETE
89

RED DEL OR YELLOW DEL-OR WINESAP
3 LB. BAG

MTN $10.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY & TOBACCO PROD.

1GA

125 SIZE

19 GRAPES
MUTE

59c
,39.

LB.

FRESH

SQUASH

LB.

imr PUCE YOUR ORDER NOW
WITH OUR PRODUCE DEPT.
FOR A CHRISTMAS
1011

BROWN & SERVE ROLLS
CINNAMON ROLLS
BUNNY
;ID ROLLS

Doz. 3/$1
89c
77c
140Z.
DOZ

uguimausam
-GREEN
BEANS

r ?.

up

49

SOUTNSIDE OPEN
10-5 DEC. 24

FRUIT BASKET
FUVORITE

4
,00z. 3P1

KRAFT

is MOON

MARSHMALLOW CREME
KRAF
TTPIrliDALLOWS
iS

•

7 OZ.

KIAFT MINIATURE

1)9

MARSHMALLOWS
KRAFT

SI"

MAYONNAISE

GRAVY TRAIN

DOG FOOD
C
I PLATES
'
9 J1APKINS
I9' AIR FRESHENER
99
i BISCUITS
I9c
SINGLES

$549
25 LB.

EASY DAY

9,,

SCOTT FAMILY

RENUZIT

PILLSBURY SWEET.1111.1(oa BOTTEMBILI

$129

ELLE I
'
lLAT
hIPPING MIX
161111161:fit CHIPS
N

23c

ASSORTED FLAVORS —3 OZ.

6 0z.109..

120Z.

P114

KRAFT AMERICAN

109
199

gap

IGA

1P.

MIRCLE WHIP

SALAD DRESSING

2 BOWLS

WHIP
TOPPING

9 OZ.

89'

PAGE
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State School Board Unhappy
With New Minimum Age Rules
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. LAP) —
The
state
Board for
Elementary and Se0ondary
Education is unhappy with a
new school age entrance 12*
and would like to see its implementation delayed.
The board voted Tuesday to
ask Gov. Julian Carroll to
include such a delay on the
agenda of next month's
special session of the General
Assembly.
But at the same time, the
board proceeded with the
administrative process of

adopting a regulation to upplement the law in the eveni
Carroll does not approve their
request.
Board members expressed
Concern Tuesday at their
regular quarterly meeting
that there is insufficient time
and money to properly unplement the law by the
beginning of the 1979-80 school
year.
The law, adopted by the 1978
General Assembly, provides
that a child must be six years
of age by Sept. 1 to start in the
first grade or five by Sept. 1 to
start kindergarten. The

CROSSWORD PUZZLER]
ACROSS
1 Nourish
5 pellet
9 Resort
12 Toward shelter
13 Agave
14 Soft food
15 Game fish
17 Earth goddess
18 Macaw
19 Maple genus
21 Scarcer
23 Frightens
27 State. Abbr
28 Stale
29 Beetle
31 Ocean
34 Digraph
35 Music As
written
37 Marry
39 While
40 Dowel
42 Crafty
44 Scorches
46 Printers
measure
48 Demean
50 Alights
53 FOrd
54 Pismire
55 Symbol for
tantalum
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4 Leaves
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9 Extras
10 Peel
11 Threebanded
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16 Some
groups
20 Crimson
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23 Cease
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26 Seed
30 Dwell
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33 The caama
36 Priest's
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°LITTLE GEORGE
L4./A5 WAITiNi; FOR
SANTA TO COME"

Plowman had asked that the
one-half credit in physical
education required for a high
school difiloma be dropped.
He said his- faith teaches
against students wearing tight
gymnastic clothing or girls
wearing pants. He said some
of the activities required in a
coed physical education class
cannot be modestly done while
girls are wearing skirts or
dresses.
Brown told Plowman his
the
drop
to
request
requirement would be forwarded to a committee
required
all
reviewing
courses, but he personally was
not ready to vote for such a
drastic step.
However, Brown said he felt
some type of arrangement
should be worked out by the
teachers and administrators
at Bryan Station High School,
where Plowman's daughter is
a sophomore.

basis. He said more than
likely. first grade or kindergarten teachers would
have to add the testing to their
already busy workloads.
"It will be a time-consuming
and costly procedure," Van
Fleet said.
Board member Bob Bwown
of Lexington complained that

against physical education
and noted another daughter
had graduated from Bryan
Station . after recieving consideration from a ninth grade
physical education teacher.
However, he said he had not
been able to work out an
agreeable solution with
other daugther's teacher.

"What frustrates me is wt•
have enough'inertia and objections in making Any
Educational
Improvement
Act work and then they throw
this in," Brown said.

RUR

DON'T SQUIRM,MA'AM,
THERE'S MORE TO COME!

1
.re
,

'
KENTUCKY FLOODS — Now that floodwaters have receded and many of those forced to leave their homes are
returning, Red Cross disaster teams are furnishing clean-up materials and helping families assess and meet disastercaused needs. Lorraine Capozzi, disaster recovery specialists from Pittsburg, PA., assist Wayne Rollins, Frankfort, in
surveying the damage done to his home. Red Cross officials estimate that about S1.6 million will be extended in
assisting flood victims throughout the Commonwealth.

Eixtbodomwdziraub CLASSIFIED ADS
2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE
Over 20 years in
Calloway County. Be
sure
and
check
Wiggins' Furniture for
the best buys in...
•Furniture
.I,ane
Cedar
Chests
*Bedding
•and
Floor
Covering

Free Gift
from

Wiggins'
FURNITURE

-

NOW UNTIL
Pit. 2411.
When y.ou purchase any furniture, bedding or flowr
'
4_
the total purchase to shop next
Moe at J P Neshiits' •
'This is our inft to you truer

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE
2

nudes north
of Murray.
753-4566

2, NOTICE

CLASSIFIED.
ADS 1001
lungs

CITY OF MURRAY landfill
will close Friday, December
22 at 11 am and will re-open
Tuesday. December 26 at 9
am.
_
FOR
WA TK INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 5
13th., phone 753 3128.

2L, miles north of
Murray on 641. Cali
753-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo or
better still drop by
and browse around.
•FEE DflIVERY •
AINE111.111111L_
you would
like to know anything (lbout
thBible,tI 759-46013- 24.hour
Phone, not a tape. Biwa Facts

30,000 Actual Miles,
One Owner,Local Car

1

QUANTITIES LIMITED

PURDO

0

1406 West

Yt

'Par

student

Maio

753-5315
i *KNOWS .101,41141.1111L6l

BAD LUCK

Many gift
15 or secret
*Imperial
99 NEL ten

f.3f

VA

VA

20

NOW
WHERE
WAS I?

YOOM

DEAR SiRe:"

I

YOU LEFT OFF
AT'VOOM"

A

VALUE

now just

IIVVVVIVW.1• •
NEW /979 „Aer----"r"
I II;

1•4,
3%

Stainless Flatware

1
1i Murray Home & Auto
5-Pc.

UETLE BAILEY
"THE PENTAGON
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Collect a set. This 5-piece individual setting is
/ made of extra heavy-weight stainless steel that
will last through years of tough use. Hammered colonial pattern resists scratches.
Dishwasher safe. Includes: salad and dinner
fork, knife, soup and standard spoon.
,

SYSTEm

A.

•

•

•

25" CONSOLE TV

6.-

'•'

Northside Shopping Center

The ITES•K2544/1

•
am 11

'

toi

I 2-20

ktONDIE
NOPE., I'M
DAGWOOD

SLONDIE-- IF YOU RE
DA6w000, FOLLOW
ME i-IOME

WANNA KNOW Wi-IAT
I THINK THEY SHOULD
DO WITH THIS
PAW
,
'Or THE
HOLIDAY

SEASON*"

J
REDUCED

'

sift

50%

Canvas
Pictures
i2-25

_

Ii

se-AS CrssC,

Also Reduced

WE NOW PRONOUNCE
A'CU,MAN ANL
,Wl./

/3

Pier 1 imports

,
e'
*win

tt

BEL-AIR CENTER
OPEN TILL 8:00
MON.-FRI.
10-6 ON SAT
Closing 3p.m.

_taw .4.00D—TNOIE-WARODINGIP-OF OW4.4 ANP-01.
1 408.6108M.
MARRIEr e,v PRE&DENTS LUAGA ANC'608:1011%.

V-

NOW... AFTER A YeAlt2 „

f

•
‘
e

r

Tucker
TV
Sales&

(
ko.4
11%.1
I••

• .111,

Service

.

1914 Coldwater Rd.

SECRETA
Duties wit
medical rt
dependent

SLA4044,1144a

NOTICE

SALE ENDS DEC 24

••".

Early American Styled Console. Maple
wood-grained finish applied to genuine
Maple wood veneers on top and ends.
Gallery of select hardwood solids. Front
and base of simulated wood. Casters. Picture Control. AFC.

A l09( pen
unpaid 191
paid bills I
under the
the City of
1,1979 inst
tieisubjec

•

MIRRORED 8 GRAPHIC CLOCKS, BAMBOO 8
BATICK FABRIC MIRRORS, ACID ETCHED
MIRRORS, STILL LIFE, ANTIQUE PUPPIES 8 KIT
TENS, MARGARET KANE COLLECTION

4
THE PNANTOAI

.1

SELECTED
WALL DECOR

g
N 314 E. Ni

'44

Ike(

Ag-tv'11

make house
those precio
pictures. Ca
appointment

1971 Cadillac
.Sedan Devine

- - -GOO IS LOVE; If

"Satisfied Cirstomers Are Our
Kim Concern"

I

HAVING A

or family gr
not call Ca

WIGGINS'

4ic

'I WONT WALK ON
THAT STREET - IT.
COULD BE

2. NOTICE

r:

/2-20

AE vOU
D

GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts, 7594600.

01.18 Peerti•C • UAW

4(

RgAik

4

nef'

Fossett, who testified
against the bill, was more
blunt. "This is the worst piece
of legislation passed against
the
Department
of
Education," he said.
The board told Lexington
Pentecostal minister Leonard
Plowman that Fossett would
work with Fayette County
school officials to develop an
acceptable modified physical
education course for his
daughter.

°SUDDENLY NE HEARD
NiM!'SHOUTED
THE SOUND OF SOMEONE
TLE GEORGE.. I SAW
WALKING ON THE ROOF
SANTA AND HIS RAIN GEAR"
IT WAS A MAN
—ZC—yrk
YELLOW SLICER AND "
BIG RUBI3ER BOOTS!'

.t

II

the legislation will damage the
Educational
Improvement
Act, also passed by the 1976
Legislature, that provides for
competency testing.

current cutoff date is Dec. 31.
The law also provides that a
readiness testing program be
adopted to provide exemptions for children born between Sept. land Dec. 31.
Although some board
members had problems_
Tuesday with a proposed
regulation submitted by the
Department of Education, it
approved the measure to
begin the bureaucratic wheels
rolling.
General Counsel Ed Fossett
advised that a legislative
review panel wouldn't be able
to consider the regulation tu..il
mid-April.
At his suggestion, the board
declared an emergency and
will ask Carroll to sign the
regulation into effect immediately. The emergency
regulation would last for 120
days. •
State Superintendent of
Public Instruction James
Graham said several local
school superintendents have
expressed concern to him
about the cost of administering the tests, since no
funds were provided by the
Legislature.
The regulation would have
ihe tests, administered and
scored locally, with the state
board approving those who
score in the seventy-fifth
percentile.
Don Van Fleet, head of
research and planning in the
Education Department,
estimated there will be 40,000
children eligible for the
readiness tests next year. He
said there is no way to gauge
how many of those children's
parents will ask for the
readiness tests.
. Van Fleet said the test
proposed for kindergarten
would take ..more than two
hours and would need to be

411111isami
45

"
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We will be closed December
22, 23, and 25. Other buying days
as usual. Merry Chr,istmas,

Paris Livestock
Co., Inc.

PSYCHO!.
ter. Maste
delivery
to children
counselin
evaluation

Kart

••

•
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PUT IT IN THE
eRightgifts atthe tghtPrim-Here•
0,44@9.42,9
LOOKHERE
191g SELECTION
OF EXC!TfMQ giFtS
FOR EVERYONIE
OJ YOUP LIST

4 homes are
eet disasterFrankfort, in
extended in

41)

II s

06 II 104400 ins elft,
8 Inch

Tonsil mud velem ow

Work
Boot

Ow vie
icesstin
00110
WNW& OM*
and on•Om

All leather uppers, leather insole, leather Goodyear
welt, fully leather sock lining, rugged durable & long
lasting sole.

Reg.

All Leather
Casual
Except
Sole

Dress
Shoes

Reg.$32

$15"

9
Vernon's
ONLY
4

Western Store
Boots it Shoes For Everything Undor The Sun
153-46115
Mann,14.

Shopping
Days Left!

SHOP EARLY'
N'EASY

i AND WANTS to
I Bible Facts, 759-

FOR RENDS

Ists

IS

its

Ids lis I

III

Isis

ins

16*-,3).r*-4*-1-10:•-41-1.).4,4Pt4.--44R44.e-

Vs41.„7,4Zirt
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4-• Weekday', 14 Sew
Oipaspic Plan
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AURRAY landfill
riday, December
and will re-open
ecember 26 at 9

K I NS Products,
nan Jones, 217 S
t53 3128.

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2 NOTICE

2 NOTICE
HAVING A Christmas party
or family get together? Why
not call Carter Studio. We
make house calls. Remember
those precious memories in
pictures. Call -today for an
appointment. 753-8298.

Swimming
Pools
Weirs Ay. reels

442-9747
Pediesk Ky.

• ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, mug
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
• t!

,t

7

W•AW-A:W-A WAW-P.:W-AW-P8
%

ar
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MIRROR
SALE. Frame
mirrors, custom cut and installed, any size and shape,
plus door mirrors, bevel edge
or plain edge. Also sale on
display
items.
Merry
Christmas to all! M & G Glass,
Murray, KY,753-0180.

^

3. CARD OF THANKS

2. NOTICE

WE WOULD like to express
Holiday our appreciation to our friends
YOUR
GET
manicures at the Beauty Box,and neighbors for their
Saturday 16 and Tuesday prayers, beautiful flowers,
through Saturday, 19th- 23rd. food and kind words in the
death of our husband and
*Weddings
father, Gus C. Haley. We do
especially thank Dr. Hugh
Will
*Portraits
Houston; Rev. Steve Shapard,
WASNING AND
Bro. Bob Warren and Bro
'GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
David Haley; nurses at the
IRONING
, custom made picture frames
hospital; the pallbearers; the
753-3316
land mirrors. Storm windows WHAT WE do best is care.
singers; and the Linn Funeral
and doors repaired. Glass Needline,753,6333
Home, Benton, KY. Mrs. Ruby
table tops and shelves. Shower
Haley and Family.
doors and patio doors. Store
front work and Pfexsglass and
6. HELP WANTED
DO YOU SNOW *NA
(VOLUTION'S - DILATES
WEA.
RNESS Kt CALL 759
AND ASK FOR TAPE NO. 510.

1

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

BO

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments _„vmititmtmittit.
re s llows— 0180
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
he /vac
/'9/6 and 753-1917.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

753-8298

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
7534227—
FREE PARKING!

Beautiful
Bentwood

4
••••

Rocker

10M

Now Only

-411

DAWN - CORONA

$9995

en Are 04111

tz The Perfect gift for

'ern"

YI student

Mak

the less than perfect

Nip

•Portable Typewriters 'Attache Cases
•Pen Sots •Ostsk Accessories

15

1
,

tit

•••:*

0;1

•

•

a`r

Twin Lakes §
Office ProductsN
g314 E. Main

753-0123

Murray, Ky.
WAW•rAW-AWAW•AW-AZ-PA

/4I

NOTICE
•:1
•
. 41

Maple
;ermine
I ends.
Frost
rs. Pic-

ti

Dunn Furniture Warehouse
BEDDING-APPLIANCES

AIM

••,

544M

s,

Hurry-Limited Supply

11/

Many gift items for that "Special" boss
or secretary on your Christmas List! §

5V

A.D.

II

40;1
•

A 109( penalty was added on Noverr her T, 1978, to all
unpaid 1978 city of Murray properly tax. bills. Unpaid bills become delinquent on-January 1, 1979 and
under the authority of KRS 92.650 and KRS 92.680,
the City of Murray will immediately after January
1979 institute procedures to file liens on all properlies subject to sale for unpaid taxes.

&SA Alkei-/..N1041hIls

Shirley's
Florist
Will Be Open
Christmas Eve
1:00-4:00 p.m.
No Deliveries)

Closed Christmas Day

Open Friday Ilighh Til 8:00 p.a.
753-3037
Murray,Ky.
641 North

40,
Suggestions
For
Christmas_-_
i SETTLE-WORKMAN ft,

JD CUSS;ear CLINIC
•

rv

.d

64ik

cernber
qg days

"General"
SECRETARY for Murray Mental Health "renter.
Duties will include typing, transcribing dictation,
medical records, and general office duties. Salary
dependent on qualifications. Apply to
Don Brook
Center Supervisor
Mustay-Calloway County
Comphltonsivo Cart Center
702 4lain Street
Murray,KY 42071 EOE/AA

"Professional"
PSYCHOIDGIST For Murray Mental Health Center. Masters degree required. Duties will include
delivery of comprehensive mental health services
to children and adults. Services include out-patient
counseling, emergency service, testing and
evaluations. Send resumes or apply to
Bon Brook
Cantor !uporvlsor,
Nurray-Calloway County Comprehensive
Caro Center
—
/97MaingreeT
Murray,Ky. 47011 EQE/AA

After
Christmas Sate
Before —
Christmas

'

Free Gift Wrapping
Open Till 8:00 Until Christmas
DIRMICSI

The College Shop

I a yaw as

il4N, 15th

The Ms. Sholp_
locoloci InshisaTh• College Shop

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free Pstimatesr.Phone 753-6403 or 753-1701

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

'lens Roadrunner

11

1

I

SPORTING GOODS

1203 N. Chestnut
:14z=t44.

7534844

&eta-Fa:A*41:o'
One Large Group

Sportswear

1/3 oF,
2.

1 Rack

EXPERIENCED CLEAN up
man. Call 759-1/91.

Uniforms

1/

js 0

4..1

,

4111 NM;
Murray, KY.

,f4f4
....0.4006441&4444

BARBIE DOLL —clothes and
accessories Call/53-7531.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502.5271362.

Shirts - Rubber rootwear.

25%-30% 40%
• - Even 1/2 OFF

Racquetle Leather(lady)

CHILD CARE 'needed for 8
month old, 8 to 12 pm, Mon
day, Wednesday, Thursday.
Must have experience. Call
753-6329 mornings or after 8
pm.

POSITIONS
OPEN
immediately.
Experience
necessary in billing, collec
tions, account receivable,
filing
insurance: forms.
terminology
_Medical
desirable. 759-1550.
_
NEEDED
to
. PERSON
- --manage.front office of Murray
Automotive
Muffler and
Center, 7th & maple St. Public
relations, billing, estimating
and light clerical duties. •

Shoes - Casual Shoes - House Shoes Gloves - Sweaters - Billfolds i Sweat
Free Gift Wrapping Shop Settle Workman where
you witl find quality mdse. at a reasonable price.
Shop cosh, lay away, Bank Americard, Master
Charge and Charge.
WeNpreciate your businessl

1395
'2195
2195

All Court Canvas

FULL TIME and -part time
help for day shifts and night
shifts. No phone calls please.
Burger Queen, Murray.

ma! Underwear - Matching Work
Suits - Coveralls - Work Shoes - Dress

GoinglIn Now

ady Waffle Trainer

Civil Engineer
Braftsswan-Technician
Kentucky
Western
consulting firm has
opening
for -experienced draftsmantechnician for civil structural and land
surveying projects. 2-5
years minimum experience
required.
Submit letter with
resume to: Jean
Fleming, Ted F.'
Billington, Consulting
Engineers, P.O. Box
422, Murray,Kentucky
42071.

\1
Men's Department
Pan-,Dress
Coats.
12. INSURANCE
Dress Stifts/:Sport
ts - Dress Shirts ,Sport Shirts - 'Flan- \
nel Shirts - Robes - %lamas Socks - - 1
We are now "'airing inswence I
on mobile homes, with 3 difBelts - Ties - Jeans - Sport Hats :
ferent companies For best
Dress Hats - Light Weight Jackets rates contact Wilson In.
30
Heavy Jackets - Top Coats - Casual
sNur."
12tche a7713-°3"2613!itete' 2
Underwear
Coots
Coats - Rain
fIrtets - i Shirts- = Shocts - Vesf- Ther-,
14. WANT TO BUY

f)

''`411.1111**"

$2395

Waffle Train&

OW/ESTE-RS -WA TED,
immediately. Work at home..
no experience necessary..
pay.
Write
excellent
American Servi.ce, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231.

Perfect Christmas
Gift For Your Nome

Is A Sgeictalty At

Christmas
Special

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

I11

COBRA 78X CB, 40 channel;
less than 2 months old, antenna goes with it. Also Carol
cassette with carrying case.
753-9685 ask for 43renda.

•

HALF' PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 11
/
2, 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 4/
1
2qt. covered
dutch oven, choice of Colors.
Wallin Hardware in Paris,
TN.
HELMETS,
GLOVES,
goggles, jerseys, all for
Christmas lay away now at
Town and Country Yamaha.
753-8078.
OFFICE FURNITURE,
drawer steel file cabinet, steel
storage cabinet, 4 shelf, one
rood six drawer_ fold down
altirpew*tter "cfesk,
secretary chair with leather
lot
seat, cardax file, take the
this week for 5175. Call 753
6153

"Who" has just the
home you're
_looking
for? We do.
We have listings on lovely homes in every area of
Mae city and in every price range. Call us today.

GUY SPANN REALTY.
• lice num-1753-5725 '
Guy Spann 753-2587

Louise ifaier75-3-24-89
T.C. Collie 753-5123

-71.11P-"-"Y"'"allrlinet.
•

•

PAGE WO Will 11111111tAT, ay., Lain

PAW 11-..0

TIMES. Wedassikw. Deemallsar 20,1970

NOS/Stim

iblVt.04111-'
16 NOME
is. ARTICLES FOR SALE Used Faradic.

SALE CORELLE expressions
dinnerware, 20 pc Sc?, Wild
Flower, Meadow, Indian
Summer, April, or Blue
Heather Your choice 139_99
Wallin Hardware in Paris.

Usad Appliancos
Used T.V.'s

43. REAL
43. REAL Est -1 k

Is. 5EW1110 MACHINES

34 HOUSES FOR RENT

FOR SALE. Brand new
sewing machine, 54995. 20
year warrenty. One only Call
Lakewood Sewing, 354 6521_

FOR RENT" 2 bedroom house
in city limits, deposit and
refrences rsqu4eedj Call 1539924 after 3:30pm.

43 REAL ESTATE
43. REAL-ESTATE
FIVE ACRES Inside city
limits. Ideal for commercial
or- apartment proiect. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you need
land, this is ideal. The cost of
this property is less than some
commerical lots. Call the
NELSON
SHROAT
CO.,
REALTORS. 759-1707.

Hodge & Son, Inc.

USED ZIG ZAG sewing FIVE ROOM houS for rent on
machine, in cabinet Sews R. 94, 2 miles from Murray.
price, 153 5793.
perfect
Full cash
-- 09 50 Call Lakewood Sewing
SALE REVERE ware, copper
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
FOR RENT New 3 bedroom
354 621
bottom, save 40 percent on 1,
house in country. Deposit and
'ELECTROLUX
Sales and
1! 2, 2, and 3 Quart saucepans.
reference required. Call 435Service in Paducah call 1-443- 20. SPORTS EQUIP.
Double boilers, 11
/
2 and 2
4428 or 435-4592.
6469. In. Murray call Tony
wart, 4'? Qt dutch oven. I VI
Montgomery 753-6760-MOPEDS
BAiiTAVUS
stock not. 7,9, and 10 incl.;
special,
Christmas
5399•93, FOR RENT: 4 room house,
skillets. Wallin Hardware, FOR SALE. Kirby vacuum
located South on US 41.•
cleaner, used. Al condition. 525, free accessories. Murray
Paris, TN
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St., Deposit required, $100 per
Full price%125. Call 354-6521.
month. 492 8611 days, 753-7703
753-7400.
USED CARPET for sale 753 VACUUM
CLEANERS.
evenings.
2864
Rebuilt and new. Kirby, GUN
with
BARRELL
Electrolux, Hoover, Compact, polychoke for 20 gauge TWO
BEDROOM
house,
1a. HOME FURNISHINGS
Eureka,
Rainbow, _Scriya, arowning,S75. 436-5671. ,
basement and carpeted. 641
Filter Queen. We service all
North. Available now. No pets.
MAYTAG WASHER & dryer makes of vacuum cleaners.
$175. 753:742.
22. MUSICAL
for sale, 11
/
2 years old. Also For big discounts on these
Frigidare side by s de 437 cleaners
call
Lakewq*od FOR SALE: Conn trumpet 36. RENT OR LEASE
45960f 437 4218
Sewing, 354-6521.
and case Excellent condition,
Would make nice Christmas
Mini
,,--present. Priced4ow.-753-4)806
205 So. 51k

t

LUDWIG DRUMS, 6 piece, 3
symbols. some cases Call
between 10 am and 5 pm, ,,
Mike, 474 2320.

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1979

THE OUTCOME IS
INCOME - Extra nice
duplex apartment juot
listed. Eaen side has 2
living
bedrooms,
room, kitchen and
bath. Modern Kitchens
have all built-in appliances,. Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practicsql. Priced
--at $41,500. Phone KopWarehouse
.- 1
perud Realty. 753-1222.

Storage Spore

art

For Rent

753-4758

TWO LUDWIG drum set,
great condition. Will sell
cheap Perfect for beginners. 37. LIVESTOCK•SUPP.
Call 753-7600.
LARGE ROUND BALES of
21. EXTERMINATING
good hay loaded on your truck
Call 247 2889
TWO
REGISTERED
American
Saddle
brand
mares, one will foal in April.
One walking horse gelding. All
broke and gentle. 753-0672,
nights

--•
Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

a
4
a
4

Take Advantage
Of Our Made
Up Samples
All

Turquoise
10% OFF
1
1
/
1
,)

liasieland

Center

*WeftWeer%lwes-Wrawererweerelperereireing

**

Creative
Printers, Inc.
808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

1211 acres ;
ca. Year

Happy Holidays

Well epee

IAN Ed.,
Pirryser.
midway.

Wayne Wi
Tom Mern,
Shirley Wi
Alex fedi
753-3263

Let us help you with
all your printing needs.
We also have
quick copy service

Phone
'f51-2285

SMART START
If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage... located
near downtown shopping..,lots
of trees and shrubs for private
effect yes, yours... for under
$20,000. First time on the
market.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

38. PETS-SUPPLIES.

OE'
II'

AK C TOY Poodle puppies, will
hold for Christmas. 436-2711

A LITTLE PUDGY - over
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification!
A
new
ap
proach! For information call
759-4536.
.

SIMSBURY
PARK

SV
50

Dog grooming, located
in

Murray.

Call

759-

•

Thic prapartir
is not far from Hwy.
No. 94 W. but totally
Beautiful
secluded.
building site, house
burned.
recently
ONLY $25,000.00. Boyd
Majors, 105 N. 12th.

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

PAUL WINSLOW'Si
Olympic Plaza, Murray 159-1636

SEARS PORTABLE, 19 inch
Color tv , $95 Color 23 inch
RCA console, $125. 23 inch
Zenith color console, remote
control,$70 492-864.

u%

--

Auctioneer Realtor.
Appraiser
Ph. 901)479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.

FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
WANTED RESPONSIBLE Bring your 'tool box and your
person to take up payment on imagination and take a INA at
75 inch color t.v. under this 2 bedroom home located
warrenty. Clayton's formerly on 1 acre lot with tall pine
J & B Music. 753-7575.
trees. Small but economical
with energy saving heat
77. MOB. HOME SALES
Perfect for young couple See
it
today. Call 753 1492,
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE. LORETTA '
JOBS
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR, fur REALTORS
fished. Carpeted, central air,
economical gas heat, deck
with awning and storage area,
underpinning and anchors. ' Waldrop Realty
Must be seen at B 12 Fox
- In Business
Meadows to -a pprec i a te. 94800.
Since I95
Call 753-5163,- weekdays.
3 MOBILE HOMES. 10' X 50',
two bedroom, all electric,
$2000. 10' X 55', three
bedroom, 8 foot extension in
living room, all electric, $2500.
12' X 70'-, three bedroom,
newly remodled, gas, central
air, 56500. I37-9505.

Leg Warmers
For Adults Also

WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
bath brick located near
downtown area. Ideal for
professional office or apartments. Zoned business. Let us
** show you how your money can
Work for you. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS,753-1492.

•
misminew
Trina's Action Wear
Southside Shopping Center

SEIKO

Realty Sales
-tel."Veen /NWT

GROW YOUR OWN
CHRISTh4AS TREES
In this 40 Wooded
Acres of Complete
Privacy . . . Large
Private Lake, stocked

MIMEOGRAPH 43. REAL ESTATE
3 SEARS
machine, self inkirig, manual.
Like new. $85. 492-8611 days,
3 753-7703 evenings.
Aisle, Auction I
• 26. TV-RADIO

Professional Services
With The Friend!) Touch.'

*-

1
2 hp. DOBERMAN PUPPIES,sired*
SALE SKILL ROUTER,/
Model 548, $29.99. Wallin by one of lop 20 Dobermans in*
Hardware in Paris, TN.
the nation, line bred, 8 weeks
*
ag SALE - SKILL SAWS, model 753-5620..
*
*
J 538, 1.5 hp, P.. inch' blade, 41. PUBLIC SALES
S29.99, model 574, 124 hp, 71'4
• inch blade, $34.99, model 559 MOVING SALE. Rocicing
ball bearing, 2 hp, 71/... inch chair, antique oak dining
blade, $49.99. Wallin Hard- table, miscellgheous. Call 753ware, Paris. TN.
3069.

Wild leavterry;

Christmas Present.
is this 3 or 4'bedroom
home located on a
large lot in excellent
neighborhood. Home
has 1'1 baths, all appliances, large closets
& many other extras.
PRICED TO SELL!
Inunediate Possession. Boyd Majors, 105 N.
12th.

*

4140, Monday through
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
Friday, 9 tin 5.
guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month
,
_
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
.3k.
and 60 month gauranteed,
*
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,.
*
.
Paris, Tn.
..
UMW FALL
R ESE)S T E R E D_*
._Alf-C
4 2*.
121M11111234)6baima,6.M3111=2
ii-7.44.-.:-4,46;.-k...
will close Friday, December already cropped. Call 753-1380 -V
22 at 11 am and will re-open after 5 pm.
.
Tuesday, December 26 at 9
TF4E
FOR
BOARDING
am.
•
-.czar%iletzelhztilet1 Seperg yrorro yrarirtrorcrwo+Pc;rir;arrNaorwaryl
„
Holidays. Reasonable rates irr
PRE•OWNED *JEWELRY, and 24 hour supervision. „
"A'
Schnauzer
and
diamonds and miscellaneous Poodle
Jewelry, grooming. 7 miles west of *
jewelry.
Rogers
Valley*
Hidden
North Court Square, 145-10tc, Murray.
Kennels. 435-4481
Paris, TN.

SAMPLE
SALE

"DAD"
PLEASE
NOTE.. . The Perfect

*********************

24. MISCELLANEOUS

Bank of
Murray

Professional Services
With The Frvilidly Touch'

DESIGNED
WITH
YOU 'IN MIND Attractive
three
bedroom two bath
home with large living
room-dining 1 room
combination, large eat
in kitchen with lots of
cabinets, nice.clen with
fireplace, and wooden
deck in backyard. Central gas heat and air of
course! See this listing
today. Priced at only
$48,900. Phone KOPPFRUD
REALTY,
753-1222,

f

OFF

Christmas Sale
Draperies - Bedspreads Drapery Rods -.: Levolor
) Blinds - wovenwood
shade -vinyl wailcovering- 1
carpet - vinyl. floor
covering - custom picture
frames - Glidden paint

753-S646

IT'S A LITTLE .BIT of
country,..5 acres fenced for
horses. .
'-bectroom
brick with .well equipped
kitchen - built-in range,
and
dish.
1974 12' X 60' TWO BEDROOM refrigerator
trailer, all electric, furnished, washer..,Decorated to a
central air, under pinned and "T"...When would yOu like to
strirage building. Located at see it? LORETTA - JOBS
Fox Meadows Trailer Courts. ,R.EALTORS, 753-1492.
CA11247-7386 after pm.

Blacks
Decorating Center
Cerise Oen I.. Peinreng is. le Teen typerierwo
len Chew= Decanter Serene 17 Teen eeperiver•

Open Mon -Fri. 7 til 5,Sat. 8-12
701S 4th, Murray,Phone 753449
•Fihor Lice. Qr,ng •Piclure Frames .Wall Covering .Custom
Drapes.Rods.Bedspreads

John Smith, Realtor
Can 753-7411

SEJKONEW ULTRA-THIN
DRESS QUARTZ FOR MEN
A MA1CHLtS5
COMBINA11ON OF ELEGANCE
ANb ACCURACf.

KOPPERUD
Realty
7S3-1222

ONE OF THE NICEST
Country homes we've
seen. Located only 2
miles from Murray on
a large beautifully
wooded lot, this house
-truly "neat as a
pin." Large 2-car carport, cozy el& with
fireplace, tastefully
three
decorated
bedroom, 2 bath home
that you could move
into without adding a
thing. Let us show you
home,
this lovely
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY for an appointment at your convenience -753-1222.

-

/111111-1111•11.11111.
MO,tlawnia•••••
~S.T5.10.411.6.Yr _.a WM
*MI NM MR. Moe
raw....
*Ma SO

Nerve,* Thin, Incredibly handsome-these
quartz watches are stso ust merely accurate
The dernanchrse soprotehcated man well be proucl
to own one of these quartz masterpreces
Own SeMo Sena Quartz

444,„t4

Give t
for Ye

ea

1-.),Jric0

Si.,; tes,

COlJCtli
and es

fail Side Square

_Electr c
dryers

28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
located at Riveria Courts. Call
436-2430.

NEW LISTING
Choice 3 bedroom,2 bath home that is -neat as a
pin" inside and out. Excellent well-built older
home that has been completely redecorated and
renovated. Located in a quiet residential neighborhood. Priced to sell fast only 0,000.

21. HEATING

COOLING

FOR.
SALE:
Franklin
fireplace stove. Call 753-6030
after 5 pm.
SALE -AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates Complete wit'h blower,
$29999 Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
S.BUS. EENTALS

KOPPERUD
Realty
753-1222

SHOPPING CENTER next to
Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
EquIpped with gas heat gnd
Call 753 3018
air conditioning .
aftir pm.
32. APTS.PON RENT

NOBNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

BfaCk
tab!es

THREE OR four bedroom,
apartment Large size living..
room, kitchen and dining
area, has private bath, well
furnished Located on 1303
Chestnut 7531144.

Wash(
/ishw
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-

Guitars
Banjos

HOLIDAY, BARGAIN
. Two for the price of
B.V. Duplex,
one.
side has 2
each

bedrm., living rm..
kitchen & bath. Central gas heat-central
air. New carpeting &
- refrigerators.
new
plus stoves. In excellent condition. 100 x
125 ft. lot. Located
Westwood Sub, Mid
40's. Boyd Majors, 105
N. 12th.

NEW OfFICE HOURS
Monda)-Friday 7 .30-Noon
'PeC4111/11011

For hospital I house cant
day in advance.

P11(1 sisavt *L25
please call 153-3115 one

f01/ NEWT
Isti
Me
Nice Tarnished 2 bedroom
War •1•••11 and 5 birdman fur
Waked kers*. Our le cam
fa roller girls. CaU
7534065 days or 753-5108 of
ter 7,00 fra.

Dow/1r

JUST REDUCED TO $42,600,804 Broad Sfreet --- Set your sights on thja beautiful 3
bedroom, 2 bath home setting on a professionally landscaped lot. Central heat and
air and 3 car carport are only a few of the outstanding features of this quality
home. Don't delay - call us today!

I
I i
'-isga
1 ;ifil
I ti ill Tti, 101.753-19M

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
SntiThvorlor "net ‘qtrezz
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

)VeilS

15 ;

209 lA alma Street

••
Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7 -30 til 5:oo

GOOD THINGS COME IN TWO'S!! 2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, 2 Decks, 2 Patios - All
this plus central heat and air and a fireplace in this beautiful secluded lakeview
home. Call us today for an appointment.

Set

•
1 ?Imam
v/Air/

51.it firth SII,Itli
;
1 r.f
:• 75:11:1.1

roams

DoNALDH
UCKER

T

REALTOR

-

Moore(

753-4342

fices,

RNA

x 60.0

Aummas
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

s:1971004Imo
uoul:

Vex.
43 REAL ESTATE

0

43'
- REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

0
O

WHAT
A
CHRISTMA.S
present! A lovely home on_ 5
acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
lovely gitchen, 2 car garage
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
storage, fenced in beautifull
landscaped
backyard
ant
more. Located on Hwy 299
near Kirksey. Call today the
NELSON
SHROAT
CO.
REALTORS.759,1707.
-

Ds
WILSON

Lys!

"
f.

120 acres sisiitor 6 strum/ foss*. Yoe, round inshir, IOC
acres iron. Warted ou JisiMIII
.9 Mk* west of
Poryinor. I
soot •p-.
ULM

t` Ni Poem -Season

4
0
6_.
•

Y

Q

UA
REAW

Wayne Wilson 753 5016
Tom Herndrri 753-0174
Shirley Wilferd 753-3043
Alex McLeod 753 157C
170 Sive
753-3263

7538625
CARROLL COPE BROKER

,

fro.

YOUR
old
WANTED
Highest
jewelry_
GENERAL 'diamond
Rogers
allowances.
job. Cali 753 trade
Jewelers, North side Court
Square, Paris, TN.

a

TELEPHONE 7531651
The business building
that is ready for you is
the one at 813 Coldfater Road. Plus carpet, central gas heat,
central electric air,
four separate rooms.
Finished out in cedar.
$28,000.00.

Kick 'N Go

Welcome to

By Honda

1\fitriti
el)43
PIZZA & SPAGHETTI
AS)
•VEr

dO

9 inch... 2.50

-no

yeDICItH

,..it0.41.1
IrAl..SAL/
FleetSOW

12 inch ... 3.45

It's fun' The Honda
Kick n' Go *as designed
along scientific prinHoles to provide hours
of
outclxiorentertainment for your
ctuld. It tray even aid in
your child's developing* *hile he's enjoying hirr self

16 inch ... 4.75

Pertl MSCIUDES Centel AND OM tin,
ONO..
CANADIAN BACON
NAM
Gail. PEPPER
W..1110044
STACK 01 letS

1

'2995

O. USED CARS

.52. BOATS & MOTORS
WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11 -00 EVERY DAY
1977 RENEGADE JEEP,
13,000 miles, brand new. $4900. 16- MARLIN .35 Evinrude
io 40 people There
drninp 'a,,.,,'hot wilt sem
We hare epr
9973 Vega, $700. Call Troy `motor. 753,8003.
charge lot the use at Me room but ser• do 'ewe. Mat you Net
.MEER
Garland's Used Cars, 753,7775.
We can WM.,* •peTrol Ames for large oup• ToorboIl Looms or .i.b
meal
Ter
dm
53. SERVICES OFFERED
percent
of
Me
woreem
es
IS
"fl.
normal
tip
for
rrecernpt
s not included in Mit pnce of lhe meet
1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
, LOTS FOR SALE: Complete interior, T -top, T A 6.6, AM BYARS BROTHERS II, Son
.111•1111eimm4
3
.
041
I with- septic system. Water,,
.-M, $6000. Call 753-1372 ask General home. remodeling,
'OCR rs. 00
I electric and driveway for for Pat, after S pm 753-9635.
framing, aluminum siding,
mobile home or house. Near
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
Kentucky Lake, S42.50 per 50. USED
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
TRUCKS
Call
down.
$1,000
0 month with
502.474.2718.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford 4.wheel EXPERT PAINT and body 53. SERVICES OFFERED
drive, 4 speed transmission, work, very reasonable rates,
excellent
NEAR KENLAKE state park, lock-in and lock-out•hubs. 489- no job too small. Satisfaction FENCE SALES at Sears now. ROOF I NG,
Call Sears 753-2310 for . free references. Call 753-1486
beautiful' wooded acreage, 23 2203. Call after 5 pm.
• 801 S. 4th
grarenteed. Call 753 9181 or estimates for your needs.
_
753-4092
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
acres, , for building or _in753.8124.
Hours 9-5:30 p.m. Tue.-Thurs. & Sat.
Shelley.
ask
for
vestment. Highway 94 fron- FOR SALE or trade: 1979 FEXPERIENCED
CAR
tage. Priced to sell now. Call 150, 4-wheel drive Ranger. CONCRETE 8. BLOCK work. PENTER will do carpentry or
9-8:00 p.m. Fridays till Xmas
Air, power steering, power Block garages, basements, roofing. Free estimantes. Call SHEET ROCK hanging, free
753-4501 after 3 pm.
estimates.
Call
502.527-9637
brakes,
automatic, 2-tone driveways,
walks, patios, 759-1405 or 437,4351.
after 5 pm.
paint, tilt, wide tires and steps, free est irnates. 753-5476.
U.HOMES FOR SALE
GUTTERING 8-Y SEARS,
wheels. 759-4515.
rain
CLEANING,
CHIMNEY
gutters
continuous
driN7e
Sears
4-wheel
TREE
TRIMING
and low. •••■•••••••••••••■•••■•■•■•faly
• BUY DIRECT from builder
caps installed, minor repair. installed
your removal. Free estimates. tall
per
and save. Near completion, 2 FOR SALE:
furnished.Call the specifications. Call Sears 753- 436-2294 after 5 pm.
a
y
c
es
•
pick-up,
homes,
Jeep
power,
new 3 bedroom brick
•
•
experts. Magic Hat 2310 for free estimates. located in Kirksey, within automatic and air, a,lmost Chimney Sweeps. 759.4878.
U
se
Chimney
TRACTOR TRAILER truck •
•
walking distance of post of new. 436.2427.
•
AGAINST the will haul logs, ties, lumber, a
'
CARPET CLEANING, at INSULATE
a
fice, country stores, and 3
•
•
churches. Each has 14 acre FOR SALE: 1977 Ford Ranger reasonable rates. Prompt and high cost of fuel bills! Blown etc. Call 437-4485 after 6 pm.
a
a
Custom attic insulation and,foam-in- AET BASEMENT? We make •
service.
lot, central heat and air, XLT, heavy duty picte.up, efficient
•
place urea formalehyde. Free wet basements dry, work a
thermal windows and boors, 20,000 actual miles. Call 753- Carpet Care. 489-2774.
•
obligation.
estimates, no
•
and well insulated walls and 2347.
completely guaranteed.. Call •
' CARPENTER WORK, small Kentucky -Tennessee
a
a
room,
Living
ceilings.
or large jobs. Ca11437-4560 and Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258, or write Morgan Construction •
•
bedrooms, and hall are car- 51. CAMPERS
Co., Route 2, Box 409 A, a
if no answer,437-4670.
a
435(502)
KY
42071.
Murray,
peted. Kitchen, washroom,
Paducah, KY 42001, or call •
•
4527.
.
foot
F
GROUPS,
AMI
L
28
I
a
vinyl
ALMOST
NEW
ES,
have
a
baths
and both full
day or night, 1.442-7026.
•
•
MY
floors. Kitchen.has plenty of Marauder travel trailer. Air grandkids. Beautiful full color INSULATION BLOWN IN by
a
•
•• • • Sears, -save---en---these-high---WiLL DO REPAIRS around
'
•• .Gaibiaiicts,-.eaLtiag_rottntar...arnitailditialled .411:141_CPcitral heat
•
•
hristmas party
Carter heating and cooling bills. Call the
built in appliances. Also in-All self contained. Excellent
house,
carpentrey, •
,•
a
Studio.
Call
$6000
firm.
_
753.8298.
•
dudes attached garage, Patiocondition.
Sears 753-2310 for free painting,
concrete and •
et
...,_ .,bexAkariatcleyeactfrort1W4H,collect _ 419„xtiej.1.47-62441 r_
• r'"9914.7.-------12""-Hornes'contain -1.45W1454
.-•
S
-Sr153!-ati4P
- -- - -----?717-4°"1"El"
-:r
----Iftl
estimates,
sir.nrtisfeiti7:441"4461*"."w'''''''''"'t---'
sell.
sq•ft and are priced to"311614
SED ELECTRICIAN
•
44444
:
' pick-up truck references. Vibra Vac steam U
1
:-30:
0?SicLE
a
s
Call after 5 Pm.489-2387.
.
topper, used 4 months, $260 or dry cleaning. Free scotch and gas installation, will do S4: FREE COLUMN .
•
•
plumbing,. heating -end sewer 6 WEEKS OLP kittens. Call •
new will take $125. Cal 436a ,
Carpet cleaning. Call 753-7203.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9 2448 afte- 5 pm
753- 1575!-*" ', '
•
• •'
Cleaning 753.5827
•
•
'acres, 2 bedroom frame
-19
•
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
house, 1680 sq. ft. in houSe with
,
-..''6A=R•ks prompt, efficient service, call -57. WANTED
Ill
it
sun porch and 4 out buildings.
•
•
Ernest White, 753-0605. Air'
Located 3 miles SW of Murray
MATURE
YOUNG
lady •
a
'see
.
on Old Murray Paris Road.
•
desires permanent position in •
NEED
FIREWOOD?
Order
E
a
Call 753-1966 days, or 753-3245
Murray, presently employed •
•
now all oak- S25-rick. Call in
nights.
Paducah. Neat with
a
John Boyer at 753.8636.
pleasant
personality. •
•
GT=
C
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
Experienced in selling .and •
a
PIANO-TUNING and repair. various office duties, light •
•
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
a .
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's typing. Good with public, can a
fully equipped kitchen, break• •
Music Center, 753.3662 or 753 give excellent references. Call •
fast room, extra large family
a
a
7149 after 6 pm.
room
with wood burning
753-5696.
•
•'
•
fireplace, formal dining and
a
•'
1
•
•
Ntikier
utility room, featuring solid
ir
.4 4'
4ye.444
'
.4 4 a
a
oak floors and staircase, wall
121
BvPiiss
•
•
paper in every room, 2 heat
•
•
10:06-5:30
pumps, 2 car garage and wood
•
•
.4
shed. Lot 155'X250'. Call for an
Mon.-Sat.
Chestnut Street
Showcase
.
Dixieland Center
i
•
appointment..753-0110.
'112
•
•
RENTAL PROPERTY outVisa -Ma'
tktg::::;Dla
,
0-00a.r5:0p.m.
ik
f-"1...S41.1-. Loy-Away
return
On
instanding
••
iii•M•M•1100•1•111•10•11•111WIR11•11•0•111•1141111•In .
block from
vestment, 1
O
000A
Murray State University.1490per month with potential for
O 0 a 0 '1
additional.
Price' is
$200
ti.Up
O 0 0 121
fro Stocking
1
2. loan,
$30,500. or assume 8/
owner moved out of area. 442.
O 0 00
Music Ilcuces
460.

VERBY
HONDASALES &

•

Wave a
cHappy
Glioliday!

;kV

6
06

South 12th at Siecarnore

LETS GET to the point! That
is this excellent lake front lot
located on a point in Croppie
Hollow. Yours for only $10,600
TUCKER
DONALD
R
REALTOR 753-4342.

4-44. •

,f)

WANTED:
housekeeping
1996

.t w
19/8 (milea Feature
TISTOP WASTING YOUR 'TIME WITH
44. LOTS FOR SALE
SNOWBALLS AND START THROWING
ACRES with septic
1 and
THIS BASEBALL. PETE ROSE SIGNED
tank and well, trailer hook-up.
437,46CI8.
-A ONTRACT--FOR $3MILLIoN,‘v

5271468

411/41.

L

0

• 57. WANTED

57. WANTED

SERVICE

•

Start Your
Christmas Club
Today
ima PEOPLEStiBANK
I

MURRAY
FCIIC

4

4

44 4

4.

.

tin Mons'

ear

IS BIGGER
AND BETTER!I!

OitZone

%POW lid Of
•••

the green door

GIEE IDEAS

• - To The
Central Shopping
Center

CE
•••11
,

Suffers from Mr

Yamaha
LAY
AWAY,
motorcycles or go•carts at
Town and Country. Yamaha.
Call 753-8078.

14 K Gold Serpentine Chains

25% off
inametammuntinstar

1978 YAMAHA SPECIAL 650,
3500 miles. 753-8280.
49. USED CARS
1971 AMX, RARE model,
1k2
j, , looks, runs good, original
,56equipment, have added holley
carboration 'for better gas
effiency, AM-FM 8 track in
Jensen Tr -ax
with
dash
speakers, list for $1485 with ,
options, will take $600. (new
baby) Call 753-6409 after 5

•

e

-thew
swats.
in proud

iii,4r4cxt44:It4vkijrt4izw44,;k4

USED FURNITURE

4

Model EL-8034 $
Very Thin With
Vinyl Case & NotePad

_Pectr c ranges

washers

refregerolo.

ani

.dryers

USED TVS
3.'ac.k and while pot'!ubfei
,ab!es•and conso'es

,nsole,
color

"

NEW APPLIANCES

-.
Washef s arid dryers. elf gore'ars7Treezers,
s hwas6erst trash corrpoL !or, microwave
)
oall dt cast plus."0°'

'slew TVs
by COU,.1iJ`

.2tice.-

Your Volume Dealer
753-5273,

1971 BUICK LE SABRE, one
owner,66,000 miles, $1250. Call
753-3383 after
1975 CHEVROLET tMP-ALA Custom, 2-door hard top,
ilver, 45,000 miles, air, AM
stereo tape, tilt steering,
radial tires. $2500. 437-9505.

753 4669

1972...;.P.ORD CUSTOM 500,
ptiiiiier brakes arid steering,
air, 51,000 actual miles. Call
ejween 10 am and 1:30 pm,
59 4900.

1973 HONDA,automatic,$1200
1.4t1/-4711
--*Ili..--‘or best offer. Call 753-6531 or
759 1155.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, ptfires, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U•
WILD,pratist completely reed* to _asse mble ze-fa-24
x 60 Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

1972 OLDSMOBILE. LIKE
new, no rust, clean, loaded
with extras 753-1261.

upto512"
._.

I

'10"OFF

Up to

Murray
-%bun,Inc.
604 So. 12th St.

1.4',-,,,

Pro Liao
*Golf Clubs *Balls *Bags
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters., Shirts and

-OA
Wfill
i
Altf
ofteId oillitt
4‘14'
{or year,. fel VO.e.
lemnspoo Of stestrru a nest tot c Menlo* CIDIPet,

Til

ALL REDUCED
golf and tennis clothing REDUCED TO SELL

).
- Murray Sewing
(
\
lc
Center
Bel-Air Ctr. 753-5323

WHICH METHOD IS BEST?

(Free Drilling 4 a Free Game

SHAMPOO METHOD

STEAM METHOD

HAS AGITATION BUS'
LITTLE OR NO EXTRACTION

HAS EXTRACTION
BUT NO AGITATION

other

8:00

TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main St. 1AY-A-WAY PLAN
753-2202

Free
Wrapping
Free Parking

Ase

'The Gas Savers"

4.0

Open

Bowling Balls I Bowling Bags
OFF

$9800

/t2r,Aw-AwAwg2rsAwA2vg-1

a..,**

1168 CHEVROLET FOR sale.
Call 753.1979.

Hodge:& Son
705 So So)
Downtowh Mil-, ay

Sports Shop,
Pre Christmas Sale

1N

This machine has a **dr zig-tag stitch and a front
drop-in bobbin Thai's easy to see and replace.
Carrying case or cabinet extra Model 247,

I

4.4

PARKER
FORD

THIS BASK SINGER Z6-ZAG
MACHINE FOR

29

Murray
Sup.
Ely Co.

Corvette Lanes

'78 COUGAR 07
brand wow, 1•19
'oohs a,
w&as, leakd with artres,
comfort supremo, still DI
WE Sal Sr trade
iii. $6500.

USED APPLIANCES

753-2115

Sharpe
calculator

pm.

Duncan Phyfe Dining Roam Suite, Dinette.
Su;tes, Rollaway- beds ' beds full beds,
coiiches, cherrs,--aak cfreS-sers. roffte tables
and end tables

Ns beautiful 3
ntral heat and
of this quality

Soaps • Men's Gifts
....Hand Crafted Furniture from China
..,Beautiful Towels
Free Gift Wrapping
Open Nights
8:00 p.m.
Open Sun., Dec.24th
from 1-5

Give the Gift That Can Be Used All Year
for Years
•

2 Patios - All
ided lakeview

0,44)`siltl

b..- Claire Burke VIIIloge Bath and Imported

47. MOTORCYCLES

Belsi,een Behr% /iS, cooks less Oil,

WM Se

Armetale
Pewterware
The

HAS MOVED!

Vie

port
'Bp Mee

New Shipment Here
Armetale Pewterware

293
3033•

Bag & Beads

Vie

WALLIS DRUG
*PM(RIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SI.IPPEIES FOR RENT Af40-SAtt'- *LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

e

4-4
THE VIBRA VAC METHOD
COMBINES THE BEST OF BOTH
tOrt in aava;rtlehal Os

753-5827
,e^

FREE ESTIMATES
_

Nurkiipin tag,E
Dixieland Cotter

,
ceeeSabsfied leferatia

beamed I Inured

Santa Returns Letters For Publication
To wisk jou
joj anti
hapviness
is
or Citristmib
...and to extend
sincere thani:
to ail OUT
good
jriends

EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following letters to Santa
Claus at the North Pule were
written by elemeetary school
students at schools in Murray
and Calloway County. After
Recei.ing the letters and
noting the students' request,
Santa sent some of them back
for publication in The Murray
Ledger & Times.
Dear Santa Claus
Are your rein deer okay this
year' This is what Cm get this
...ear train, stay -a-bye, match
box track.
Love,Dowhs
Grade 2 Robertson

Scott Garland
Grade 2 Robertson
Dear St. Nick
Please bring me a doll
spider man.
Bobby Farmer
Grade 2 Robertson
Dear Santa Claus,
Are your elves doing fine
How is your wife doing and all
of your reindeer' And did you
get a new sleigh? Love Scott
Foster Woud you give me your
telephone no.
Scott Foster
Grade 2 Robertson

Blackford House
Gallery
Dixieland Shopping Cir.
753-8301

Dear Santa claus
I hope your reindeers can
still fly. Can I have a new bike
please? And a new bed and
new sheets? How is your wife
doing?
I,ove Eric
Dear Santa Claus
How are you Santa and how
are your elves' Please may
ou bring me a robot and it is
called gay king.
- Martin Pallister
Grade 2 Robertson

Dear St. Nick
I thank you very mulch for
all the things. How are you
felling' I want these things stretch 011ie. How are your
elves doing'
Love Marcie Dawn Willett
Grade 2 Robertson '

Taylor Seed
Co.
Lyon Greve 11141..
,

753-57112

Dear Santa Claus,
•
We will not have a christmas tree up on Christmas
night we will be down at
Grandmother
Love Irina Wilkinson
Grade 2 Robertson

206 Maple
753-8175

We wish One
arid all a
happy, hearty
Chrlstnaas:

M

ay every happiness be yours at this
Christmas season.

Thanks for everything

First of

Michigan Corp.
Norris Mon
Woodmen I.7534476

Dear Santa,
I would like a scrapbook.
And we have you in a slay.
And few weeks ago. And Mrs.
Parks said to bring her
something. And Mrs. Parks is
nice. And I would like a kick'n
go. And a pair of skates. And a
chalk board and a box of
chalk. And a fuzzy pumper
barber shop. play dow seat.
And a fashun place. Merry
Christmas Santa and Mrs.
Santa.
Love Sherry Smith

May
the
lights on
your tree
reflect our
thanks and
v -bright wishes
• for a better
than ever
Christmait

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut
75311844

Celebrating the time
of Santa, of Joy, of
Giving! We send you
,—sparkling s wishes and

Dear Santa Claus,
I am 7 years old. My
teacher's name is Mrs. Parks.
sisters name is Mary ann
T. I live . on wat,son road. I
would like a race car set and
some smash up dirby cars.
Your friend, Ricky

sincere appreciation.

Roses
Whe44--Alignment
$11 Oft.
753-1151

Cain
Tire Service
600 Main Street
753-5862

"IC
liars
ar.,14/jer
Thanks for your
kindness

Wostorn Auto Store

May your Christmas
be one of Peace and
Joy and Giving.

Wishing Well Gift Shop
405 Maple
7534864

111S. 4th Street

753-3882
are thank you

W

ith fond
g-ratiude for
your warmth
and
friends' we s:.

MOB IS BORR

your

for

thoughtfulness
and

pray these

precious gifts
will be yours

miraculous story of Love and Birth.
forever.

In reverence we pray
for your happiness arid say thinks

Catching up
with Santa we join
him in hoping your
holiday will be
filled with merriment
and glee!

Montgomery Ward
•UacI.J.ff1jitsr _
75.1-18011

for the gift of your friendship.

a_
Fern Terrace Lodge
_

By CEO
AP
A shaft
down fro
Mary san
she move
fro, fillint
purple. Fl
Her work
She Hite
to side wit
singing.
her fink
sparkled
with each
as if it,
promise.
A trace
her lips. C
bountiful.

Thar
we h

Dear Santa,
I saw one of your elfs what
time are you coming at my
house? I want you to bring my
Dad some tools and my mom
some , dishes and my sister
some cothes.
Your friend, Ginger

753-6842
522 Main Street

EDIT(
Alumna
the drai
led up to
nearly 2
third last
Christmi
Lore Sto
canonlca
regarded
for an a
event ma

Page 4

I want a bassketball please
Mrs. Perks is my teacher. I
saw you in the parade. I want
you to get a motersickle for
me at Christmas.
_
- friend,
• Yolk
• Herbie

Galloway
Real Estate

Dear Santa,
Bring me a toy. You must be
__migc to bring ever bety-toys.--1 -love you very much. I hope
you come to my house this
year pleas. Ky.
• Merry Christmas
Your friend, Ashley

Dear Santa,
How are you Santa, How are
you feeling, Santa, How are
your Reindeer are they
feeling.
Love Missy and Lesia
Nesbitt. I want a' super star
Barbie

Gene LandoIt
Insurance Co.

Dear Santa C.
Last year I saw one of your
elfs dancing in store. What do
you want for Christmas? .1
--would like something nice. I
live in Lynn Grove in a yellow
house on a gravel road. I wish
you a Merry Chistmas and a
happy new year! I will leave
cookies.
Your friend,
Teresa
Dear Santa,
Sometimes I see you on tv.
you look good on tv. Santa will
you please bring Miss parks a
gift. Like a stuffed anmil. And
-some more things and please
bring me some-thing. •
Your friend, Renee

- Dear Santa Claus,
How are you doing? I want a
- bike for Christmas, type
writer too.
LaQuonya Todd
Grade 2Robertson

Dear Santa Claus,
How are you doing' I what a
Stick pin with my name on it. I
what Bab}, this and that, I
what Levis please. I what a
camera and a calculator
please. Say hi to your reindeer for me
Love Misti Anna Holcomb
Grade 2 Robertson

Dear Santa,
I would like a bubble yurn
girl. And I hope you have a
jolly Christmas. Could you get
my mom a pretty drees for
Christmas and we'll lay some
cokkies out for you.
Your friend,
Maryann M.

Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa Claus,
I live in Haszle, Ky. and my
I want rub-a-dub dolly
Would you bring me a toy 1 !saw you at big Johluts bull
I liked the toys you brought
phone number is 492-8711 and I cateye. and I wish for a pretty hay ben good. You
must be bidn't get to talk to you becuse
last sear. I'd like a new soccer want -a baby a
live and a Christmas tree I want you to magic to get evrywer. I would you went off to quick but plese
ball. Are your elves working sleeping bag and
some games dring the best pear of pants like a creepy crater
thing bring me arid ervey. bitety a
hard say hi to your reindeer. how
is your reindeers and how you can find. O.K.
maker H. And. I wood like a presont I hope you know were
Love, Kelli Messey are you?
Your friend, 'might meralliy. And a Sup- I live. I live on Johnny rodson
Grade 2 Robertson
Love, Robin Green
Kristie perman spinball-pinball. How -road a big white house. It is a
wooden house but don't go
is Mrs. Claus.
Dear Santa Claus,
Dear Santa,
down the chin-11y becuse we
Merry
Christmas,
Dear santa,
Mrs. Santa will help you
I wood like you to bring me
Your Friend, Charlie have fire going in the night.
How are the reindeer el,•e's Christmas, Mr. Santa will you dansurela and SOM skats. And
Merry Christmas,Steven
and your wife. I would like a bring me a presut, you betr? I wish you a happy new year. I
Dear
Santa,
doll, chalk board. I love you Bring my mother and my live in Hazel, Ky. I hope you
Could you bring a gift for Dear Santa,
very much.
father you betr? Lisa to
can come down my cemony. may father and mother. I
I want a jet stead for
,Love, Angela Evans
Your Friend, Greg
Your friend, Angela Mc want a tap and a foot ball soot. Christmas. And a belt with
Grade 2 Robertson
and I spint all night with may stear belt buckl on it, I wish
Dear Santa,
Dear Santu,
you would bring my teacher a
grind mom.
Could you bring Miss Parks
I am in Mrs. Parks room. I
you wave oven to. How is
mike
Your frinr,, Jason
Dear Santa,
• some bluegeens. I would like a am 7. I wood like you to bring
Mrs. Santa? I hope she is fine.
Did you like the cokkies I basket ball and a sled and a me a watch and a bichkl if it Dear Santa,
Dose Rurdoff still have a red
left last.year' Have your elves blip game to and a star ware 'dont go throou the windo
I went a rase take. I want to nouse. My teacher's name is
been doing good. Have they cletion and I hope non of your acing me a trane.
knee hare roduoff is doing? Mrs. Parks.
been working hard?
Ftaindeer get sek have a nice
Love, Billy
Your friend, David Bring mrs. Parks som tag to
Love Holly Brown trip and have a Merry
and my boter to and my otere
Grade 2 Robertson Christmas and a happy new
Dear Santa,
baler to. I love you.
year.
I want a Baby wet'n care
Your friend, Kenny
Micky mouse sing a long radio
and a esey tow oven. I hope
Dear Santa,
I want you to bring my you have a happy Cristmas.
Dear Santa Claus,
teacher the best gift your elfs I'm in second grade.
I live in a white house close
Your friend, Lori
can make. I want a Inland doll
by a red and white tralor by a
with brades. And a super star
valley and I hope you find my
barbie. And a Mr. Mouth Dear Santa,
house because I only live by 4
I want a baby crib. I think
game. And sorry game.
house's. And what I want for
I love you, you are nice. I like you very
christmas is a Holly Hobie
Birth of the
Your fried Davide much. Merry Christmas
purse and some boots. What I
santa. I love you santa.
want you to get my sister is a
Heavenly King.
Your friend, Tracy Kimbro
braclet. And Merry Christmas
Special thanks.
Love Angie V.W.
Dear Santa Claus,
Be at my house at 9:00. I
Dear Santa Claus,
love you very very much. Me
I saw you in the prade. I love
and Ashley were the king and
you you are nice. I can't wate
Atueen this year.
is the
tell christmas. I like you.
Your ftierid,"
Wude you bring me a toy?
Jane Anne Cook
glow of the
Your friend,

- Dear Sania Claws,
I want a electric football
game,and a race track too,
please
Robert Mclean
Grade 2 Robertson
Dear Santa Claus,
How are your elves and
reindeer? How is your wife?
Please bring me a new toy. Is
it cold? Won't you come to my
house?
Love Jon

Dear Santa
Dear Santa,
Dear Santa Claus.
I am glad you Brot me a
How are you doing? How are
I saw you on tv. before bring
the elves doing? I want these Miekbik. How dus yro avs git my mama something for
things. it's a doll the name of all them toys I would like chrisrnas and my dad and
my
the doll is Baby this and that. some Miekbik pans and I wod grandma my teachers
name is
Tammy Tennison like the sot.
miss parks bring my teacher
Grade 2 Robertson
Your friend, somthing too.
Mike Bucy
Your Friend, Jennifer

A Sp

Motor Ports
& Bearing
1N1 Stadium Mew litho Pbelis 753711111 1113-11191

Lubie & Reba's
Superburger
Iwo chestniit

_Chew?

Pad
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Mary Disturbed By Visitation
nd
;hes
ter
er
as!

"He shall be great, and shall
fabric, she, too, advanced the doorway. She pushed the She clasped her fingers under
toward completion. Soon portiere aside, listening. her chin. 0 Lord, Pray that be called the Son of the Most
".
Joseph would return, and There was nothing except the these hands ever please thee. High..."
She startaii upward, her lips
She noticed the slant of the
together they would plan for smoke curling from the
the day of wedding.
brazier, a cup left empty on sun, the ninth hour. Each day, parted, tears dimming her
she customarily prayed until vision. "And of His Kingdom
the
table.
The memory of a fond
the third hour in midmorning, there shall be no end."
She
frowned,
pressing
her
leavetaking brought color to
She shook her head,
then
wove until the ninth in the
fingers
to
her temples. She
her cheeks.
Thereafter she bewildered, trembling, not
afternoon.
must
have
dreamt
it.
0
Lord,
"I go away to build my
household of intending to speak, yet
buildings," he had said,-and I 'shield thy servant from vain attended to the
Joseph,
the
of grinding speaking, her voice like a
duties
imaginings.
Assuredly,
her
will come again unto thee."
garden, puzzled child's, simple,
cultivating
grain,
the
idle
reflections had brought
He looked down on her warbaking, detached. "ffOw shall this be,
kneading
dough,
twinge
that
of
fantasy.
mly, his bronzed brow knit
She sighed and strolled back cleaning, washing linen for his seeing I know not a man?"
with protectiveaaancern. "The
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
"... the power of the Most
to
her yarn basket, running children.
Lord shall watch over thee."
AP Religion Writer
They were loving little High shall overshadow thee."
Musing contentedly, she heir fingers meditatively
A shaft of sunlight pou,red
Again, her voice seemed to
Jones
paused in her weaving. She through the soft texture. It taphs, Simon, James,
down from the high window.
drew on rise by its own force, remote,
leaned back her head, her soothed and tingled the flesh and the others. She
Mary sang softly to herself as
water yet inward, controlling,
eyes closed, her face up- like featherdown. A delicate her veil, picked up the
she moved the shuttle to and
jar, and perching it on her without question. "... Be it
turned, caressed by the gift for her Lord.
fro, filling the weft of the true
She was greatly honored head, went out of the house unto me according to thy
cascade of sun. At that
purple. Her heart was high.
that the priests had appointed and down the hill toward the word." She was pulled,
moment,she started.
Her work was good.
hurled; she had flung herself
her to weave the true purple well.
"Mary"
She tilted her head from side
Plumes of smoke drifted into an unexplainable, deeply
for the Temple halls. Five
She sat up, sharply at- other virgins of Nazareth — from open doors of the personal and
to side with the cadence of her
profound
singing. How nimbly raced tentive. She had heard, but Rebekah, Zipporah, Susanna, limestone houses. Birds unknown.
her fingers, how richly heard not. Here in her private Abigea and Cael — also spun darted and trilled in the The full shock did not comes
sparkled the velvet. It grew chamber, alone with her and embroidered Temple sunlight. A group of women to her until later. That night
with each crossing of the yarn, thread and thoughts, she draperies.
washed and carded wool. In she cried and tossed on her
as if it, too, had life and sensed some farther presence,
But they wrought the blue, the distance, she could hear couch until dawn, alternately
some calling round about, the golden, the fine linen and the clang of tools in - ecstatic, inckedulous and
promise.
A trace of a smile curved some unfallen footstep.
silk, while to Mary had gone metalshops, the lowing of frightened. Shortly afterward,
She quit the loom and the distinction of
kine.
her lips. 0 Lord, thou art ever
she packed a few belongings
fashioning
bountiful. Like unto this hastened across the floor to the scarlet and true purple.
She savored the peace and and fled Nazareth.
beauty of it all. How amiable
No one here, no relatives,
are thy tabernacles,0 Lord of nor friends, could hope to
hosts. The green valley understand. And the thought
stretched away below the fig of Joseph returning now filled
orchard, and children shouted her with panic.
- at play in the leafy arbors.
She went to a mountain
The day, its joy and peace, settlement where now dwelt
transported her, and she the old priest, Zechariah, who
moved on, skipping gleefuly a had schooled her since
step or two. Ach She bracef childhood in the mysteries of
her water jar precariously, God, and his wife, Elizabeth,
laughing.
who had comforted her
And then it came again, that through youth.
stabbing, unsubstantial thing.
At the gate, the elder
"Hearken, Mary! Give woman met her with a loving
heed!"
embrace.
We at Dixie Cream Donuts Wish To Extend
Her body stiffened, and her "Blessed art thou among
gaze cast about, but she saw women, and blessed is the
no one. It was as if sorizairit fruit of t_ni wamla,f,„,„
--"lraii/Fu'rfaber face on her
she'
could not discern, some voice cousin's breast, and as the
she could not comprehend. 0 older woman stroked her hair,
the fright subsided, and a
Lord God, have mercy...
Something had bewitched -pent-up jay burst-In Mr.
—
her,some uncanny power.She She remained in that place
walked on rapidly, her face three months, and held her
whilifand strained She-would head proudly.
be done with girlish rhap- But dread again came over
Moy the blessings of
sodizing. She must fetch her her when she returned to
the holy season fill
water and be on with her Nazareth,.and she hid herself
in the house. When she faced \, you with peace and joy.
work.
Other - women passed, Joseph, on his return, she had
Williams
turning to stare at her per- been with child for six months.
Radiator 8. Glass
plexedly, as she rushed on. 0 TOMORROW: The marital
753-5524
Chestnut St
Lord God of Abraham,Father crisis.
of as all, lend they help.
She lowered her jar, and
with trembling fingers,
fastened the rope to the
handles. She let it down, her
lips moving soundlessly. tort
God, scatter this darkness,
vouchsafe thy refuge.
The jar filled slowly,
exasperatingly slowly. She bit
her lip, her eyes darting
desperately about. She still
was aware of some throbbing
in the air, some rigorous,
overwhelming constraint,
lancing her to the very center
of ter being, a gathering force
charging over her like a rush
of wings. God, Lord God!
"Hail!"
The voice materialized out
of nowhere, except now it
seemed to take on image.
"Hail, thou that are highly
favored!"
She dropped her jar,
throwing her arm over her
eyes against the ltght, and fled
blindly back toward the house.
the
presence,
The
inexorability of it, clung to her
as she ran, stumbling, crying,
racing in terror. In her
chamber, she fell to her knees,
covering her face, and again
the visitation spoke.
"The Lord is with thee:
Blessed art' thou among
women!"
•
She crumpled to the floor,
shaking, ,
)
11:6434): Lai-MI.4k cried, "bow
to the prayers of thy slave."
Her voice w 's a frightened
wail.
"Hear me and deliver my
soul, you who are the God of
my salvation."
Her face was smothered in
her knees. Her shoulders
heaved."Fear not, Mary."
A silence and then again
commanding
-.that
reassurance.
"Fear not, Mary, for thou
hast found favor with God!"
Slowly, and at length, her
body became less rigid, but
sobs still rose• from deep
Sammy Bradshaw
Om Edwards
within her.
Rad Meredith
Jim Fain
"Behold, thou shalt conEd Parker
David Garrett
ceive in thy womb, and bring
Judy Wall
Ronnie Green
forth a son, and shall call him'
Jesus,"
Jim Summer
les Workman
Slowly.she_sat
810 Sply11114WO
----r
. Pleading,stricken.
EDITOR'S NOTE — The
Annunciation of Mary is one of
the dramatic moments that
led up to the first Christmas
nearly 2,1100 years ago. This
third installment of a five-part
Christmas series, "A Special
Lose Story," draws from DODcanonical documents highly
regarded by the early church
for an account of how that
event may have occurred.

Thank you for your patronage in the past and
we hope to serve you better in the future.

Jolly.good greetings for a heart
happy holiday from Santa,
his fleetfooted team and us.
We thank all our good friends
and hope theymill enjoy a

\11/
3
7"--

.,... with von fore er
send a Ishes for

1

holida

blessings 0

to our triends

•

Miller Funeral Home
Hazel,Ky.

will close

December20fort
Holidays.

We would like to wish you
and yours a very
Merry Christmas.
Thanksfor your patronage.

Jim Fain
Motors

•
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,DISCOM DREG CEITERS,..
Bel-Air Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
153-8304
1-6 Sunda
•

•

low,Low Discount
Prices On Health
&Beauty Aids!

•

•I

•

PEPTO
BISMOL

•••••WWw•-,wir.
,

IN OUR PHARMACY

14WIC'
INTER

CALADRYL
60L

80L
Will
a

7

$128

IOW

1011 Tablets

°

$188
SURE SPRAY

SURE ROLL-ON

DEODORANT
8 Oz.

DEODORANT
2.5 Oz.

44
REGUUR
UNSCENTED

REGIUR & HISOENTE

24 TABLETS

SINUS
MEDICINE
WITH
ASPIRIN
FORMUU
48 TABLETS

$128

$228

'.43a WOCKW.•
WWWW
MEP IDA
'48LETS

—

Full Zipper

PACK
100

tolyadec
rdbs

BIC
SHAVERS
4
PACK

$498

$189

9

0

24 TABLETS $al 58

$

Benylin DM COUGH SYRUP

2 For

EXTRA STRENGTH

—SiTttiTErt
-- LOW PRICE

STAY
WAIN

MEWS
$343

THE FASHION ISLE IN THE AISLE

Mena Palmed Glove

' Two Pockets
Rib Cutts and Bottom .

. WINTER

That's right, mom and Dad
Our comfortable new 10096
Creslan• acrylic driving gloves are
just the thing to wheel around
town in.utl find handsome_
variety in your favorite colors right
here in the store— on Knit Street*:
—our new fashion accessory isle in
the aisle.

*SMALL.
*MEDIUM
*LARGE

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAt-RITE'S t
mr
LOW
PRICE

SINEOFF
SINE-OFF

KNITSTREET

GI

YABEC VITAMINS
130 DAY SUPPLY

SINE-OFF

SINEOFF

$189

SAVE $13.07

STAY
HEALTHY

BAI

Prurides radiant fen-lorcod heat Instantly for chadrorrili- rooms. bathrooms, amusement rooms, nurseries. garages. Thonviostatle control
maintains desired tunapersture evenly and safely. Dual directional
designs **sure, Mder flow of best. Quiet fen circulates heated air into
el corners of the room. Instant hoot ribbon elements total 1900 warts
*Rh duel control to overate both elements togethir, or upper element
only. Elements 'misled,by dawns safety grille. Safety flamer Swath
shuts beater oft eutewnellebily. Attracliv• styling. plugs in anywhere. 7-ft.
attached cord. Positive on-off Insfich.

LADIES
$319

25$

•••

2B
••

MODELS-MODELS-MODELS
COME IN TODAY AND LOOK OVER
OUR SELECTION OF POPULAR, AURORA
1 MONOGRAM MODELS

HOLIDAYS MEAN ugEAT
MEALS AND GREAT MEALS
CALL FOR WPER
COOKSETS

All At

1

DISCOUNT
PRICES '
'tLiEr!TIVIA
GCS"
OLD FASHION OIL _WV
BY ANCHOR HOCKING

8 PIECE

CLUB ALUMINUM

SET INCLUDES:
1 QT. SAUCE PAN W/COVER
2 QT. SAUCE PAN W/COVER
4/
1
2 QT.ICED DUTCN OVEN
10 IN. 0
FRY PAN
1 1 2 QT. 0
LE BOILER INSERT

SAVE-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

COOKWARE

•UMP BASE
*CHIMNEY 45BURNER
WITH WICK

SATIN MIST
BLUE HARVEST
CANDY DISH
BY ANCHOR MOCKING

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

REGENCY

FAMILY COOK
- BOOK

88

The Complete Cookbook for the
American borne.

OVER 1500 RECIPES
$1.50 VALUE
$114siiltli!

•

-

SAV-RITE1
PM!
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CANDIES
KODAK COLORBURST 100

Instant Camera
See the exciting new
KODAK COLORBURST Instant Camera
with beautiful instant color by Kodak
These cameras are motorized
for immediate print ejection Easyto-use "zooming-circle focusing aid
Automatic exposure control

$44.95 VALUE

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

RNIACY LAW/W.111M

RYL
Everyone will love a delicious gift of exquisite chocolates. What a great way to
remembrr all thou special people with "Only the Finest" Christmas gifts of
scrumptious Russell Stover Candies.

89
GIFT WRAP

:C VITAMINS

PACKAGE OF 4 ROLLS
100 SQ. FT. TOTAL

iT SUPPLY

'49°

LOW PRICE

la SYRUP

God's message at Christmas is as Old as the
earth, But as New and as True as it was at
Ckris-

411r

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

$39.95 VALUES

te

.
f

REGENCY CHILDREN'S BIBLE
URGEST PRINT IN A CHILD'S BIBLE
ILLUSTRATED BIBLE DICTIONARY
FULL COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
KING JAMES VERSION

GOLD
SILVER

PERSONAL GIFT BIBLE
ZIPPER CLOSING
WORDS OF WORST IN RED

.PRESKIIM101.41$111.1144001110Y1011-t2__24 FALL COLORHOLY UNILPHOTOS
HARMONY OF THE GOSPELS
PARABLES & MIRACLES OF ME BIBLE
FULL COLOR MAPS

THE REGENCY FAMILY RECORD BIBLE
DELUXE PADDED COVER
,IPEC, END OF VERSE REFERENCES AND TRANSUTIONS
FIVE GENERATION FAMILY REGISTER
KING JAMES VERSION RED LETTER EDITION

BAG a' BOWS
25 STICK-ON BOWS

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

2

BAGS

GOOD NEWS BIBLE

99c

ENGLISN VERSION
OLD & NEW TESTAMENT
WORD LIST
MAPS & MAP INDEX
CHRONOLOGY OF TIM BIBLE__

t

ItS5 YALE FOR

-V2a-,:freF,:f
*
.
0

MODELS

Triumph by Westclox

10K OVER
.AR, AURORA
IELS

No. 80139
FM ,AM HEADHUGGER
E14.10Y.FM AND AM RADIO ANYTIME, ANYWHERE IN PRIVACY. PADOED
HE.40BAND AND EARPHONES.T WO 21 4' DYNAMIC SPEAKERS. FULL
RICH SOUND. CONVENIENT FM/AM SELECTOR SWITCH. HANDY VOLUME
AND TUNING KNOBS. SEL-F..CONTAIRIED AND CORDLESS. BEIGE COLOR.
USE CABLE
JACKET PROVIDED FOR USE AS STEREO HEAD-SET •
WEIGHT 2 L.BS
ADAPTER - WESTCLOX PART No. 80145.
New MODEL JAN 1978
No. 80139 FM/AM

All At

Send a greeting
and make someone s
Yuletide merrier'

DISCOUNT
PRICES

11A.<
i"

-1•<;?,:-21z6vAt-Izt:*waya,-IN,Nts,11...,-,.-2wcstsva,- -14,4
A1
0
,7
4
• GIFT \
K.
g
,
LABELED

SATIN MIST
ILUE HARVEST
CANDY DISH
BY ANCHOR ROCKING

1

.

JULIETTE

;4431,,.

FM/AM

muss—
mu%

tw
(i:
1(4,i

ELECTRON
MOD
SAYE $10
SAY-RITE'S
LOW MICE

inus
-4 1
....

..,...

z
"
-

CideVahrg

COLOGNE
01. 4"4 °' $228
46

tic:aural

BODY POWDER

SOAVE
CREAM

MUSK COLOGNE
FOR NEN
40z.

A $148
4

•

6 Oz.
,

1 1 OZ.

REG. $39.95

$399

5
i

,

OLD SPICE

D

AFTER SHAVE

•

.

1:k.4Z0
'......... :#

EUCTRONIC LED COMPUTER
—
LOG CLIME
24 NOUN MEMORY
DROWSE CONTROLS
INITOMATIC POWER
46,
FAILURE INDICATOR

74-1

KB SPICE
.
SNIP WNEEL'
DECANTER

BLUE JEANS"

$318
,

.

e:

$319
5 11/.

#

1
4t
.'8:L-;$44,•etWli1;&04'N #,W4&& 11a-etas4;%WVa•AtiKtC&VAV41Ze.:
,

-rm./WM

t

4
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Letters To'Santa Claus
EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following letters to Santa
Claus at the North Pole were
written by elementary school
students at schools in Murray
and Calloway County. After
ReceI log the letters and
noting the students' request,
Santa sent some of them back
for publication in The Murray
Ledger

• Nope your
holiday is decorated
with all things
bright and merry! ,

Nwhibio
kt
.. lFARM BUREAU,INS.
30,s. oftia) T Broach &Terryiiroach Agent..s133_4703

Dear Santa,
Are you going 0 take
Rudolph.
And for christmas I'm going
to give you some milk and
cookies.
For chrismas I want
Charles angels and van and
Digetl Derby and star
CS
game.
I love you Santa.
The end_
Love
Michelle Moore
Mrs. Foster's room

Dear Santa Claus,
We don't have a_ chimney I
I believe in you and I hope you will leave the back door.
on i
can find my house. twill leave wana baton that light onf, ion
you some cookies and milk on son crayola.
christmas night. But I may not I Love You
be home.
Mary Smiley
From Michelle Gantt

Dear Santa,
want to have a trian and I
want a Electronic car and a
safe and I want a bridge set
and A Bilks Blox and a tv. And
lam in second grad.
Your friend,
Scott A

Dear Santa Claus,
I wish you would bring me
the x wing fighter and the tie
fighter and I love the north
pole and how cold is it.
Love Tony A.

Dear Santa Clus,
I'm glad there is a santa
clus. I am glad i get presents
on Christmas eve. I will leve
you some milk and cookies.
And an apple for rudolph.
Sincerely Jenny Ragsdale_
Dear Santa
I will get you some milk and
Dear Santa Claus,
cookies how are reindeer.
I wish I could have a star wars
Please get me a motorcycle
tiefighter x-wing fighter and and
a bb gun. And if you get
lake sky walker.
me I will have a surprise and a
Merry Christmas
surprise for your reindeer.
Andy Marello
Love chip Farmer

Dear Santa Claus,
I would like a large size Dear Santa,
I love you. I want a baby
Chewbacca. and a playmobile
wet'n
care and a rub a dub
fire engine, and a raido
--mitcaled R2d2 and a tape dolly.
Dear Santa,
Your friend,
recorder. You will have a
Hi Santa!
Tracey Dowdy
suprise at my house
and don't forget to say Hi to
From Chip Adams
Rudolph and tell Visxen to
Dear Santa,
slow downe
I am in the Scend Grade. I
Dear St. Nick
to Santa
I want to no if rudolph is love you Santa. I like youer
Love Chris Hobbs
doing ok. I would realy be randderrs. What I for
Mrs. Foster's room
pleased if you would read my Christmas I want Batman
Robin dolls.
christmas list down there.
Your Friend,
Dear Santa
I would like some real pomI will like to come and see
Shane Durinaway
poms.
the raindeers some day santa
I would like a new housecoat
claus. I Hop Vizsen will n$...
would like a tuv-a-buble doll. Dear Santas
down in the roof. I no the
I want a rase trake and
I would like a cats eye game.
names of your Reindeers.
Godzilla and one two punch.
I would like a cudles doll.
dancer prancer comet and
Your friend,
I would like a new hair drier
cupid.
Stanley Dale
for my mother.
Love Mary Elizabeth
I would like a new china doll
Mrs. Foster's room
I am glad we have you St. Dear Santa,
wonld like the game called
Nick. I would be very happy if
Dear Santa,
you would send me a picture of operation and Hungry Hungry
Think you for bringing me
Hipo. a fichit fredy. And a
you and your wife.
toys Santa. I wish you would
whach and a pare of roller
Love Bethany Hall
come and visit me. I love you.
skats, Holly Hobby even, and
Murray, kentuky
Santa. I wish you where my
baby wet'n care.
father begoes I love you so
Your friend,
Dear Santa Claus,
most. I want a drill for
Lori
How is rudolph and his red
christmas Plese Santa we
nose is it all right and is it so
may not have a christmas tree
bright and are you all right Dear Santa,
but still dring me a toys. THE
I want abig Dancing Dooll. I
and are your other raindeers
END
and mommy has not sent my love you and a beenbage. and!
, Love Tracy. christmas
love Mrs.Santa.
list.
'
'
'
- 1 -`1Frdtt
-rfterifeilifier
Mitzi Scott
Dear St. Nick
Sin4.tiatis
Dear—
Would you please get
I hope Rudolph has not get Merry Christmas
everything on my christmas sick. I want radio controlled Dear Santa,
I want a pony. It is cold here
list.
R2D2
and
large
size
to. Is it cold up there? I won't a
LOVE JAKE OAS
chewbaca.
_
•
Love Kevin car and a minibike.
Dan
Dear Santa Claus,
I want to no if you are doing Dear Santa Claus,
ok, are you doing ok. I go over
I want a chewbacca and a
my grandma and open luke.
presents.
James T. Nance
Love Jennifer Collins
Dear Santa Claus,.
Dear Santa Claus,
I will be good. I will have
I would like baby wet and some cookies and milk.
I will
care. Is a rudolph in the north- like a lite brite. And I will like
May
pole? Santa Claus I love you. I strolre. I like Christmas.
I
would like a recorder to.
want a purse,
the
--Love April Lane.
Happy Christmas Santa Claus
Melissa Thurmond
lights on
Dear Santa Claus
I want a Batman car and a Dear Santa
your tree
Claus,
stereo and a real electric car. Lite Brite, Cats
Eye, Hungre
Sincecely, Scott Lyons.
reflect our
Hungry Hippo, Chewbacca,
Luke.
Dear Santa Claus,
thanks an
Brian Carroll
from Meredith Howe
'• bright wishes
1 would like to have a Dear
Santa Claus
Rudolph doll and cats eye.
I wot you to bring me a mine
for a better
Jennifer she would lika a bike and a hot
rod and you
4
Hungry Hungy Hippo and a
might be fat but your still a
than ever
Mickey mose roller coaster. santa claus even
though you
I would like a new are fat. I love
you.
Christmas!
housecoat. and a new The end.
houseshoes. I would like a
44hea Ellis
baby when she brinks her
bottle she gets a rash.
Dear Santa Claus,
Please don't get sick Santa
Dear Santa Claus
Claus: Please get Hungry
Is Rudolph a real reindeer. Hungry Hippo ynon
and
May i have baby alive. We do please get me.
have a chimney i will leave
114 S. 5th
753-100
Beverly Young
back boor open.
4
Stephanie Rutledge
Dear St. Nick

ERRY
ISES

•••••

Beat the drum,
for Christmas

Dear Santa,
I want a pet rabbit and a

has come, with
warmth and

D
baavvtreid r1
eletrik

holiday cheerl
Our thanks.
Dear Santa,
I want a baby wet and care
and a pet rabbit and a super
star barbi. I love you, too.
Your friend,
Melanie E.

K-N Rootbeer Drive-1n
Sycamore

753-7793

Thinking of you
and hoping
your holidays

fa-

-

;10
reaking out witit-heartr- good wishes for a Christmas
bright and cheery!
We're happy to extend
thanks to. cherished friends
and neighbors.
From The Monogement
8 Staff of

kenlake State Resort Park

Aurora, Ky.

474-2211

Close From
To Jan. 5, 19.79

NEKICE
It is our sincere wish
that the Glory and
Divirw Spirit of the
Holy Birth enrich the
many holiday joys and
blessings you share

Lindsey's
Jewelers

Acco

will be filled to

All cou
to purct
allowed
charge b
an agrei
Fiscal 0
Henley o
Henley
court wit
county
monthly
the landf
$400 a m
Under
there an
stickers.
sticker ai
the land
required
they worl
blue sticii
not entitl
fill.

the brim with
bright Christmas

Wishing you all the
happiness this holy
IS

OA

b. I

treasures!

Thi

ot

Ias, II

May your Christmas
be brightened by
our thanks.

will b,
Christ
won't
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Fran
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end of

Town & Country
Yamaha Ltd.

-Somi
—.noon._
Itldf4e-4
County
until ni
The
will be
The Mt
will no
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-
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Wishing You The Best Of The Holiday Season;
Edna,Patsy, Anna, Sam, Ronnie, Ray and Hoyt.
The Staff Of

Roberts Realty
A/...

with your loved ones.
.
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Murray.
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As the silvery sounds

ofChristmas herald a
holiday ofunbinindedjoy
and content/Tient, we
extend our deep gratitude
- to our many wonderful friends.
Weighing anchor oft, a holiday
Riled with GOOD,FRIENDS,
The Staff of the Westview Nursing Home would like to
take this opportunity to express their sincere wishes
for a happy holiday season for everyone.

GOOD TIMES, GOOD CHEER and

Westview Nursing Home
1401 S. With

753-1304

TVA Certified HeatPump Dealers

our hearty thanks.

Captain D's
- 111N.

7534011.1

QUALITY SERVICE GO.7.
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